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SQUIRE’S

Augusta

Strictly Pure
Kettle

Mr. Libby’s

Put up expressly

FOR FAMILY USE
In 3. 6,10 lb palls and 10 lb tubs; Is tor sale bj
every First-Class O.rocer and Provision (Dealer i
all Lard rendered by us Is free from alt Cottou
Seed Oil, Tallow, Suet, and other adulterations so
used, and Is Warranted atricily
commonly
Fare. None genuine without our name stamped
upon the package.
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POWDER
Pure.

DYE HOUSE NOTICE.
Garments Cleansed or Ityed Whole, and
l’reaaed ready for wear,
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Preble St., Opp- Preble Haase.
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W.D. LITTLE &GCK,
GENERAL
INSURANCE AGENCY,

Established ia IS43.

Absolutely

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity
and wholesomeness. More economical
ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
'mpetltion with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold onto in
fUKINO PowDKK Co., 108 Wall
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NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.

Prices

All kinds of property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign,
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North Varasoulh.
The Republicans of North Yarmouth are re
quested to meet at the Town House, In said townon SATURDAY, March 1C. 1889, at 3
o’clock
P. M„ for the purpose of selecting candidates for
municipal officers.
Per order, Town Committee.
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Watches,
Rings and
Jewelry
-OF ALL KINDS.-

A lot of Silver Plated and Oxidized
Hair and Lace Pina to be closed
cat at la cents each.

NEW SPRING STYLES
Ladles’ Glazed Dongola Kid Button Boots. Common Sense and Opera toe, Patent Leather Tips or

plain toe.
Ladles’ Hand sewed Dongola Button Boots.
Gipsy cut, very light and easy for the feet.
Men's and womens ltubben In all Styles and
Prices.

J. P. WELCH,
421

Several patterns of Silver Forks
and Spoons to be closed out at
less than half price.
Also a lot of Tea Sets, consisting
of six pieces each, to be’ closed
ont for I ess than the original
rost.
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Congress St.,

NEXT FIRST PARISH
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FIGS!
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stalllzed fruh Cnthartic.

(Medicated)

Hinsi KO figs area

are a

cry

discovery of the

greatest Interest to the medical profession.
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figs

are a

boon

to

household.

FAUGHT & HOYEY,

every

RAMBIIRG FI (AS ar * a most delicious laxative, or purgative, prepared from fruit and veget-

Successors to Geo.

ables.

IIANIHITRL; figs are so perfectly harmless that they may be administered with entire
safety to an Infant.
lltnBVRG
figs are so efflcaclous to
adults that a single dose will prove their value.
Rtlsl'KG FIGS are so elegantly prepared that they need only to be presented to the
public to become a necessity in every household
tbrouvbout the laud.
HAJlBt all FIGS, 25 cents abox. Dose,
one
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tSpbcial to the Press.]
Augusta, March 12.—The long-awaited
debate on the resolve to repair the old State
House drew a large number of spectators to
the Senate chamber this forenoon. The
chamber was crowded,every available space,
even to the small areas of elbow room between the chairs of the Senators, being ocblipled.
Augusta citizens, especially the
ladies of Augusta, were a numerous portion
of this throng.
Members of the
lower
House were also present In large numbers to
hear Senator Libby’s speech and the expected reply from Sehator Heath.
The debate
was worthy the assemblage.
It was a battle
of giants between the only two men in the
Senate capable of such a contest.
Senator
Libby’s speech dealt largely in statistics,
but even the figures,usually so uninteresting,
became under hts application of them of
such Interest, as to hold the attention ot his
audience throughout, tn point of dignity,
logic and force Mr. Libby’s speech has not
had its equal in the Senate for a long time.
Senator Heath’s reply was worthy his abilities and long experience, and wherever he
failed to meet Mr. Libby’s argument, he
failed not through lack of ability and adroitness, but because of his cause.
Senator
Libby began tnedebate,speaking as follows;
Mr.

L*lcUSE8.

J. P. WELCH.

k Co.,

FINE TAILORS,
48 Winter Street,
mar4nrmeodtt
BOSTON

Mr. President:
This resolve Is probably the most important matter to bn acted upon at this session.
It involves the expenditure of $150,000 with,
in the next two years, and renders necessary
that amount of additional taxation in the
end
Aside from all question of the propriety of
foreclosing at this time any further consideration ot a change in the location of the seat
of government and of the erection of a new
State House which is involved in the passage of this resolve, this matter addresses
Itself also to the deliberative judgment of
the legislature as a financial question, one
that involves a consideration of what is demanded by a wise and economical adminisirauuu oi
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Musical Societies and Choirs do well who
round off the season with the practice of Cantatas or Glee Collections.
Among the many good Cantatas, we publish
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Indications for the next 24 hours for New
England are fair weather, followed Wednesday night by colder southwesterly winds.
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assume tout

see where we stand. With
the resolve in favor of the Lewiston hospital, this is left as the only matter of importance, involving appropriation of money still
to be acted on. If it passes, it completes the
long list of extraordinary appropriations

already mede and

The amounts
granted by the legislature.
appropriated for the next two years are so

large that tliey

may well excite attention,
for they will confer upon this legislature the
invidious distinction of being, all things considered, one of the most, if not the most extravagant of any in the history of the
State.
Take the figures as we find them and see
what they show.
Including the few pending resolves, the appropriations for 1889 and
1890 will amount to the large sum of $2,815,949.28, but these figures, large as they are,
do not disclose the whole situation.
Their
true import will appear when we compare
them with the appropiations of other years,
and analyze the items. No payment on the
principal of the public debt will be made in
the year 1889; and only $50,000 in the year
1890, and the payments on account of interest on the public debt amounted in these
two years to the comparatively small sum of
$305,000, leaving the total appropriations of
those years, exclusive of payments on account of the public debt, as $2,459,949.09, or
au average of $1,229,974.54 for each of those
years.
Let us compare these appropriations with
the annual expenditures of the last six years
and see where we stand.
Excluding payments on account of public debt they run as

Expenditures
tor

yearsAmount.

1888.$886,439.52

1887. 927.991.54
1886. 792,744.05
1885. 878.278.91
1884. 742,936.16

895,903,90
1882.. 640,438.99

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
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government,
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PALPATION OF TUI HEART.

m\m & jo®,

me

legislature does not lose sight o( the
fact that appropriations means taxation and
that all expenditures of the government
must ultimately come out of the pockets of
the people.
It therefore becomes Us as we near the end
of the session to review the appropriations
the

This is

constitutes

Libby’s Speech.

follows;

Fig.

Persons who stiller from occasional palpitation
of the heart are often uuaware that they are the
victims of heart disease, and are liable to die without warning. They should banish this alarming
symptom, and cure the disease by using Db.
Flint’s Remedy. Mack. Drug Co.. N. Y.
mars
eodl stply

Eloquent

In Opposition.

The Best of the Argument with Us;
the Votes with Augusta;

LEAF URD!

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY RYE HOUSE,
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average of $823,544.58 for each
of those years, a difference of more than
$400,000, as compared with the average of
1889 and 1890.
Now what are the probable receipts for
1889 and 1890 with which tc pay these large
On this
point we have
appropriations.
been furnished with several sets of figures
and it is worth our while to find out, if we
can, which is probaly right.
The treasurer, in his annual report laid before this legislature gave, as is usual, the estimates for the receipts of 1889 as $1,337,842.80 which includes $272,283.41 as a balauce
of cash on hand January 1,1889, and which
is about the average amount carried from
year to year and constitutes the ready cash
capital of the (state on which to go and come,
and which, unless it is to he wioed out,
should not be exhausted by appropriations,
February 20,1888, the treasurer furnished
the following estimates as the receipts aud
expenditures for the years 1889 and 1890. I
read from the paper furnished to me by him:
Expenditures from 1889 to 1890...$2,404 357.14
Kecetptsin 1889 to 1890. 2,120,000 00
These expenditures did not include the list
of large appropriations then pending amounting to $359,550, but the deficit then shown
was more than enough to wipe out the
large
balance of cash on hand. March second. In
au
order
introduced
the
to
Senby
response
ator from Oxford, the committee on finance
reported the following:
Estimated receipts for years 1889
ana

an

.*z,4oz,zb3.oo

Estimated appropriations lor years
1B«1» and 1890. 2,423,098.27
As this report showed an increase of receipts for those years of $00,000 more than
the figures furnished me by the treasurer including the cash on hand, I introduced an
order recommitting the report and in itructing the committee to give further details,
and in response to that ordet on March 7th
we were furnished with a new set of figuies
more extraordinary than the last, to which I
invite your attention. In this report, which
1 do not understand is claimed to be the report of the committee, but is put forth as the
statement of the treasurer, the receipts for
the years 1889 and 1890 were given as $2,769,141.23, an increase of $649,141.23, or with
cash on hand added, of $316,858.12, over the
figures of the treasurer furn'shed me February 20, and an increase of $256,858.12 over
the former report of the committee.
In view of the elasticity of these figures it
is worth while to see how these results have
been obtained.
An examination of the rehas been
port will show that the increase the
neceslargely made by arbitrarily adding
Tills is
sary amount to “taxes collectable.”
shown by the following item taken from the
report: “State taxes collectable in
1889,
$910,559,” an increase of $250,000 over the
same items given in the treasurer’s report.
Now what does this mean?
It means an
attempt to collect two State taxes In one
As is well known the practice has
year.
grown ud of not collecting a large part of the
State tax in the year in which it is assessed,
so that it is a source of income In the followThe State finances have adjusted
ing year.
themselves to this practice.
The towns are
accustomed to it.
It cannot be overturned
without embarrassing the taxpayers and adding to the burdens of subsequent years.
An eqatnination of the State treasurer’s report will illustrate the situation. The treasurer in his report lor 1887 says:
“The receipts of the office during the year
1885 were largely derived from the tax of
1884, due Jan. 1,1885, which was based upon
a percentage of four mills on the dollar of
the State valuation. During the present year
the receipts have mostly accrued from the
State tax of 1885, which was assessed in accordance with the reduced rate of taxation
as established by the last legislature.”
In the estimates of receipts for the year
1889 is a large part of the tax of 1888, viz:
$599,741.68, and each succeeding year will be
helped out by the tax of the preceding
year.
Now whenever that system is changed a
deficiency must exist in the preceding year,
or two taxes must be paid in one year. A consideration of the amount to be collected on
State taxes for the years 1889 and 1890 as
given in the last report of the finance com-

mittee, will show this:

Amount to be collected in 1889.8910 659
Amount to be collectea in 1890. 849^497
Total.
$1,(60,056
This amount exceeds by $378,871.72 the
for
both
of those year?, which
total State tax
are as as follows:
state tax for 188*.*649,497.11
State tax for 1890. 631,697.17

P C— Partly Cloudy.

Total.*1,181^194.28
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This difference

be obtained by
Yet with
all this manipulation of figures which are
and
misleading
unfair, and made, as I submit, for a purpose, the balance Is on the
wrong side, if the pending resolves are
passed, by over 846,000 and if the State tax
is collected as heretofore, by nearly $300,000
and the balance of cash on hand January 1,
1880 of $272,000 Is swept away In addition.
Is this a result pleasant to contemplate, or
one which will meet wl th the approval of
this State?
With economy In carrying on the government a great saying might have been made
the present year. Is there any need of
that saving?
Let us examine the State

encroaching

can only
on some other

year.

finances and see where we stand. I think
you will come to the conclusion that if half
a million dollars Is to be expended it had
best be applied to the outstanding obligations
of the State. A refunding scheme has been
reported by the finance committee aui passed
by the legislature. I have assumed that the
scheme was well considered and proper; but
the further I have examined this matter
within the past few days the more astonished I have been at the situation I have

found.
Tlie State treasurer reports the

funded

debt of tlie State as follows:
Honda due June 1,1880, war Ipan.yl .748,000
Bonds due October 1,1889, loan for
assumption of municipal war debt... 2,187,400
The sinking fund available for the payment of this debt amounts to $965,296.33. It
is proposed to refund the balance by bonds
distributed over 40 years at a lower rate of
interest. It may be well to examine the
source of this iudebtedness and see under
what authority and limitations It was con-

tracted, for it presents some troublesome
questions, The war debt propel, amounting
to $1,748,000, need not detain us; as that is
not the source of the difficulty, but attention
is
directed
what is
to
called
the
“municipal war debt" amounting to 82,187,400.00.
An
examination
of the constitution will show that a special amendment
to that instrument was required to authorize
the creation of that debt, which the court
had decided would be unconstitutional without such amendment.
The amendment now
stands as section 15 of article 9 of the constitution as printed with the Revised Statutes.
It is plainly drawn and is the only authority
for the issue of these bonds.
It prescribes
the payment of the same within 21 years from
their Issue. Its language is unequivocal. It
says:
“The State is authorized to issue bonds
payable within 21 years, at a rate of interest
not exceeding 6 per cent a year, payable semi
annually, which bonds or their proceeds
shall be devoted solely towards the reimbursement of the expenditures iucurred by
the cities, towns and plantations of the State
the
rebellion.
for war purposes, during
....

This amendment shall not

be construed to permitihe credit of the State
to be directly or indirectly loaned in any
other case or for any other purpose,”
Will any lawyer on this floor contend that
the words “payable within 21 years” mean
“may be renewed at the end of 21 years?”
Could language be more explicit as to limitation on the time of payment? Under this
amendment could bonds have been legally Issued payable in 60 years?
-UCI> ut see uuw

uu-

icgotatuiu

uuurisvuuu

when
bonds
were
it
the
issued.
In
18G8
the
an
legislature passed
act (chopter 225)
amendsubsequently
ed
40
ol
to
1868,
by
chapter
authorize
the
issue
of
these
bonds
in accordance with this amendment, and in
that act provided for a sinking fund to be
raised by taxation at each session of the legislature, of such sum as invested year by
year will meet, at maturity, the payment of
the bonds,” and further provided that the
"sum so raised is pledged and shall be held
as a sinking fund to be invested” as therein
provided. Under this act the bonds were
issued and the sinking fund regularly raised
by taxation until the year 1887, when the
present chief executive, theu State treasurer
in his annual report, advised the legislature
to discontinue the payments into the sinking
that
fund although it was well
known
the
fund
would
not
be
sinking
at
sufficient
to
meet
the
debt
its
In
view
of
the fact
maturity.
that the faith of the State was pledged in
the act of 1868 to provide by taxation a sinking fund sufficient to meet the payment of
the debt, and that such payment is required
by the constitutional amendment, it is difficult to understand the propriety of such sugIt may be well to quote his precise
anguage;
“In my judgment the sinking fund has
been carried as far as the obligation of the
act of 1868, under which it was established,
requires.If the legislature shall now make provision for refunding
the amount of the debt which will remain in
1889, which will be less than three millions
in all, it might be wise to omit further taxation in any form on account of the debt.”
Acting upon tiiat advice the legislature of
1887 repeated the provisions as to the sinking fund and made an abortive attempt to
renew the debt, and we are now face to face
with the problem, of what to do with a debt
which all the provisions of law required
should be paid at its maturity, and which
those responsible for the finances of the
State should have seen was met by a sinking
That sinkfund sufficient for that purpose.
ing fund now amounts to $965,296.33. Its
market value is about $1,200,000. The amount
of bonds outstanding is $2,187,400, leaving
$987,400.00 still to be provided for.
It is now proposed to renew the debt.
Where is the authority for such renewal? Is
it found in the constitutional amendment?
If so. I should be glad to see it. If not, it
will be difficult to find it elsewhere. Can
new bends be substituted for the old ones
and not be tainted with illegality? These
are serious questions and may well cause
men to hesitate.
If the State has
prudent
half a million dollars to spend above the
necessary charges of government, it may be
wise to consider whether we are not bound
to use it to pay the debts of the State which
by the constitution are payable “within 21
years” from October 1,1869, rather than to
absorb it by appropriations rushed through
in the closing days of cbe session.
It has even been suggested that the premiums received on the sale of bonds Issued to
renew the debt of the State might be used to
pay for the enlargement of this building as
contemplated. This is in keeping with other
arguments used in favor of this resolve, but
it would be a bold and reckless spirit that
would ac. on such advice and be responsible
for the diversion of any of the proceeds of
those bonds from the only purpose for which
in any event, they can be used, the renewal
of the public debt for which they are authorized to be issued; whether sold above
par, a fact which will show that the rate of
interest is unnecessarily high, or at a lower
rate, only so many bonds can be issued as
will raise the funds necessary to renew the
debt.
I do not care to pursue this matter further.
Enough has been said to show the serious
objections that exist to the passage of this
resolve from the financial point of view
alone. Other objections exist of a weighty
character, but I do not propose to enter into
their discussion.
They are present to our minds, if not stated.
We all knuw the history of this matter, the
arguments that were used to prevent any
action favorable to a change of location of
the (state House, the change of front that lias
followed, the late day at which tills resolve
was introduced and the urgency which has

fjestion.

less to discuss why members have changed
their minds or what influences have minist
tered to that result. Already too mucli lieaana feeling have been developed In the discussion. and in our cooler moments we may
And that there are many aspects of the affair
in which we shall take no special pride.
Mo Senator upon this floor can read but
with feelings of humiliation the cl arge that
has been publicly made in one of the journals of the State that the Chief Executive has
so far forgotten the diguity of bis position
and the duty of his office as to actively lobby
in behalf f the passage of this resolve.
It
is in keeping with the unwise and indiscreet
utterances of the organ of the adininistration in its treatment of the whole matter.
A large section of the State has been long
and earnestly interested in this question of
the reuioval of the Capital and the erection
of a new State House. Whether this summary disposal of it will have a tendency to
promote union of
interests
and sentiment Is a matter for the majority of
this
to
body
consider.
Communities
are
sensitive as well
as
individuals,
and the great counties of Cumberland and
York are not unimportant factors in the
State. They are entitled to considerate and
respectful treatment.
So far as the city of Portland is concerned,
I have a just pride in her reputation for enterprise, liberality and public spirit; it was
voiced in the action of her citizens who made
the tender of subscriptions to the State, and
its memory will survive whatever action may
be recorded on the rolls ot this body.
Her
gracious and generous offer was prompted
by motives which are superior to the assaults
low wit or malice, and her good name
of
needs no defence or apology from me.
If the sentiments of the citizens of Portland and the wishes of the western count'es
of the State are to be ignored and treated as
of no account, so let it be.
They will adjust
themselves to the situation.
They are not
dependent for their existence or property upof
the
dominant faction iu the
on the fovopolitics of the State.
It is well to remember that the power of
majorities is not permanent, and that hasty
action often entails consequences that end in
disaster. 1 have performed my duty in entertaining my protest against the passage of
the resolve, and I now leave the matter to

the consideration of the Senate.

Mr. Heath’s Speech.
Senator Heath, beginning his speech, said
he was glad to meet the Senator from Cumberland in the same spirit that he has presented this question without regard to the
elaims of the city of Portland.
The city of Portland has been heard and
Hied its offer in a dignified and courteous

THE HOSPITAL RESOLVE

Lewiston Does Not Fare So Well As
Did Augusta.

The

A

Scheme For Refunding the
Public Debt Recast.
Drawn Measure Passed
In Place of the Former.

Carefully

1 Special to the Press.i
Augusta, March 12.—Lewiston has failed
again to get her hospital resolve through the
House, though a change of two votes would
have helped them through. The resolve
elicited ii hot debate. It failed 84 yeas to 87

nays, the vote being as follows:
Yeas—Adams of Belgrade, Barker, Berry,
Bird, Blther, Burleigh, Cain, Carson, Clas.m,
CIossou, Cloutier, Cook. Cartis of Perkins, Dame,
Dlokey. Emerson. Engel, Ferguson. Field, Foster.
French. Frees, Gilford,. Glover. Grindell of
Hallowed, Hooper, Heal*, Hill of Augusta, Hill

of Mars Hill. Hinckley J.lnnell, McCabe, ManMaxim, Morrill, Morse, Moulton
of Wales. Nealley, Newioidb, Palmer, Parker,
Purmgton, Boss, Shaw, Sheahan, Spoftord,
Stearns.
Tyler, Wakefield, Weed,
Turner,
Wlswell, Woodsum.-54.
Nays—Allen of Mercer, Andrews. Bennett,
Brooks, Burnham, Chadbourne. Chaplain, Clark
of Saco, Cole, Cote. Curtin of Paris. Doe, Edgecomb. Ftsae, Fogg, Fox, Frank, Good win,GordoD,
Gowell, Green. Grmdle of Mt.i Desert, Hamilton
Harrington, Hawkins, Hovey Hutchius, Ingalls.
Jordan of Waltham, Kalor, Keegan, Kneelaud,
Lamb, Littlefield, Lombard, Madigau, Mallet,
Meirlll, Midland, MiteBdl, Moore, O’Brien,
Osgood, Pattaugall, Pendleton. Perkins, Poor,
Kobie, Sweetzer, Talbot Taylor, Tilton, Warretrof Castlne, Wheeler, Whitten of Portland,
Wilbur, Winter.—87.
The resolve went back to the Senate, and
they insisted on their former vote, and a
committee of conference was appointed,
consisting of Senators Sleeper, Clark and
Simpson, But the House refused to concur
The failure was no
and the matter failed.
fault of Col. F- W. Dans, who has managed
the Lewiston case.
He has twice resurrect*
ed the resolve and sent it hack to the House.
where it finally perished by a very narrow
vote.

ley, Mardett,

The

ON

FOURTH CAGE.]

Refunding

Lew.

It has been found necessary to wholly recast the scheme for refunding the public
debt. Brokers have been here from Seligman’s banking house in New York, and
through the Investigations of their counsel
and Attorney General Littlefield, Mr. Libby
and others acquainted with the financial affairs of the State.it was decided that the biltl
which has already passed and been approved, was too loosely drawn by the finance
committee to provide for safe and successful
This prevented the opening
refunding.
of
bids
for
the
bonds
at
tho
the
bil
treasury
today, for
already passed was both inadequate and unconstitutional. Tonight Br. Heath presented
in the Senate a new Dill to repeal the act already passed and provide an entirely new
act This new bill has been drawn by the
Attorney General, Senator Heath and Judge
Wiswell and is approved by Senator Libby
the finauce committee and Gcv. Burleigh I
Senator Heath read the bill, explaining it as
be read.
Senator Libby said that so far as
it ^provided
for
debt
refunding the
due January 1, 1889, he approved it. A
to the question
of
the
constitutionalof
the
October
ity
refunding
bonds (municipal war loan) there was a
doubt there which ought to be settled
y obtaining the consent of the people of the
State to an amendment to the constitution
which might be submitted by the present
legislature. Thereby all trouble would be
averted. The refunding bill then passed the
Senate aud House. The new law Is much
more carefully drawn than the other, and,
all questions of constitutionality aside, affords a plain and perfect process for refund-

grave

ing.

The

Mackerel Bill.

The mackerel bill, which has been pending in the legislature from almost the very
first of the session, came up lor a long discussion in the Senate today.
This is the
bill to strike the word “mackerel” out of
that section of the revised statutes which
prohibits the seining of mackerel, shad, etc.,
In the bays. Senator Wright of Oxford discussed the circumstances under which the
word “mackerel” came into this section of
the law, contending that the word was improperly put in during the revision of 1883,
and that It was not the intention of the
legislature that it should be there. Senator
Heath could not see that the word was in
improperly, and went back over the cirrevision
to
sustain
cumstances of
his
opinion. After the lawyers had finished.
Senator Hinckley, of Georgetown, who is
the authority on fishery matters in
the
Senate, and to whose influence perhaps
more than
to
the
influence
of
any
other
public man in Maine is due
the
present policy of the State in
regard to the fisheries, took the floor and began his speech against the bill. But he had
not gone far when Senator Wright announced that a compromise amendment to
which Mr. Hinckley had previously said he
would agree, would also be agreed to by the
friends ol the bill. This amendment does
not embody any change in the policy of the
State iu regard to the protection of mackerel, but removes an ambiguity which has
The
seriously troubled the fishermen.
present law prohibits the seining of mackerel
in a bay any part of which is not over three
miles wide. ! This ambiguous wording has
rendered doubtful the right to sein eveu far
out in the waters of Casco Bay aud other
large bays because a part thereof is less than
three miles broad.
The amendment removes that ambiguity by applying the prohibition to those parts of Days which are
three miles or less in width from shore to
shore.
The

Chartering

of Railroads.

Several years ago a law was passed prescribing a way in which railroad corpora-

tions may be organized under the general
law without incorporation by a special legislative act. Within a few years the custom
has grown up in the legislature of granting
charters to companies that might as well be

This
organized under this general law.
session the question of constitutionality was
raised and four bills of Incorporation for
committees on

sitting together.

judiciary and legal affairs
They examined each of

the bills and this forenoon reported that two
of them, the Mousam River Railroad and
West Branch Railroad Company, ought
not to pass as ail the privileges asked could
be obtained under the general law.
Two
otner charters, the Skowhegan and Norridgewock Railroad and Mexico and Rangelv
Railroad Company bills were favorably reported, as in these privileges not obtaiuable
under the general law were asked. The
Mousam River Railroad bill was then amended by Senator Lord so that it would stand
on the same basis as the charters reported
favorably and the bill so amended passed.
Senator Ryder also did the same for the
West Branch Railroad bill.
Senator freeman's Labor Bill.
Senator Freeman’s bill relating to the employment of labor was called up in the Senate this forenoon by Senator Heath ou its
passage to be enacted. The bill was as follows:
Whoever by threats, intimidation or force,
alone or in combination witli others, prevents, or
attempts to prevent any person from entering
into or continuing in the employment of any person, firm or corporation, shall be punished by
imprisonment not more than two years, or by fine
not exceeding five hundred dollars.
Senator Heath moved to strike the words
“or attempts to prevent” out and the Senate
so

voted.

Last of the

Dog Bill.
Into the Senate this
forenoon from the second committee of conference. That committee could not agree.
Senator WaltoD, of Somerset, tried to have
the Senate recede and agree with the House
in passing the bill. The Senate refused.
Then Mr. Walton tried to get another conference committee, hut the Senate refused
This kills the dog bill finally.
The “dog bill”

came

The Came.

The amendments to the fish and game law
which arc known as the “game bill” and
related to hunting moose, deer and caribou
I

--

i

Final

Adjournment,

sssi

Final adjournment will come tomorrow

(Wednesday) noon.
Notes.
The Governor did not delay signing the
8150,000 resolve for repairs on the old State
House, and it became a law this afternoon In
about 15 minutes after it passed the House
It was not generally
he would veto It.

supposed, however, thal

The Portland Street Sprinkling Company’s
bill has been agreed to bv a conference com
mittee and bae passed both Houses.
Ac
amendment has been added that the consent
of the city council Instead of the board ol
aldermen merely shall be obtained In the
terminal
'‘feeing
in cities has been
o

railroads

[CONTINUE*

DEFEATED.

apply

facilities foi

amended so as ti
to the Maine Central at Bath, as wel

PRICE $6 A YEAR IN ADVANCE*

13, 1889.

to the Boston A Maine at Portland, and
in this form bas passed.
The bill to raise the salary of the superintendent of schools to $15<X), add of his assistant to $1000. passed tonight.
Senator flaines finished his plucky fight
with the railroads today, but was defeated,
20 votes to 6.
Senator Daggett, Simpson,
Frost, Kendall and Walton voted with him.
This was on his bill to regulate fares, etc.
His other bill relating to the salaries of railroad commissioners was passed with some
amendments.
In its amended form it provides that the companies shall pay enough
additional tax to the State to meet the expenses of the salaries of the railroad commisThe clause providsioners and their clerk.
ing for a bridge inspector Was strlken out.
Mrs. L. C. Pennell succeeded In lobbying a
resolve to pay her $300 damages for illegal
detention in the Insane Asylum through the
Senate this forenoon, but the resolve was
killed in the House.
While theSeuate was catching up with the
business tonight, the House indulged in a
mock session. Big Ben Chadbourne of Biddeford,|was called to the chair, and he invited Hon. Tobias Lord to a seat on one side
•f him and ex-Mayor Chapman to a seat on
the other side. Then the uproar and fun
as

began.

The temperance bill was indefinitely postthe Senate and House, and

tonight by
fioned
dead, dead, dead.
s

The bill to Increase the salaries of the fish
and game commissioners was killed tonight.
The sheriff's bill has been amended in committee of conference so that it does not apply to Cumberland, Androscoggin and Kennebec counties.

ACAINST PROHIBITION.
The

Indicate

Returns

that

New

Hampshire Has Voted No.

Pobtsmocth, X. U., March 12.- The
special election on the constitutional amendments drew out a much larger vote in the
city than was anticipated, over four-fifths of
the total vote being polled.
Everything
passed off quietly. Very little attention was
paid to any amendment excepting the fifth,
whichrelated to the suppression of thesale and
manufacture of malt and spirituous liquors
The voting in all the wards was light until
afternoon when both sides commenced to
Circulars were freely
put in hard work.

“The woman’s appeal," by
prohibitionists, while a small circular bearing the heading “Common Sense,” read, “If
the prohibition bill should pass what would
the cranks give in exchange to compensate or
make up for the loss of twelve hundred
(1200) men's wages that are now employed In
and about the breweries, from which they
obtain the means of the support of their
families? Will they give anything? Will
they let the land where the breweries
now stand lay waste as they did when the
cotton mill burned down, or will they give
long lectures and cheap talk, and let you and
distributed,

sour

children live on

that,

or

starve?

Work-

ingmen, consider this and mind how you
Much
vote on the 12th of the month.”
stress was laid on the speech of a temperance
orator in the Northern part of the State who
stated that, "stop the manufacture of beer

in Portsmouth and grass would grow In the
streets of thatcity.” Portsmouth merchants
did not care for that state of affairs and both
Republicans and Democrats were found at
the polls, working against the passing of
amendment
as
deemed
it
five
they
the
indusdirected
against
principal
tries of the city which disburses annually
In wards
millions of dollars to employees.
one, two and three the amendment was not
made a party issue. In ward four, a personal issue was made, some Republicans
worked for the passing of the amendmeat
while Democrats were united against it.
Very little attention was paid the other six
amendments to the constitution. The total
votewas 2155 the majority against the amendment 1345. Reports received from several
towns in Rockingham county in the vicinity
are that the amendment is defeated by a
small majority.
Claremont, N. H., March 12.—Returns
from towns as far as heard from indicate a
decided majority against Prohibition. Claremont is the only county that voted in favor,
giving a majority of 11. The prohibitionists
consider Sullivan their banner county.
North Conwav, N. II., March 11.—The
indications are that there will be a majority
in favor of the prohibitory amendment in
Carroll county.
Returns from ten towns
show, yes, 927; no, 853.
Manchester, N. H., March 12.—The total vote cist in this city in favor of constitutional prohibition was 1392; against 3716.
Returns from 43 country towns throughout
the State g ive 4505 votes for and 5250 against
the amendment.
Laconia, N. H March 12.—Every town
in Belkuap county but tiilmauton and Meredith voted strongly against the prohibition
amendment.
The leading prohibitionists
have but little faith in the general result.
Bristol. N. II., March 12.—The prohibition amendment was not adopted by the
voters of this town and probably has not
been by this county.
Here the ballot was
66 in favor to 155 against.
Nashua, N. H., March 12.—The result of
the election is a surprise to the friends as
well as the opponents of the prohibitory
amendment. Ladies worked vigoiously and
some wards had
committees numbering
eight or more, working until the polls closed.
lines
were
The ladies toParty
ignored.
night are much pleased with the day’s work.
Result on the prohibitory amendment was;
yes, 1270; no. 1068.

Concord, March 12.—Returns from fifty
nine cities and town not including Manchester, give a majority of 2200 against the prohibitory amendment. The indications at

midnight are that the amendment Is defeated from 20,000 to 30,000. All the others are
adopted.
Manchester, March

12.—Returns

from

one-third of the towns of the State Indicate,
If the same ratio is kept up in the remaining,
3000
majority agains tthe amendment,
which added to the 4000 majorities in the cities would make a total majority against constitutional prohibition, of 7000 in the State,

[Seven amendments to the constitution
submitted to the people of New Hamp~

were

shire yesterday as the result of the recent
convention called for the purpose of revis-

ion.

Of these amendments, the most important was that providing for the prohibl
tlon of the liquor traffic, that changing the
time of the assembling of the legislature
from June to January and that fixing the
compensation of legislators at S200 per session, with an allowance of $3 a day for special sessions, to be paid for 15 days only. The
despatches show that the prohibitory
amendment is defeated. There was little
doubt as to the adoption of the others and
they have probably been ratified by a large

vote.]
Ladies at the Polls.
SET

IT

If_E

rm

al town election today elected H. M. Kelley
and George L. Hayes, selectmen; F. I,
Chesley, clerk; G. D. Newell, treasurer; F.
I. Decatur, collector. All are Republicans.
There was no choice for third selectman.
Ladies were present at the polls the entire

day.

_

MAINE.
Fire at Waterford,
Norway, March 12.—The buildings of
George W. Tracy at North Waterford,
burned today; loss #700; insured for #500.
The cause is unknown. The furnituro was

mostly

saved.

From Bowdolnham to Topsham.
Brunswick, March 12.—Rev. George F.
Jenkins of Bowdoinham, has accepted a
call from the Baptist church in Topsham, to

begin May

1st.
CENERAL

NEWS.

PRESIDENT

HARRISON'S BUSY OAY.

A Stream of

Delegationa

and Callers

With Axes to Crind.

and Census Chairman*
ships for Maine Senators.

Commerce

Indiana

Furnishes the

Italy,

Minister

to

Illinois to Denmark.

Wa8hi3iotok, March 12.—Today

was

one

of the busiest the President has passed since
his inauguration.
There was a constant
stream of callers at the White House during

the forenoon.
see all who

The President endeavored to
came on business.
This kept
him busy up to 12, when he was compelled

to cease the reception in order to attend th e
meeting of the cabinet called at that hour,
Several delegations were received during the
forenoon. One headed by Mr. Taylor of
Tennessee, including delegates from Tennessee, West Virginia and North Carolina,

asked for the appointment of K. B. Butler
commissioner of Indian affairs. Another
from Arizona, with Thomas K. Wilson as
spokesman, talked about the governorship
of that territory.
Two or three delegations were on hand in
regard to the distribution of local offices in
the District of Columbia.
Senator
Stanford and Representatives
Felton. Morrow r.nd Vandever called and
President
to appoint as public
the
urged
printer H. Z. Osborne of Dos Angeles, Cal.

WAsnixfiTov

March 12.—In the Senate

Mr. Plattiobtalned unanimous consent
suspended so much of the rules as
the standing committ?es to be
required
elected by ballot, requiring the election of
of public
the committee on expenditures

today,

to have

monies, that committee to be represented by
one on the organization, conduct and expenditures of the executive departments.
Mr. Platt then offered a resolution which
was agreed to for the election of standing
committees as follows :
Agriculture and Forestry—Messrs. Paddock,
Blair. Plumb. Higgins, McMillan, George, GibJones ot Arkansas. Bate.

sou.

Appropriations-Messrs. Allison. Dawes,Plumb,

II,Uc, Farwell, Beck, Corkrell, Call, Gorman.
Contingent Expenses—Messrs. Jones of Nevada,
Paddock, Vance.
Census—Messrs. Hale, Merrill, Wilson of Iowe,
Stockbrldge, Davis, Berry, Blackburn, Blodgett,

Turple.

Civil Service—Messrs. Chace, Dawes. ManderStanford, Washburn, Walthall, Wilsou of
Maryland, Berry, Brown.
Claims—Messrs. Spooner, Hoar, Mitchell, HigWalcott. Jones of Arkansas. Wilson of
aryland, Pasco, Faulkner.
Coast Defences—Messrs.
Dolph, Cameron,
Hawley, Hlscock, McPherson, Hampton Keagan.
Commerce—Messrs. Frye, Jones of Nevada,
Dolph, Cameron, Sawyer, Cullom, Washburn.
Ransom, Coke. Vest. Gorman, Kenna. Gibson.
District of Columbia—Messrs. Ingalls, Spooner.
Farwell. McMillan, Higgins, Harris, Vance, Daniel, Faulkner.
Education and Labor—Messrs. Blair, Wilson ol
Louisiana, Stanford. Stewart. Washburn, George,
Pugh, Payne, Barbour.
Engrossed Bills—Messrs. Farwell, Quay, Colquitt.
Epidemic Diseases—Messrs. Harris, Hampton,
Eustls, Berry, Hale, Stockbridge, Marston.
To Examine the several brauches ol Civil Service—Messrs. Higgins, Aldrich, AlUlson, Hampton, Quay.
Organization, Conduct aDd Expenditures of the
son,

Sns,

Executive Departments-Mes*rs.Hlscock. Plumb,
aherman. Frye, Spooner, Cockrell, Kenna, Gibsou, Barbour.

Finauce—Messrs. Sherman, Jones ot Nevada,
Allison, Aldrich, Hlscock. Voorhees, Beck, MePherson, Harris. Vance, |M»rrlll.
Fisheries—Messrs. Stockbrldge, Dawes, Stan
f rd,Hampton. Blodgett.
Foreign Relations—Messrs. Sherman. Edmunds,
Frye. Evarts, Dolph, Morgan, Brown, Payne, Kustis.
Improvement of Mississippi River—Messrs.
Was< buru. Farwell, Hawley. Marston, Eustls,
W lthall, Bate.
Indian Affairs-Messrs. Dawes. Platt, Stockbridge, Manderson, Walcott, Morgan. Jones of
Arkansas, Hearst, Daniels.
Inter-State commerce—Messrs. Cullom. Platt
Blair, Wilson of Iowa, Hlscock. Harris, Gorman,
Keagan, Barbour.
Judiciary—Messrs. Edmunds. Ingalls,
Hoar,
Wilson of Iowa, Evarts, Pugh, Coke, Vest,
George.
Library—Messrs. Evarts, Hoar Voorhees.
Manufacturers-Messrs. McMIUau, Quay, Platt
Colquitt. Blodgett.
Military Affairs-Messrs. Hawley, Cameron,
Manderson. Stewart, Davis, Cockrell, Hamptou,
Walthall, Bate.
Miues and Mining-Messrs. Stewart, Jones of
Nevada, Mitchell, Teller, Bate. Kaulku-r. Hearst.
Naval Affairs-Messrs. Cameron, Hale, Stanford. Stockbridge. Marston. McPherson, Butler,
Blackburn, Gray.
Patents-Messrs Teller, Chace, Platt, Hlscock,
Gray. Kenna, Keagan.
Pensions—Messrs. Davis, Blair, Sawyer, Paddock, Marston, Turple, Blodgett, Faulkner, Barbour.
Post-offices and Post-roads—Messrs. Sawyer,
Chace. Mitchell, Quay, McMillan, Colquitt.Wilson
of Maryland. Keagan, Blodgett.
Priuting- Messrs. Manderson, Hawley, Gor-

to Its Accomplishment.

Ci.gVEi.ANP, Ohio, March 12.—The Cleveland Leader’s Washington correspondent
telegraphs his paper today, with the assurance that the information be sends Is correct, that President Harrison has already
mapped out a policy for his administration
to follow respecting civil service reform in
addition to what he had to say on the subject in his Inaugural address. Certain points
from an interview with him had by a party
ol Congressmen who called upon him are

significant

and Interesting.
The visitors had presented

the claims of
certain individuals of their choice for ap-

pointments.
“I have,” said the President, “determined
plank relating thereto in the
Republican National platform, and shall sethe offices from among the

Republicans of the localities themselves,

where fit persons may be found.”
The attention of the President was called
to the inefficiency exhibited in the railway
mall service, because of the discharge of old
and tried employes to make room for Democrats whom the late administration endeavored to protect by promulgating an order placing the service under the provisions of the
civil service rule.
“I shall not revoke that order,” said the
President emphatically, "but I shall modify
it somewhat.” This remark he repeated. "1
shall,” he continued, “have the rule touching
reinstatements changed where it is specified
that a dismissed employe maybe restored
I shall have the words,
within one year.
‘within one year’ striken out.”
On the subject of removals from the gen_I ..1_.ld..,l
iewx Iha Drauiilunt a.U
believed that the provision relating to removals should be changed so that a cause
“I would
would not need to be specified.
not have a man removed,” he said, “simply
because he belonged to one political party or
the other, and there should 6e good and substantial reasons for the dismissal ol clerks
and officials generally, but I hold that It Is
not,necessary that the cause should be speciThere might be
fied or given In all cases.
good reasons for following a contrary course
and withholding information."
Militia Contests.

Military men will be busy if all the challenges are accepted. Here are the two latest
from Lewiston:
Akmoby ok Fbye Lioht (Jr Ahus, i
CO. B, 2D itBGT. M. V. M.
Lewiston. Me., Mar. 11, 1889.)
We hereby challenge the winning company In
the coming contest of Portland Light Infautry
versus the company whose challenge they now
hold and accept. Time and terms to be agreed

f

upon after the acceptance of this challenge.
F. L. Hoyt,
Capt. Com. Co. B. 2d Regt. M. V. M.
W. A. Paul, Bergt. and Clerk.
The Sheridan Guards ol Lewiston, challenge any three men In the Nealey Rifles to

drill any three of their

for $190.

men

They

will also back one man against any man In
the Maine militia for a big purse.
A triangular drill between the Nesleys,
the Portland Light Infantry and the Portland Montgomery Guards is the latest pro-

ject tn Lewiston.
A Contribution

for

tho

Monument.

Yesterday Maj. Charles Walker ol the
firm of Cbas. McLaughlin A Co., who la one
of the soliciting committee for the coming
fair for the benefit of the Soldiers’ Monument Association, received a letter which
gave him pleasure, as it contained information that two nephews of Gen. Stonewall
Jackson, one of the bravest men who led the
Southern army, bad contributed to the Monument Fair to be held in thts city.
The
nephews are in the tobacco business in LouIn that
isville, Ky., and their contribution
line. This action is an indication'*that the
day is not far distant when the last un.
pleasant foeling engendered by the civil war
will have fallen into a sleep tbat knows no
awakening.

man.

Private Land Claims—Messrs. Ransom, Colquitt, Pasco, Edmunds, Stewart, Ingalls, Walcott.

Privileges and Elections—Messrs. Hoar, Frye,
Teller, Evarts, Spooner, Vance, Pugh, Quay, Turpie.

Public Buildings anil Grounds—Messrs. Stanford Morrill, Spooner, Quay, Vest, Daniel, Pasco.
Public Lands—Messrs. Plumb. Blair, Dolph,
Teller. Pad eck. Morgan, Walthall, Beriy. Pasco
Railroads—Messrs. Mitchell, Sawyer, Hawley,
Stockbridge, Walcott, Marston, Brown, KenDa.
Blackburn, Berry.
Revision of Laws—Messrs. Wilson ol Iowa,
Stanford, Teller, Wilsou o( Maryland. Daniel.
Revolutionary Claims—Messrs. Coke, Pugh,
Hearst, Chace, Morrill.
Rules-Messrs. Aldrich, Sherman, Ingalls,
Harris. Blackburn.
Territories—Messrs. Platt, Cullom, Manderson,
Stewart, Davis, Butler. Payne, Jones ot Arkansas, Blackburn.
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard—Messrs.
Quay, Mitchell, Culioin. Dawes, Aldrich, Gibson,
\ est, George, Turple.
Tbe resolution was adopted.
Mr. Piatt
then offered a resolution appointing the following select committees:
To investigate the condition of the Potomac
river in frout of Washington—Messrs. McPherson.
Ransom. Barbour,
Manderson, Spooner, Edmunds.

To inquire mlo the claims of citizens of the
United States against Nicaragua—Messrs. Morgan, Wilson ot Maryland. Hearst, Hoar, Cameron.
On women suffrage—Messrs. Vance, Brown,
Beck, Blair. Chace, Fernald, Wolcott.
Additional accommodations of the library ol
Congress—Messrs. Voorhees, Butler, Morrill.
Evarts, Marston.
Hlscock. Shermau.lHoar. Haw
ley, Voorhees, Eustis. Colquitt.
America- Messrs.

On the Are civilized tribes u( Indians—Messrs
Butler, Morgan, Dawes, Cameron. Teller.
On the PresldenT message transmitting the report of the PaclAc railroad commissioner—Messrs
Frye, Dawes, Hlscock, Davis, Morgan. Butler
Hearst.
Relations with Canada—Messrs. Hoar, Allison
Hale, Dolph, Pugh. Butler, Voorhees.
On tlie the transportation and sale of meat products—Messrs. Vest, Plumb, Manderson, Culloni
Coke.
Irrigation and reclamation ol arid lands—
Messrs. Stewart, Allison. Plumb, liiscock, Uor
man, Reagan, Jones, of Arkansas.

PRESIOENTAL NOMINATIONS.
The Territories Provided

For-Malne

Postmasters Appointed.

Washington, March 12.—The President
following nominations to the Senate
today:
Arthur C. Mellette of Watertown, Dakota, t<

sent the

be governor of Dakota.
Luther B. Richardson of Urand Forks, Dakota
to be secretary ol Dakota.
Cornelius H. Harford of Washlugtou Territory
to be chief Justice of the supreme court of the ter
rltory of Washington.
Ueorge W. Irwin of Montana, to be marshal fo
the territory of Moutana.
Smiley M. Cliamb-rs of Indiana, to be Unltei
States attorney for the district of Indiana.
Ueorge S. Batcbeller of New York, to be assist
ant secretary of the treasury.
Albert U. Porter of Indiana, to be envoy extra
ordinary and minister plenipotentiary of tilt
United States to Italy.
John A. Enauder of Illinois, to be minister rest
dent and consul general to Denmark.
Charles A. Knife, postmaster at Princeton. Me
Arthur C. Perry, postmaster at Presque Isle,

The Senate this afternoon confirmed the
following nominations: Ex-Senator Palmer
as minister to Spain; John F. Swift, minis
ter to Japan ; John 1). Washburn, mlnistei
to Switzerland i Ueo.;C. Tlchenor, asslstanl
The nomination!
secretary of the treasury.
sent today were referred and the Senate ad

journed.
OF INTEREST IN
Mr. Thomas's

MAINE.

Name Presented fo

Minister to Sweden.

Prohibition was given a big boom in PhilaThe ministers of
delphia Monday night.
the city gathered tn convention and began
their battle for the constitutional prohibitory amendment by adopting five strung resolutions and pledging themselves to work to-

Washington, March 12.—Senators Fry: i
and Uale have presented to President liar
rison the papers for the appointment of Hoa
W. W. Thomas of Portland as minister t )
Sweden. It is their opinion that he will b )

appointed.
It turns out that Commissioner of
Naviga
tlon Morton has not resigned. He simpl t
said that he was ready to resign.
Mr. Moi
ton has decided to make his future home ii i
the West.
The candidates for the South Paris pos I
office who have presented
petitions an
GustavusC. Pratt, George D. Williams am l
Franklin MoXie.

Potnte.
k

Washington, March 12.—Senators, Fryf
Dawes, Hlscock, Davis, Morgan, Butler an 1
Hearst, the committee on Pacific roads, wll 1

HER DECKS WERE CLEARED FOR ACTION
A Bailor's Account of tho Adami't
Experience at Samoa.

Carman, Amorican and Kngllah
aola Balling in Procoaelon.

Boo
the
Natlvoo Dane#
While Carmans Are Snubbed.

New York, March 12.—Michael Sullivan,

sailor from the United States man-of-war
Adams arrived here today and Ibrtngs con-

a

siderable Intelligence of Samoan difficulties.
They left the Samoan Islands the latter part
He says from tho moment
of Januarythey arrived at Samoa the Adams's
fecks were cleared for action, bat she was
uot called upon to Are s shot during bsr slay.
Up to tbs time of tbe vessel’s departure only
one disturbance occurred, e Agbt between
tbe natives of no consequence.
Tbe gunboat Eber was stationed at Samoa
while the Adams was there, and her commander assured Captain Comp of the Adams,
that the crew of the Eber cherished tbe most
friendly feelings r the American seamen,
and he belteved
hostilities would ensue.
In the movements of the vessels around tbe
Island, the American man-of-war followed In
tbe wake of the Eber and the British gunboat brought up the rear, the vessels travelling about a mile apert.
Tbe mashes of the Maud, SuHtvan
saM,
were very fond of the Americans, and al
most to a man were in favor of Yankee
rule. The Adams nad scarcely come to
anchor when Chief Bosse, accompanied by
his daughter, the champion dancer, of the
island, and twenty female and ttfty mala
natives boarded tbe man-of-war and danced
and sang for the amusement of tbe sailor*.
An Invitation from the fiber’s commander to
do likewise on the German vessel met with a
flat refusal, tbe chief saying be would not

recognize the German flag.
ADMIRAL
We

Could

tion served at the close of the welcome services on Thursday evening; to the Woman’s
Auxiliary for providing such bountiful
lunches during the conference, and to all
others who in any way contributed towards
making the fifth annual conference of Gener
al Secretaries of New England such a grand
The McAII Mission.
annual meeting of the Portland
McAII Auxiliary will be held in State Street
chapel, Wednesday afternoon, March 13, at
Rev. Frank T. Bayhalf past two o’clock.
ley and Rev. J. C. Bracq, (representative
secretary of the American McAII Mission
Association), will address the meeting. The
pobllc are cordially Invited to be present.
At four o’clock Mr. Bracq will deliver a
French lecture for the benefit of the

The

Auxiliary^____

test the sentiment of his own and our people. He has never been a filend of the United States. Of course, we are weak at pres-

ent on the ocean, but there is a plan which
will meet the emergency, and will badly ertpnla
Germany
while
we
are
PAttin#
No
one
the
ready.
supposes
would
American people
give up the contest
until Germany had received a sound drubbing. We bave surplus and revenues enough
with the taxes now at a minimum point to
carry on a desultory war until we are in
fighting trim. While we are getting ready,
we can prohibit the entry of German manufactures into the United States. Tnatisan
Important item in the monetary activity of
Germany. We send many millions there to
pay for goods. If for the time being Germany shonld try to blockade our ports in leas
than sixty days, we would flnd an English
fieet oo our coast involved iu protecting her
own trade with us.
A hundred millions and
more of British goods finding a market in
the United States could not be cut off without.rulnlug British Industries. France would
also have an Interest.
Meantime we could
get along without their goods If necessary
England and France would be forced as a
measure of Industrial self-defense to protect
their vessels and trade with the United
States.
“I have been urg'ng the importance of
We have
building up a powerful navy.
wealth and resources to lead the world in
a navy.
Taking matters as they are, the
should
to
government
go
Engand
land
both
countries
France,
ahead
of
in
naval vessels
Germany
being
and guns and buy all the rilled guns they
can find.
We wilt very soon make use of
them. The strength of the German navy Is
greater than ours, but we have the money
and could easily spend gttno.ooo.ooo In ships
and appliances of war. With g3u,uoo,ooo in
sixty days, I could put au improvised fieet
iu motion which would make short work
with German commerce.
About the time
we would have this part of the work disposed
of. German Industries affected by foreign
trade would be paralyzed, white we would
be at the height of prosperity.
We are alIt might
ways prosperous in time of war.
be possible that Germany would seize Samoa
for the time being.
The European aspect of
the question would prevent any other complication.”
NOT COMING TO PORTLAND.
Sir John A. MacDonald

slass front, and on Saturday will reopen, with a splendid line of new and novel
Spring goods. Somers' Is a great place for
*11 the young men who are determined to

opening will be

Stabbing Affray.
Tom Green and Patrick Joyce got Into a
fight on one of the ocean steamers yesterday.
Joyce turned to climb up the hatchway,
when Greon drew a knife and stabbed him
in the back. Green was locked up In the police station and Joyce’s wound was dressed
at Dr. Sullivan’s office.
Joyce is not dangerously hurt, though he has a painful cut.
Streets.

At the Deering town meeting the following
were appointed a committee to ascertain
what streets in the town are unnamed, and
at a future meeting recommend names for the
same J. N. Read, Knel Small, Charles EJackson, Charles F. Safford, Cyrus B. VarR. Y. Barber, John
ney, George B. Leavitt,
H. Blake, Gilman G. Lane.

Soldiers’

Monument.
the Soldiers'
Monument Association received yesterday
from Mr. Simmons a photograph of the
model representing the army, which is to
form a portion of the monument. The committee are much pleased with the design, but
will recommend a few small changes.
The executive committee of

“C Tea.”
The Young People's Society of Pine St.
Church is planning a novel supper for this
evening, which they call a “C Tea.” The
society is prepared to show that it is alive in
the matter of novel entertainments, and invite the public to come in and see what It Is
doing. Tea served on the European plan
from 6.30 to 8 o'clock._

Llmlngton.
The annual elecLimington is redeemed.
tlon was held Monday, resulting in a comthe exception
with
victory
plete Republican
a

supervisor.
Republican board of

There has not been
selectmen until this

board since before the days of the Greenback party. Below we give tbe candidates
elected
Moderator—S. L. Purlnton.
Clerk—F. M Bradbury
Selectmen F A. Hobson,
Cousins.
Treasurer-L. P. Thompson.
Supervisor—HSO. W. Weeks.
Auditor—W. H. Sawyer.

B.

small, B.

E.

Halifax

Fast Line.

Ottawa, Ont., March 12.—The St. John,
N. B., Board of Trade waited on the government today. The visitors want the steamers
of the new fast Atlantic line to call at SL
John. The government will not grant the
request Sir John MacDonald announced
that the new fast steamers between Canada
and Burnpe will adopt Halifax xs a winter
port instead of Portland, Maine.
Forty-two Drowned.

Madrid, March 12.—The government has
received despaches announcing the loss of
the steamer Kemus, which had a Spanish
The vessel
military expedition on board.
was wrecked off the Phillippine islands.
and 13T
drownded
were
Fortv-two persons
saved.
Marching to the Coast.
Brrlik, March 13.--Private letteis received here from Zanzibar say that Stanley,
according to native reports, is mareblog rap
dly toward the east coast of Africa.

Foreign

nlate

Says

Will Be the Winter Port of the New

R. F. Somers
The well known hatter, who was recently
burned out, has remodelled his store on
Middle street, put In a splendid French

of clerk and

PLAN.

While Securing a Navy.
Washinotox, March 12.—Admiral Porter,
who has made a very careful study of the
Samoan situation from a naval standpoint Is
quoted by the Evening Star aslhaving said:
“I have carefully Investigated the storiea
about the Nlpslc. It looks as If they were
put out at the instigation of Bismarck to

success._

Deerlng's

PORTER’S

Paralyzo Carman Trad*

_

At the regular meeting of the board of
managers action was taken and a vote of
thanks passed to the pastors and people for
the use of tbeir churches, to Walter Corey A
Co. for the use of tables, to the friends who
so generously opened their houses foi the entertainment of delegates, to the ladies of
State street Congregational church for colla-

keep in the style and his

vaa-

Yankoos

Y. M. C. A.

crowded._

of Cruelty to Animals, fouuded by bts uncle.
The president’s youth and his zeal In
prosecuting rich men who baited rabbits
and had their horses' tails docked seem to be
the reasons for his removal.
It was announced in New York yesterday
that ex-President Cleveland is planning a
pleasure trip to Cuba and expects to leave
In the party will he exnext Tuesday.
Senator Fairchild, Colonel Lauiont and probMessrs.
ably
Whitney, Vilas and Dickinson.

horrible wreck.

as

lect men to fill

the Committees.

Determination

President Harrison’s

PLACES FOR SENATORS.

on

REFORM.

CIVIL SERVICE

How the Members Have Been Placed

Henry Bergh has been lorced to resign the
presidency of the Society for the Prevention

gether in the coming campaign for total prohibition in Pennsylvania.
A bold attempt was made to wreck a Bal
timore and Ohio passenger train Monday
evening. A boy walking on the track between Chicago Junction and Plymouth.
Ohio, about 6 o’clock, discovered several
large boulders and a number of ties upon
the track. The boy was pounced upon by
three tramps who threatened to cut his
throat should he attempt to flag the train.
The boy pledged himself and hastened on.
The boy had gone but a short distance when
the train came in sight lat a lively rate ol
speed aud the lad, contrary to promise
flagged the engineer Just In time to prevent

make an Inspection of the line immediately
after the adjournment of the Senate.
the late Congressman
The funeral of
Townshend was held today.
The President today signed an order extending the time from March 10,1889. to May
1.1889, within which the railway mall service shall be brought under the operation of
the civil service law and rules.
The following Maine patents were granted
today: Andrew J. Avery, Norway, paneling
and stripling implement; James K. Burns,
Friendship, pound for keeping lobsters;
Granville K. Carleton, Rockport. two patents, kiln for calcining rock, and calcining
rock; Geo. C. Frye, Portland, show case supporter and card holder; Geo. H. Tucker,
Brownville, combined tool; Orrin S. Turner,
New Vineyard, rocking chair.

to live up to the

Me.

a

EHi

P! LESS.

Notes.

The American ball players now iu England
bave been invited to visit the House ol Commons

and bave been elected

bers of the Century Club.
amiwumc

mcu

honorary

icvcm u

iu

mem-

yucirav

ku«i

tbh year’s seal flsheiy Is a failure.
Count Von Berchem, un<ler-secretary of
State, will represent Germany at tne coming
conference concerning Samoa.
Henry Campbell, Member of Parliament,
private secretary to Mr. Parnell, has brought
suit for libel against tbe London Times.
The cause has been set for a bearing and the
trial will probably take place in May- The
suit is founded partly on the opening
speeches made by Attorney General Webster In the case of O’Donnell vs. Walter, and
partly on a leading editorial published by
the Times July 7/1*31. This suit Is tbe first
of a series to be brought against tbe Times.
The Parliamentary election held In tbe
Bennsley division, Yorkshire, yesterday,
resulted In a Liberal victory.
The Parnell Commission resumed its sittings yesterday. One of the witnesses was
arrested for contempt of coart.
Seven persons were killed yesterday by the
explosion of gunpowder In a factory at
Katterwell, Wurtemburs.
Wilson Holds Over.
VYhkklino, W. Vs., March 12.—The bnpreme Court of West Virginia this morning
decided in tbe Goff-Wilson gubernatorial
case that Gov. Wilson is entitled to hold over until such time as the contest between
Fleming and God shall have been settled.
GENERAL NEWS.
Masked men robbed a number of houses
in McClellan town. Pa., Monday nigbt.
Murat Halstead says he has not been
promised au office by President Harrison.

Hon Edwin Walden, a prominent citizen
of Lynn, Mass., died last night
The legislative conference called to combat the beef combine met in St Imuis, Mo.,

yesterday.
The Fall Kiver strikers received accessions
to their ranks yesterday, making their numThere is no change In the situaber 8000.
tion.

Captain F. W. Dawson, editor of the

Charleston, S. C-, News and Courier, was
shot and killed last evening by Dr. F. B.
McDow. McDow Is in custody.
It Is stated that Secretary Blaine will demand the release of Hermann Kempinskt,
the naturalized Amerlcau ciLzen exiled to
Siberia by the Russian government.
A barrel of benzine exploded in the paint
shop of Philip Ansten and Samuel Levine on

Ludlow street. New York, last evening
Both men were blown into tbe street Thev
may die
Representatives of the tig leading coal

companies have teduced the wholesale price
of coal.
Hie new schedule goes into effect
at once.
It Is stove. *4.1-; Chestnut. H
•gg, $3.80, grate, J3.7.-»,

TTTPl
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in the above quotations.
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NEW

ing
day,

meet
Monthe
heurs
a half before the warrant was finished,
following officers were chosen:

ever

do not read anonymous letters and commu
nlcatlons. The name and address ot the writer
are In all cases Indispensable, not necessary tly lor
publication but as a guarantee of good talth.
We |cannot undertake! to return; or preserve
communlcatlons*that are;not used.
We

The Hon. Perry Belmont had just about
time enough to make his bow to the king of

Spain before

his head came off.

The “combine” failed to connect on the
Lewiston hospital again yesterday. How
many more trials there are to be we don’t
know. But it’s a hard case and appeals to
The “combine” should make
sympathy.
one more attempt at
least._
The Massachusetts papers have nothing but
praise of Mr. John D. Wasbburneof Worcester, whom the President has appointed minister to Switzerland. Our present minister
there is John Boyd Winchester of Kentucky,
whose principal distinction at home grew
out of his skill at poker.
The Hon. J. Manchester Haynes assures
the Boston Herald that the Hon. J. H. Manthe Boston collecidea never entered
Mr. Manley’s head. Mr. Manley wants the
Augusta postoffice and that only. It is to be
hoped that this assurance will quiet the
nerves of the Massachusetts aspirants for the

ley is not a candidate for
torsblp, and that such an

The Heading Club and Handy Speaker.
Edited by George M. Baker. (Boston: Lee
& Shepard; Portland: Stevens & Jones.)
This is No. 19 of a series of little pamphlets,
containing a good selection of pieces serious,
humorous, pathetic, patriotic and dramatic,
in prose and poetry, for readings and recitations.
Her Only Brother. Translated from the
German. (Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) This is a well told tale of German
life and manners and embodying much that
is quaint and picturesque. The personages
introduced are not numerous, but of marked
individuality, and the parts they play in the
development of the story admirably consistent throughout. In spite of the mistaken
self-denial of the sister and the intrigues of
her only brother’s frivolous wife,she is united
to her faithful lover before we take leave
of her. The loss of this brother is a large
part of the pathos of the story, but for its
principal heroine all’s well because it ends
well.
The pilgrimage to Germany and a sojourn
there for month or years is the dream of not
a few
who will find in this and many similar volumes much to familiarize their minds
with scenes and modes which they fondly

hope will
as

day be as well known to
the customs of their native land.
one

them

Boston custom house.

the peo-

The Blddeford Standard assures

ple of Blddeford, in view of the Democratic
victory in that city that “the affairs of the
city will be administered, with as thorough
a regard to your financial interests as they
always have been under Democratic rule.”
No doubt. But inasmuch as under Democratic rule the debt has doubled and the expenses increased 55 per cent the taxpayers
cannot extract very much consolation from
th's assurance.
We observe that our esteemed contemporary, the Bangor Whig, is very careful not
to allow its constituents to compare Mr,
Barker’s opinions on the removal of the

Capital,
expressed voluntarily by himself
in January, with his opinions and his vote
ou the same subject in March. We do not
blame the Whig for this. If a Portland
as

in the same fix as Mr.
representative
Barker we should be strongly inclined to
follow the Whig’s example.
were

Ginn <&

Company, who made their first
reputation as publishers by an admirable
series of text books in the classics, seem now
bent on attaining a still higher rank by text
books in mathematics and physics.
They

have recenlly issued a second edition of Professor Byerly’s excellent treatise on the

Integral Calculus. Seven

years use of the
first edition has proved its practical value;
and in this enlarged and improved form it
will be found even more valuable than before, both to students and to working mathe-

maticians.
They have also just published a new
treatise on Plane Analytical Geometry by
Professoi John D. Runkle of the Technological Institute; in which the fruit of many
years practical teaching is embodied in a
very neat, clear, Intelligible book full of admirable examples; and treating equations of
the first and second

complete

degree

for an increase of wages.
The
strikers claim that the condition of business
is such as to permit of an increase, while on
the other band the mill proprietors allege
that they are paying all that they can afford. The question at issue is one that
weavers

ought to

be submitted to arbitration.

Tbe advocates of the prohibitory amendment submitted by the Massachusetts legis-

lature are preparing to make a very earnest
fight in its behalf. Col. E. H. Haskell,
chairman of the Prohibition Campaign Commute, tells the Boston Herald, that the organization of tbe prohibition sentiment of
the State is being rapidly pushed, and taking
practical shape for effective work. Special
attention will be paid to the thorough preparation of literature, which will have for its
chief purpose the demonstrating, by abun
dant facts and data, the efficacy of the prohi-

principle and the fallacies so generally prevalent as to the working of high
license. Special effort will be made to cover

bition

every point and argument which may be
necessary to show that high license does
not restrict the sale of intoxicating liquor, or
abate tbe evil of drunkenness. The campaign is to be made in every sense a non
partisan and non-sectarian one, and is to
have tbe hearty support of a number who,
until recently, were advocates of the license

system.
In charging the grand jury, Judge Cunningham, of Conway county, Arkansas,
alluding to tbe assassination of Mr. Clayton,
uttered these brave words: "Political assassinations do not originate from men in the
humbler walks of life, but from some finehaired gentlemen who pretend to be respectable, and they are the men we are after.
They tell you it is politics, Democratic politics. I have been flattering myself that I
was a Democrat, but I must have been mistaken. I would just as lief punish a Democratic murderer as any other. I want to appeal to you as Democrats to punish crime
whether the criminal be a Democrat or not;
and if you always do that the Democracy
will rule the country. You must stop Ithis
ballot box stealing and force and fraud or
juui property will not be worth the paper
the title is written on. The meanest man in
the county is the professional politician.
They try to scare you with the idea of negro

domination. What does tbe law say? It
says that they may vote.
The rights of citizens must be protected.
I would have at
every little precinct in the country a free
hallo; and a fair count. The law guarantees
to every American protection. The question
is not, Is he a Democrat or a
Republican, a
black man or a white man, but is he an
American

citizen? and

his

rights

must be

election day as on every other
day." Had every Southern State a few as
brave and independent men as Judge Cunningham we should hear little of political
persecution or fraud at tbe ballot box in that
section.
protected

on

_

Centlemen Who Wobble.
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through the Senate yesterday as was expected. The vote In favor of it disclosed
quite as many remarkable conversions as
was the case in
the House. Thus, on the
9th day of January Senator Sargent who
yesterday voted to keep the capitol at Augusta, said in reply to this question, “How would
you like to see the capitol removed to Portland:”!
"I would bold up both bands for it. From Hancock county we could go to Fort laud In less time
and for less expense than is required to come
here to Augusta. And when we should
get to
Portland, moreover, we should not be crowded
for room, and the prices tor sustenance and
shelter would be more moderate. You could
put the
260 souls attracted by a session like this Into
Portland without knowing It, whereas there Is a
great commotion In Augusta when they arrive
A large number of business men who either are
members of the legislature or are drawn here bv
business before committees, have business in
Portland. Were the capital In the great commercial city ol the mate
could do their business
with greater ease. Portland Is always accessible
of the State. Augusta Is not alfrom all
though the Maine Central Is remedying the de-

they

parts

fect somewhat by running the “legislative Itralu.”
Senator Rand who voted yesterday In favor

of

an

unusually

manner.

Ginn & Co. have also
■--

The weavers’ strike at Fall River involves
nearly all the mills in that city, and if the
proprietors refuse tbe increase of wages,
there will be a general suspension of manufacturing for some weeks at least, as the
claim that
weavers
they can sustain
themselves for that length of time. The
controversy arises out of a demand of the

in

just brought
uciiriai

out

a

ASHvllUlliy

by Professor Charles A. Young, of Princeton College, designed as a text book for colleges and scientific schools. It is a very
happy combination of literature and science,—as readable, in those portions which
treat of points of general interest, as
Tyndall or Proctor; but less diffuse, and more
severely accurate;—while In the more strictly scientific paragraphs (indicated by a slightly smaller type) it retains perfect lucidity,
but increases the compression of facts and
principles into the smallest compass. The
treatise may be safely recommended not only
for use in colleges and scientific schools, but
for the private libraries of all who take
any
interest in the oldest, most venerable and
sublime of the physical sciences.
The Arrest of the

Tough.

To the Editor qf the Press:
May I be allowed to crave a small space in
your paper to correct an article beaded “A
Hard Fellow to Handle” in your issue of
this Tuesday morning, which is misleading,
not being the facts of the case, and in justice
to myself, therein stigmatized as ‘‘a bare
headed man came pushing and puffing

through

the crowd with the air of a person
of unquestioned and supreme authority, and
demanded that the officers use their prisoner
more gently.” And af terwards as “the man
who had come puffing through the crowd,”
etc., and finally stating that “the man made

threats, however,” and “it would have been
the proper thing if the officers, without any
words, had arrested this man on the spot,
handcuffed him. and sent him to the lockup
for interfering with an arrest.”
I consider 1 did not exceed the duty of any
humane and good citizen, as there are lots of

witnesses to prove that the officers used extreme and unnecessary force and cruelty
with the prisoner referred to, and after he
had been handcuffed and was helpless, and
especially Officer Hussey choking the man
until he was nearly smothered, which probably would have been the result had 1 not remonstrated with him, which 1 did in a very
quiet manner, and only after the prisoner
was in the van, and still being strangled,
and not as might be inferred previous to the
victim having been dragged into the van,
and thereby rendering “it all the moie difficult for Messrs. Hussey and Fickett to handle their man.” The officer who was choking the prisoner was gently tapped on the
arm, whilst in the van and requested that as
he had hla prisoner under complete control
be should desist
using such harsh measures
and 8top choking him immediately, or I
would report him, he thereupon released his
vice like grip on the man’s throat, whereupon I immediately alighted from the van
when the other officer tried to browbeat me
out of my intention by defying me to report
them, stating that I would get myself into
trouble if I did for interfering with the airest, to which I replied I would now most
assuredly enter my complaint, which I immediately did, to the chief marshal, taking
with me one of the many witnesses, but
upon calling at his office this
morning for further particulars as to the result of my complaint, was unable either to see him or obtain any satisfaction as to when 1 coaid see

him.

My action in the matter was merely done
in the cause of humanity, and therefore I
cannot allow the article referred to above
to pass by unchallenged, and am proud to
subscribe my name.
Donald M. Stewabt,
Manager Allan Line of Steamships.
Pobtland, Me., March 12,1889.
[The officers claim that they used no moie
force than was necessary, and allege that
Mr. Stewart's interference was
unnecessary
and unjustifiable. Who’s right—Mr. Stewart or the officers—is not for us to decide.
The authorities should investigate the case.]
Don’t Do It.
To the Editor of the Press:
uiou;

worthy Mayor, I

Ui.

fliac

notice one which

UUL

seems

to

I refer to the recommendation that the name of "‘Market Square” be
changed by official act to “Monument
Square." Why change it? Market Square
is shorter, fully as musical and
easy to
as :Monument Square; and besides
speak
the name Market has the prior right there.
We need not be ashamed to follow the
example of older and larger cities. Boston
for instance which sticks to its old fashioned
names for her parks and squares though
many of them are no more euphenious or
elegant than our Market Square.
Haymarket Square
retains the same name
throughout all its improvements and additions. Dock Square was not changed to
Sam Adams Square” when the statue of
that illustrious patriot was placed there.
Scollay Square is Scollay Square still notwithstanding the statue of Wintbrop occupies the site of the old “Scollay building "
So let us build the Soldiers’ and Sailors’
monument in “Market Square” and
keep
me

otherwise.

G. A.

keeping the capitol at Angusta, on the
day, in answer to the same question,

__

THE STATE.

same

said:
"I should like to see It moved and Portland is
It Is easy of access is the
business centre of the State, has the accommodations and Is in all respects a first class city for the
capital of a State like Maine. I am In favor of

certainly the place.
moving.”

Senator Sleeper whose name also appears
in favor of Augusta, said:

be'msurnemher0place!"

movei1'

1

“

should

Even the affection of Senator Collins
for
Augusta is of recent date, for on January 9
he said:
“I should like to see the capital In some bright
er, smarter place If we are to have such long adjournments. I think the time is uot very far distant when It will be In Portland. I think I should
vote to have it there.”

Senator Nickels
was

real mad

on

the 9th of January
and expressed him-

apparently

self in this fashion:
“Move it out of Augusta anyway. Augusta Is
too hard to get to, ana has too few accommodations when you get there.”

Senator Nickels

now

votes to

keep it in

Augusta.
Senator’Burrlll, who yesterday voted to
keep the capital atJAugusta indefinitely, on
January 10 was of a very different mind,

for he said:

“I think that the State capitol should be moved
this town at the earliest possible moment.
Bangor is nearer the centre of the State and
Pori land Is the great metropolis of the State. Personally I should rather see ft In Bangor, but I prefer Portland next.”

out of

Senator Hill in January thought it ought
to be moved, but
yesterday he had changed
bis mind.
Yesterday in his speech, Senator Heath
undertook to do for the above
gentlemen
what not one of them
attempted to do for
their Jw»uary declarations with their attitude
yesterday. His idea
was that their
declarations were not made
seriously in short that they were In the nature of Jokes. Mr. Heath's scent
for jokes

FBANKLIN COUNTY.

That Judge Haskell has no sympathy with
Maine liquor law violators is evidenced by

imposed upon two of
Monday. Calvin Ilunnewell and Charles S. Flanders, both of
Kingfield, who Saturday pleaded “not guilty”
of single sale, common sellers, and keeping
a liquor nuisance, came into court Monday
and retracted their plea and entered one of
guilty. As this was their first offence, J udge
the sentences that he
them at Farmington,

Haskell sentenced them to pay fines and
costs aggregating nearly six hundred dollars.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

At the meeting of the Waterville
city govMonday afternoon, the following
ci‘y officers were
Cbas. v- Johnson;
f

Sio,.1^lrfnacHUbur^in,ate
ifidUnr
yT b°rii<iit;.,r:1

|ond^rGeoE>LHXh?llfch^,reeEtng(ire'
?lo1
Tozer;
^Jjbartment,

H. G.
1st
W m. F, Proctor; 2d Assistant Assistant
('Iihs f‘
Pooler ; Truant Officers, .Samuel
King E H
Crowell; Assessor for 3 years, L. E.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
A petition has been started in Bath askit ex-Marshal Crocker be appointed to
vacancy made by the resignation of
.State Constable McDonald.

Thayer!

K"

YOBK COUNTY.

Sanford at its annual meeting elected these
officers: moderator Charles F. Moulton;
clerk, Willis A. Fogg; selectmen. E. O
Murray,! Frank Wilson, Winslow L. Moulton ; treasurer, Benj. F. Hanson; B. S. committee, Nahum P. Allen; agent, Jeremiah
Moulton; auditor, George Gauthier. All
Republicans and elected by 70 majority.
Voted to raise the following sums of money:
schools, 83,000; high schools, |$500; roads
and bridges, $4,500; incidentals, $1,000.

Contagious Diseases in Maine.
The following cases of the contagious diseases were reported to the State board during the week ending March 9, as follows:
Diphtheria—Bangor 1, Dexter 1, Gardiner 1,

Hurricane 1. Nobleboro 1, Pembroke 4, Booth
Tliomaston 1.
Typhoid Fever—Cast Ine 1.

and
The

Moderator—W.

Everybody

$75,000
Colorado Water Supply Co.,

the

Daring
Months.

frea-urer—Wm II. Stuart.
Suoervisor—D. 8. Richards.
Town Agent—Frank .1 Buker.
Auditor—Win. 8. Hagar,
Collector of Taxes—H. c. Reed, who bid olt the
collection at 12% mills on the dollar.
Truant Officer—J. F. Call.
The appropriations amounted to $15,937,
being $10,303 less than last year; $1500 were
voted for highways; $4,000 for schools, including free high school; $377 for free text
books, $1500 for poor; $2000 for reduction of
town debt, and $2050 for hydrant rental;
also $50 for Memorial Day, and $500 for purchase of fire hose and payment of hose com-

year every one Is looking
for a spring remedy. It Is a fact beyond question
that the best spring remedy ever discovered Is Dr.
Greene's Nervura, the great brain, nerve and
Thousands of people need
blood tnvigorator.
this valuable remedy who would find in Its marvellous cleauslng, purifying, and,at the same time,
strengthening and Invigorating powers, Just what
they require to restore health, if they had the good
sense to go to the d rugglst’s and purchase for
f 1.00 a bottle of this giver of renewed health, life
and strength. Thousands languish under nervous
and physical weaknesses,spring debility .stomach,
liver or kidney complaints, constipation, headache or neuralgia, who can be easily and readily
cured by the use of this medicine.
It is just what the brain-tired merchant or business man needs to restore the strength and ac'
tlvlty of the brain, and remove those nervous sensations which result from over-work or strain of
brain and nerve.
It Is exactly what Is needed by the youth, student, clerk or workman who has worn out his
netvous vitality and exhausted his physical powers by too close confinement, overwork or dlssipa"
tion.
It Is tbe tonic and restorative needed by middleaged and old men to recuperate their exhausted
vital powers, and give vigor and energy to their
At

panies.
The proposition to hire

a night watch was
voted down, and the question of lighting the
streets by electricity or kerosene failed to secure favorable action.
The laying out of
three new streets was accepted. The vote ot
the municipal year was changed from Feb.
20 to Feb. 1. It was voted to charge 0
per
cent interest on taxes remaining unpaid at
the end of the municipal year; to tax dogs;
to pay 15 cents per hour for a man or horse
and twenty cents per hour for a yoke of oxen
for work on the roads; to raise $25 to perfect the list of bliths and deaths in the town,
and to erect a suitable building in which
tramps shall be required to saw a certain
amount of wood in payment for their "entertainment” by the town, the wood to be
used at the different school houses; 307
tramps were cared for by the town during
the past year.
The ice moved away away at a rapid rate
during the recent mild and rainy weather,
causing the companies to suspend running
into their houses, but the cold of the pasl
three nights has hardened it up, so that several companies have resumed operations.

tilts

season

end to their hauling to the landings and al
so carried off a large per cent of the snow.

Unless we get another big rain to swell th<
streams, after the ice goes out, there will bt
difficulty in getting the logs into the mail
river. Dependent as sc many are upon lumbering interests for employment the feeling
of uneasiness is very natural.
The Standard Oil Company lias invadet
Somerset county and is already deliverini
oil in bulk to our tradesmen, driviug hen i
three times a week from Waterville.
The ladies of the Universallst Society wil
occupy the Opera House Thursday afternooi
and evening. A grand sale of fancy article
is advertised, a C supper for the town,
stage entertainment and a soelal dance al
for 50 cents. If one fails to get his mon
ey’s worth, provisions will be made for hin
iu the future.
But little interest lias been manifested ii
the doings at Augusta, save as they relate ti
the sawdust bill, aud that has finally beei

fixed to the satisfaction of evervbodv.
Tin
craze lor voting away money is severely con
demned by some of the more
prudent one
who go in for small apropriations in ever
case and fight all public bequests.
The hotel question is still on the board i
but will probably be settted one way or tin
Other this coming week with the indication i
pointing to a change in ownership. Th !
marked success scored by the woula-be pur
chaser in the Lancy House, Pittsfield, ha
provoked considerable interest in the matte
here, and there Is a strong desire to get Mi
Blackden as landlord. If he comes we sbal ;I
have a new house and that is very mucl i
needed in Fairfield.
The building outlook is not very promisini
though a number of small houses will prob
ably be erected, and it is by no means impos
sible that a new church will be seen here be
fore the season closes.
The great industry, outside of lumber, i i
horses, and we doubt if any town in th i
State can show a better lot of horses tbai 1
can be seen in Fairfield.
The interest ii
breeding seems on the increase, and a fin )
class of drivers are to be seen on the streets
while fast trotters multiply all about us.
The Kennebec Framing Company’s mil 1
has not yet started, but will very soon, am I
that too with a full crew.
Already order
are coining in and contracts closed for
ready
made houses and barns, and the indication
are a good season’s work.
The mathemati
cal precision with which work is carried for
ward removes all possibility of accidents,am [
insures a character of work impossible b;
hand labor alone.
Eighty men are here eni

plovcd making ready-made buildings.
The

horse railroad will continue to run b;
horse power, as the amendments tacked oi i
to the bill by the Senator from Watervill
The cars were on run
virtually killed it.
ners a few days at Christmas time, and hav
back
on
wheels
after running tw
just got
weeks on the snow.
The winter has trill f
been remarkable, and the business of th 9
road equally so. Doubtless before two year s
the general public will become familiar wit
electricity and join in the request for add
tional powers.
ITEMS FOR HORSE MEN.

T. H. Nye & Son of Brewer, have a goo j
colt that was foaled May 27,1888. The col l
is by Aral, 2.25J, dam Dirigo Maid, the fas t
pacing mare which they sold to Massacht
setts parties. Dirigo Maid enjoys the dif
tinction of being the first mare in the hlstor
of trotting or pacing to foal a colt and ente r
the ’30 list the same season, the colt bein ?
only four months and three weeks old at th 9
time. The record was made over Mystl c
in the ninth heat of the race.

Among the richly made colts maturing oi i
the Kennebec, those of the Hambletonla: !

They

overworked, sleepless,

are

Information that we all
want. For the benefit of

ourselves

or

friends;

our

To know that all the troubles of
Spring complaints can be relieved
quicker by Murdock’s Liquid
Food than by all other prepara*
will make
as It
lions known,
blood faster, and new blood will
cleanse the
system of disease.
12 ox. Liquid Food will make
equal to 8 pr. ct. In weight und
sirengiu wkchi;.
The remit obtained at our Free Surgical Hospitalfor Women—114 beds and every bed free,
including operation—confirm our claim, as thera
have been between 2000 and 3000 patients, representing 90 distinct classes of operation, wltb
only 22 deaths, and we operate every week in the

During the summer months most of the
surgical hospitals for women in the United States
are
closed, the surgeons being unwilling to
operate on account of the high rate of mortality,
but by the use of Murdock’s Liquid Food and Suppositories, before and after an operation, we build
year.

up the patient so much as to make It safe to
operate, and give a rapid recovery, shown

By the last 7 months’ work, our
operations numbering about 500,
with but two deaths.
The women who have been operated on have
suffered from 1 to 24 years, and were under medical treatment most of the time.
Many of them, brought In on their own beds,
some In such condition from septic abscesses and
similar troubles that we had to burn their beds.

by remainining20or

40

days they

were restored
to health. We nave had some of the severest
cases known in surgery.
The women recover
their health and streugth and are rraiared le
useful nr—; all gain in weight, some cases 45
pounds in 16 weeks, 25 pounds in 6 weeks, 35
pounds In 31 weeks, this case had 5 operations.
Our women are in the hospital an average of 8
days prior to and of 26 days after operation. To
make this average, one remained 14 months, one
8 months, several 5 months, etc.
Our patients come from all sections, from the
Provinces, and from the United States as far
South as Texas, West as Nebraska, North as
Minnesota, and the Middle and New England
States, all of whom we are proud to refer to. as
many of them had been treated or rejected by
other
and we
ourselves on having
not only the largest but the best equipped surgical
in the United States for women in sauitary, heating and ventilation facilities, and is so
acknowledged by all surgeons and physicians that
visit us. In Massachusetts our Liquid Food is a
household bottle for the good It has done the
women of Massachusetts that have been operated
on. Their friends see and realize that it must do as
much for their families, old andyrmng, that are
suffering and need local treatment, as new blood

hospitals,
hospital

will forward our Annual
Re porta, also Essays read on our
Liquid Food belore the American
Medical Association and British
Medical Association, etc., If advised.
No Essay was ever rend on Raw
Food Preparations before any
on
Murdock’s
society except
Liquid Food.
We

MOTHERS,
If your baby does
change Its food,

BEAUTIFUL

A

printing)

want,

vnn

tn

nnrnn

THIS SPRING

BOSTON.

janl9

!

FOOD

tail

Portland; easy communication by
rill; part of plant now used for other
nanufacturlug; very favorable arrangements can
te
Address
made; correspondence solicited.
'ENFIELD, Peering,

I

TAKE

THE

j

BEkOLTBlKT,

far the Blood,
PILL*, for the Liver
OINTMENT, for the
NOAP, fer the

OUR

Nkin,

Toilet.

rO

near Union Station.
Also nice rents
n Cushman, B, Quebec and St. John
streets,
rlth stable. L. O. BEAN ft CO., 40 Exchange
treet.7-1

rO
I

BENT -House No. 87V4 Myrtle street
Enquire of MRS. TARBOX, 87 Myrtle street
21-tf
TO

■

me

beautiful constructed store with
a lovely basement, light and dry; Nos.
117
t 119 Middle street, Thompson Block; suitable
or wholesale or retail; it will be let or leased to
he right parties, low. Enquire of H. E. THOMP6-9
lON, No. 1«4 Brackett street.

persons having desirable
houses for sale or rent, at western section
of city, or more centrally located, are Invited to
leave them with us as we are having more or less
calls for the same. L. 0. BEAN A CO., No. 40
Exchange street.7-1

BUSINESS I* CHANCER.

D—Highest cash prices paid for castWANT
off clothing, ladles or gents, or exchange

including
service.

Apply

at

the Bank.
5-tf

LET—The

rO

rooms,
ng house,
Improvements,
>45. rent monthly; dining room seats 20; good
irises, and It pays; owners go on to their farm
VI

1 O

VOIIV*

1

actual

*AI.E—*1,600,
value; grocery
and provision store and business;
FOK
50
nice corner
or

run

suc-

loston._7-1
MALE—Express business. 6
FOK
tablished;
ling 8 miles out;
double and
ru

rears estwo nice

single; everything In nice
hape; fine patronage; actually paying *2.090
'early and growing all the time; sickness com>ells a sale. JOHN SMITH, JK., Herald Bulld7-1

8ALE-*I .500—Boarding, bating, sale
livery s able; fine business; 50 years es1 ablished;
paying*350 monthly; best location;
•tty 120,000 Inhabitants; fine stock; stalls for 34
lorses: low rent considering location.
JOHN
iMITH, JK., Business Broker, Herald Building,
loston.7-1

FOK

CHANCE*—Parties
BCHINE**
those having
turing Furniture,
or

This is the Top of the Genu ink
Pearl Top Lamp Chimney
All others, similar are imitation.

manufaca

similar

of manufacturing, can secure an exclusive
ight to machinery a Patented a-tide by paying
small royalty; a small advanced fee will be retired to establish good faith; the goods find
mlimited sales; proflu large. Address N., Dally
[Tess.
111
■lass

exact Label
ison each Pearl

..This

kwwihs.

Top Chimney.

LET--A very pleasant front room near
Congress Square; will furnish board lfdeilred. Address O. P., Press Office.
11-1

ro

| A dealer may say
and think he has
others as good,

We Have Removed

BUT HE HAS NOT.
insist upon the Exact T .abel and Top.
For Sue Everywhere. Made only ry

to

—

ova

—

Pittsburgh,!*

NEW STORE,

—

& CO.,
KMWawtf

MO. 540

of Cocoa mixed with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, and is therefore far
more economical, costing less than
It is delicious,
one cent a cup.
nourishing, strengthening, easily digested. and admirably adapted for invalids as well as for persons in health.

I Coffee

&

DILLINGHAM,

DUNN,
GLOBE TEA CO.,
C. W. T. CODING,
MORRILL & ROSS.

CO.,
MARRINER
A. L. MIL LETT A CO.,
C. A. ROUNDS.
SMALL* RICKER.
W. L. WILSON & CO.
eodlm
&

iVc invite yon to come in and see the
handsomest styles ever shown in the
and make selections before
city,
the assortment is broken, as
] he
best styles cannot be duplicated.

I.M. DYER &-C0.,

,nar5Cof-

The

Sewerage Question In Deetlng
The vote passed at the Deering town meet
lug Monday, as copied from the clerk’s
records reads as follows:
"Voted that the report of the committee oi I
sewerage be accepted, and placed on Hie in th 3
archives

CENT

511

FOR

MALE-I have on hand
at my store, 177 Middle street, a number of
first class bicycles (second-hand) which I will

BICYCLE*

close out at

FOR

remarkably low prlcees to make

room

for new machines; call and see them early as they
will be higher when the riding season opens.
C.
H. l.AMSON, Middle street, near post office. 9-1
MALE—In North Yarmouth, on line M.
mile from Walnut Hill Station;
a
containing 33 acres; under good state of
cultivation; large orchard; two story house and
ell; large baru and hennery; would exchange for
city property. Apply to JUHN F. PROCTOR,
Centennial

FOR
C. R. R.. %
farm

Block,_9-1

FOR MALE-14 miles out. online
R.. 100 acres superior Und under
cultivation, 100 acres wood and pasture, 76 tons
2 story bouse and ell. nearly new,
annum.
hay per
large barn, uear depot, church, school, stores and
post office; 24600; easy terms. W. H. WAL8-1
DRON, 180 Middle St.
M. C. R.
FARM

Fedefal and Temple Sts.,

it In Portany thing
FOR
land. 400 of those Beautiful Books. Arlingwhich
at CLARK'S
like

we are selling
Edition,
STORE, 616 Congress St., for 27 cents each, or 4
for gl.OO; don’t fall to see them.
7-1

stock of painters supplies
established business,
on Main street, Biddeford, Me.; will be sold at a
to
settle
the
estate.
Address. MRS. A. T.
bargain
Ml/NROR. L. Box 59, Biddeford, Maine.
7 1
MALE—Beautiful

roses,
pinks, hyaFOR
cinths, srnllax, ferns, etc., for the dinner ta-

rtOR MALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
pump, inspirator and all fittings at a bar-

OHIO MORTGAGES

1800
2000

of the town: thattlie selectmen be an* 1
are hereby Instructed to
proceed when require* l
“the matter of sewerage, as the lav
provided by the State for the town directs, and ii
no

1
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS.

Mill Co., Ravenna, Ohio.

“

«

*•

««

«>

10

CEVT

cm

BTOt'KHOLDEES

Per Annum!

Stock at par until April 1,1889.
Subscribe now and iret full five per cent dividend

1

lalne,

or

150 Shares Sevtall Safety Car Heating
Co. Stock,
Par value $40.00, will accept $20.00 per share
Dividend on. Address,
«KO. V. VENKTi'HI,
I 14 BlackaUav Ola., BnIoi.
febl8dt(

Ko.ni

3, Bo-ton. Jlta,

mare__d3m

AT COST!

TIMBER.

DEKRIltro, WIVSI.OtV 4k CO.i
***> Commercial Street,
Portland, Me
eodtl
]e4

,

)NE MONTH ONLY!.

Trustee Certificates.

Lb B.

WHtILOON & CO., 85 Water St, Boston.

*■*»•» ! p**NO»:-Wf have
bargains In second-hand PiPortland-flo.00 down and
*7.00 per month jalso a large stock of new Weber
and Kranlcb and Bach pianos;
and others of a
lower price. C. R. CKESSKY & CO., 400 Congress
street, opposite City ball.
1

two of the best
to be found in

vou^ress
enlarged^In cra^^T^

PHH
JT reasonable rate; best of references c*DOe
can be
given. 38 BROWN STREET.

pUOTOUHA

HRLP.

a
steady

object
Office.

mar4

as a

young man to
or elsetvhere;

willing to work; pay not so much sn
steady Job. Address F. W.,* This

WA"TK,»rM.en
and enlarge

«>

collect small pictures to
In crayon, India Ink and

paid and outfit free. Address
Sffl.Syf salary
for particulars EASTEBN COPYEx®*®?**?
ING CO.,
81 Main
14-tl
•

fk.hai.k hki.p.

ONB MONTH ONLY I
dtf

AS

HALL,

Thursday Evening, Much 14th,
ASSISTED BY

—

—

Mbs. Nettie M Pel lows, Soprano,
Miss Etta D. Ki< r Contralto;
Pobtland Malr oitabtette and
Mb. Kobeht Whitcomb, Humorist.
Mb. Hbbmah Kotzschmab, Coduetor
Mb. Habby Peaksoy. Accompanist.

TdUM.38^

lectureI

free

The Sixth of a course oC Lectures before
Maine Charitable Mechanic Assncu
lion will be given on

Thursday Evening. Marsh 14ft,

the

at 7.30 «oM,

Rev. E. P. Woodward.
“The history, philosophy aad ethics
Subject
gambling.' Seats free to the public.
—

mar i

at

U. L. Bailey,
I
T. J. Lalohux.
I Com.
axbsose Utpunros,

3d2t

1_

OLD FOLKS CONCERT
There will be a Concert in the
on Than
day Mve.i.g, .Harea I Irk,
to consist of an Old Polks' Choir, assisted by
Urlnikiar'. Prckratr. | also solos. Duets and
Readings. Admission 35c -, the proceeds for the
benefit of the Ladles’ Circle.
marl k!3t

t'M(n|>ll.e.l t'k.rrk,

Wrsl

nDflAUKTU

PORTLAND THEATRE.
TWO NIGHTS,

MondayTheand Tuesday, Mar. IS, It.
distinguished Artists,

Miss KATE CLAXTON

10 Year 7 Per Cent

AND

OF

TB

—

Mr. CHARLES k. STIfE.WI,

accompanied by Mr. Ariher H.
and a supporting company
of

Peeves

unquestionable merit. In an elaborate
production of the great London
end New York success.

“The World tpinstHer.”

New and

Haaaidceai scenery.
Vn«i-al New Verb Vmmpmmy.
The Play a Pfeeasaiaal awiw.

Tickets 78,50 and 35
Thursday.

■

ARIZONA IMPROVEMENT CO.

■ CsiMkes

Sale of seats
marisdtd

eta

CAM on.

J. A. HAYDEN,
IV THE

rOK MALE

STENOGRAPHER
SlVkKzcBAHOB St., Pobtlavd, Mb.
febl6
da

Northern

Banking Company.

Interest and Principal are made payable at the Northern Banking Co., and
the payment of both Is garanteed by
the Maricopa Loam and Trust Co.

DR. G. W.

CHASE,

Metaphysician.
372 CUMBERLAND

ST.,

Porllaad, .He.
Office Hours, 10 to 13; 3 to 4; 7 to 8.
feblB
eodlta*

DKYOTMATIOYS $500 AM $1000.
Interest

and

July

January.

This loan was taken by the Northern
on the report of Messrs,
ff. F. Lunt and H. B. Ilill, committee
sent to Arizona to Investigate all matters relating to it. The following la an
extract fiom their report:
“We have no hesitation In
recommending the 7 per cent Bonds of the
Arizona Improvement Co., of this issue,
as absolutely safe, and a most conserve
tlve and remunerative investment.”

Banking Co.

OR. E. B. REED, Clalnroyant
and Dotanic Physician.
House and Office

Congress 81., Portland,

SUDJ-j

treats all chrome diseases that lash
DB.IsKKBD
heir to; all eases that are given up as Im
the

by
allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will taka their esse to treat and rare
them. I find that about fourOfths of me cases
given up to die can be cured. K lamination* at a
distance by letter with their full name and piano
of residence nad one 3 cent stamp and |3.0t> Examination at the office, *1.00.
Consultation ires.
Office hours 8 a m. to V p. m.
sonietl

curable

]an4dtl

BONDS WANTED.

State of Maine 6’s
Di

.June and October 1889.

Andros. & Kenuebee R. R. 0’s
Due

experienced
WAJlTED-8ix
Underwear.
St.

slitchers on
Middle
CBXNttXMANUrACTUJtlNUCO. U-l

Apply

at ^4:1

STEPHEN

ffloolc, Job

Seminary and Female College!
DKBBINU, Ji t INK.
TERM opens Tuesday. March 19. »9,
higher English, 1 .dies’classical, sclenttllc ana
college preparatory courses; tor further information addresss the PRINCIPAL, Deertug, Me.

SPRING

Due 1891.
pose of them while present premiums are obtain
able.
We are prepared to offer an excellent line of
securities for reinvestment, a list of which we shall
be pleased to furnish upon application.
Correspondence solicited.

SWA! A- UAIlltf.TT,

rear7d2w

PORTLAND LATIN SCHOOL.
Slndntt are solicited for the next half
year of the Portland Latin SehooLwhieh
opens Monday, Feb. 11.
JOSHUA E. UBA!IE,
Head Master.
Ieb7dtf

BANKERS,

Me.
Portland, dtl
Cold

MOXIE.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

FIRST MORTGAGE
Bonds

or

•

|

Cily

Cable Railway Co.,
1DOS,

Interest Payable Jan. and July 1, In
New York.
COUPON AND KKCSINTKHKD.

Central Trust Company of New
York, Trustee.
Secured by the first and only mortgage of the
Denver City Hallway Company, a corporation now
operating by horses under a charter giving exclusive horse-car rights; fifteen carJjPSJL11!!!:
miles of track In Denver, a city of 100,000 people.
The bonds are further secured by a, first and
miles of
only mortgage upon nine and one-half
double track of cable road with land, viaducts,
by the
constructed
machinery, etc., now beingcompauy, which latter
Denver City Cable Railway
wlll
*nd
car
opercompany owns the horse
]l,l®C
ate the two systems in connection with each other.
Particulars and pamphlets upon
PRICE PAR and accrued Interest with the right
to advance the same without notice.
For sale by

This is tu certify that Ingull* Rains, j
Portland. Maine, base acquired the ;
*
right of us to bottle and sell the Moxie •
Nerve Feed under our supervision.
Moxia Nskvi Food Co. •

* of
■

The Denver

We are now ready to All all orders at the reduced
price of
fM OO PKB CASK.
_

itf

HAINES,RICHARDSON

SOUTHERN

pSe

& CO

No. 17 Preble Street, Portland, Mo.

mafl___eodlm
NEW

AND

"‘I*,

SECONDHAND
»«— flap*. *s«w BUI,

bt*da Wood

Ml... ..a an

Wwlilai tl.rAla.rT

Bill

Suppl,,,.
We are prepared to quote Bed Rock prices oa
Power
complete
Plants of any desired capacity
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delivered at customer's sus*
description
Hod. For
further particular*, addre**
«• H. SCANLAN A CO.
•
sa.
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HOT
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SCHLOTTERBECk & FOSS.

LUMBER. REGARDLESS

A full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
and plank In stock at our yard on Brown’s Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.

Office 322 Commercial St..
noaeeodtf

_

Portland, Me.

decl4

*

_

INGALLi BROS.,

SWAN&L'ARRETT,
186 Middle Street,

fflundc:f

WESTBROOK

UNITED STATES 4 1-2’S

Street,

and (paul

KurcATiMie* t„

-AND-

186 Middle

BERRY,

No. 37 Plum Street.

1890 and 1891

DCS
We oner for sale 100 shares (or any part) of a
Guaranteed 6 per cent stock on St. Paul City
property. Ample security hits been deposited
with the Trustees to secure fulfllmeut of all obligations. Each share has a proportionate Interest
In the profits coming from the sale of the property. which must be sold within five years.
Principal and semt-anuual Interest payable In
Boston.
It is a conservative investment, and we shall be
pleased to give full particulars.

St„ Bangor. Me.

565 Congress Street.

AT HAYDN

—

Six Per Cent.

HOKUM & CO.. Jmeltra.

tne wharf, or

Mills, and In the

—

Weber Club Concert

$100,000

6 PER CENT SECURED

a

1? WilL Street,

of each number

^
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marl!

situation by
W*««»-A
n,i* wholesale store
and

DAVID W. SEARS.

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the low.

quickest possible time.

oc6tf

Full particulars from the Company at Portland,

fpb2Eeod6m

est market prices from our stock on
dir ect from our Southern Pine

DRY, Biddeford. Me.

D July.

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE i GELLING
LUMBER
AND

gain. Address, BIDDEFORD 8TOVE FOUN-

anos

JANU ARY and JULY.

8200.
4000.

The above mortgages with Insurance assigned
are lor sate.
Reference to National Banks furnlshed In every Instance.
Prompt payment of
Interest guaranteed. Why go far west when you
can get gilt edge loans near home. For full Information address SEAGRAVK BROS., Toledo,

Ohio._

heated

Congress Street.

PAYS ITS

AUTDIk

Jeio

ble, weddings or funerals, at 0. A. DENNETT’S,
the popular society florist, 658 Congress street.
Portland; orders by mail and telegraph; low
prices; funeral designs a specialty; orders sent

niiPELLjtnEODS.

Po;tjfi&w4w

Store.

ton

=THKe—

*1000 Security-Cash value $2500.
“

'tssssajssv* to

MALE—A light manufacturing business;
the goods have been thoroughly Introduced
and trade well established; for full particulars
call on or address 8. 8. KNIGHT, City Building,
Portland.
9-1

leliOeodtf

WHITNEY. itkinson House Furnishing Co.

KENDALL

THIS PAPER

FOR

New French Satines, New American Satlues, French Styles, New Scotch
Alnghams, New American Ginghams,
New 4 4 and 27 inch Prints, Medium and Light Grounds.

Wednesday, February 6.

ITT

IVUnDDDlllI

papers
10c a roll,

Congress Strife,

-OIP-

BIS

beauty.

SUMNER,

Grand Opening

-FOR 8AL1 BY
M. A.
W. 8.

&

and Railroad Bonds, and

City, County

room

Inning and Repairing. Renting.

tiysend for our Illustrated Catalogue.

_W&SnrmPm

styles

tor
and
spring trade; for 5.9,8 and
bordering to match at low prices; gilts for 10c a
roll and upward. COLESWORTHY Book Store,
92 Exchange St.
9-1
MA LB—Late

AID 7S CENTS,

Btockbridge’s Music

other First-Class Securities.

11-tf

DOB MALE-Scarce books; Willis's Law and
A
Lawyers; Smith and Dean’s Journal; Sewell’s Ancient Dominies of Maine; Cumberland
County; Maine Historical Collections; Popbani
Celebration; Eaton’s History of Thomaston and
Kockland; History of Bristol and Bremen; History of Brunswick and Thopson; Maine In the
War. COLES WORTHY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange St.9-1

male—New and second-hand clothes at
very low prices; a new store opened from
New York; all kind of repairing and cleansing of
clothes done. Wanted to buy, all kind of secondhand clothes. Opened Feb. 20th. I. VORDERMAN A CO., 128 Middle St.
16-4

eodtl

FRESH and RELIABLE. BUY NO OTHERS.

sep2i

CO., Rockland,

all over Maine.21-4

Foss.

THE NEW UNRIVALLED CEREAL FOOD.

EAT

Quaker

quire

COVERS, STOOLS and CHAIRS

WOODWARD

performance

—

MALE—A full

—

BARLEY CRYSTALS

eodlynrmce2m

;

MALE

FOR
with good will of long

PIANOS!

Mass.

LATEST AND BEST!

marll

,*!letllfr,or

smith, American
and Fischer

AT

Janli

PLECTINE.

SE»TS¥

,r»“»
a. t. *. E.
“noxTR- Will be kept
closed dart a*
* the

Fishing schooner Grade C
83.70 tons net.
FORofYoung,
F<r particulars In
K. EKED CKIE A
Me.

MALE—Never

Steinway, Hardman, Lindman

and Cream

Schlotterbeck

First National Bank Building.

BONDS

_

with a full line of
(
I

64°

S. D. Carleton. Esq., firm of Carleton, Nor
wood & Co., has a fine four-year-old mare b;
Dam a Feat
a son of Saggust’s Abdallah.

other way.”
As the law stands it is
optional with th 5
n
"ot they will proceed
bfts the responsl
bilitv from thei selectmen, and as a
petitloi
is now before the board a hearing will b*
)
ordered at once at Oakdale, then a towi
i
meeting will be called A “system of sewer
age” as reported by the committee, coverint
a small portion of the town, but the inns
;
thickly settled will require an outlay o
8117,000. The law requires that two-third
of expenditures for sewerage shall be pah
by the land benefited. Ana the sentiment o f
the town as such, it is claimed, evinces i

A8ECO.NI)

r

PLECTINE. Pain In Region of the Heart with
Feeling of SufTocation. Ringing Sounds in Ears,
Numbness or Prickly Sensations of Limbs, P&ln
Between Shoulders and in Side, Pain in Small of
Back or Hip, Scanty and High Colored Urine,
Smarting or Burning Sensation on Passing Water,
together with Flatulence, Sour Stomach, General
Debility, Ac., are symptoms that are quickly relie red by this Purifying and Tonic Remedy. For
sale by all druggists for 91.00 | six bottles for
95.00. Send to DR. F. S. HUTCHINSON A CO.,
Enosburgh Falls,Vt., for circulars and testimonials,
proofs of the cures wrought by ANTI-A PO-

janlg_

Wanted.
HAND SAKE, Urge size, In good
condition. Any one having one to dispose
of please address, giving Inside dimensions and
P. O. Box, 1479, City.
price.
feb4dtf

FOR

—

APO-

voiri*,)
MISS URACIP. HALL, Violinist.
MR. HARVEY MURRAY. Pianist

postal to
Sdfaw

MALE—Old town of Concord, Mass.,
miles out, 200 acres, 100 heavily
limoered, very productive, fine buildings ; an elegant home uear Boston, for a person
of means; can’t be duplicated at price; part cash
or exchange. SMITH A KELSEY, Herald BulldIng, Boston.8-1

(Rines Building)

Sold by Grocers erery where.

HOT

or

FOR 16
wooded and

1

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has more
than three times the strength

CO., Dorchester,

for Turkish rugs. Please send letter
M. I)»G root, 94Vk Middle street.

some

Breakfast Cocoa.

W. BAKER &

WANTED—All

, earns,

and

LAMSON

ton

TRUST COMPANY

isssfully
years;
location; good fixures;well stocked; nice tenement connected;
ow rent; *20.000 yearly: good profits.
JOHN
IMITH, JK., Business Broker, Herald Building,

og, Boston.

PORTLAND, MIS.

ANTED-Cast off clothing, ladles’ gents’
r¥
and children’s, (or which the highest cash
price will be paid; also carpets, furniture, store*,
etc. Please send postal and I will call. Address
MRS. 8PRUIN, No. 76 Middle Bt. This Is an
American establishment.
8-1

Edition, have Just arrived at CLARKS, 616
Congress St., price so low that auy body can have
them, 27 cents each, or 4 for $1,00,7-1

male

CO.,
99 & 101 BROAO STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
C. L. Shaw, Family Druggist. Agt.

FOBlSALE’UV

WANTED.

heat, safes, ele-

steam

by JOHN SMITH. JR.. Herald
FOB
Building, Boetou.—$800 lodging and board14
all modern

REMEDIES

1

janB___dU_
POR T LA mD

E

HOP REMIDIES.
469 CangreiM Ml., Portland, Me.
febO
K&Wtf

John 'finzzr%cB'<f3.,houisvillt,1fa:

rooms

■ U9U

HOP

Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.

LET.—The large and fine
office recently occupied by Hon. Wilbur F.
3EESCER
person In the city to know
WANTED—Every
-unt and other vaeaut
that 400 oj tie
Beautiful Books. Arlingin the First Natlon,1 Bank building
ator and janitor

are lineal ia the world.
Stall for boak of earn of the

THE

BANKERS,

my 1«eod&w 1 ytopotcolcd

'engross St.,

Prrparatiaao

—

against, os applied to ANTI-APOPLECTINE, means a remedy against striking down, or
a remedy for those diseases whose termination
often is sudden death. It is the only Apoplexy
Preventive known to medical scienoe, and it will
Cure Paralysis, Heart Disease, RheuHint ism.
Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint,
Kidney and Bladder Troubles, Chronic
Bronchitis, Sciatica and all Diseases Arising from Impure Blood and Debilitated
Nerves, Dizziness or Pressure In the
Head, Spots Before Eyes, Pain Around
or Palpitation of the Heart indicates the
use of ANTIOr

Street Church Choir,
Ruggles|im

Con^begins at S • dwsk.

—

on

CELEBRATED
Boston, Mass., Jan. 3,1889.
For 50 years I have beeu troubled with a skin
disease. Have beeu treated by at least twelve
many of them having been specialists
physicians,
in skin diseases; it has been named by them from
Erysipelas to Eczema. Have aiso used Cutlcura,
Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and numerous other remedies, none of which have resulted lu any permanent good, until I used the Hop Remedies; since
theu I have had none of my former troubles. Any
one can refer to me.
MILTON AU-TIN.
133 St. Botolph St„ Boston, Mass.

FOB BALK BY

Woodbury & Moulton

,

LET—New brick store and tenement over
rOMore,
with all the modern Improvements,

for 91*26.
The above box contains 2 cakes of Soap, 50c„
1 box of Ointment, 60c., 1 bottle of Resolvent,
$1.0 >, 1 bottle of Pills, 26c. Send for book of,
cures.

,

road 6s.
Maine Central Cons. 5s.
Portland Water Co. 6s.
First National Bank Stock.
Cumberland National Bank
Stock.
Merchants* National Bank
Stock.
National
Traders
Bank
—

Genuine with the red H
tin tag made only by,

LET—Pleasant cottage, ten rooms, 25
Cedar St., April 1st; also lower tenement 27
lay St., now ready; also convenient kitchen and
ied room, up one flight, 228Vi Middle Street.
I. G. PALMER, 197 Spring St.9-1

PORTLAND,

rz

on

Stock.

made.
Insist on l}a\/ing ttie

tore, (rent low.) Call at COI.ESWORTHV Book
9-1
Itore, 92 Exchange street.

A box containing a complete treatment of the
Bop Bruaediea, valued at 9'dJi‘d, will be sent. !
with explicit directions, book of cures, etc., pre- j
paid, by express, to any part of tbe United States. :

I

'Ic^flCCO

a

•

Oar

r

new

1

Stno^inj

^(foflPESr

Me._9-1

LET—On Cumberland street near Wilmot
a store well situated for grocery business.
'OHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
9-1
LET—Store In
brick block, 58 Free
rOstreet,
lust the place for first class grocery

TREATMENT BOX.

SPECIAL OFFER.—Any one sending us
six of our Bap Toilet Noap Wrapper* will recelve by mail, free from any advertisement ou it,
our “Bop Toilet Noap Bay,” 16 inches high.
In elegant flesh tint; an ornament to every home.

or

ME.

Railroad 6s.
Portland & Kennebec Rail-

JfST

LET—Land and buildings, with power
rO
suitable for any manufacturing purpose;
ocation near

to

MWAStf

J

i

00.,

(her tenth appearance.»

■Zi".:.: ajo> thk raMort

now on sale at

1*34.

p

COUTHOUI

—

Qio

LET—A very convenient up-stairs rent In
repair, for small family, at No. 14
Vinter street; vacant April 1. Apply to .JAMES
1 IAIN, 110 Commercial or 281 Spring street. 11-2

; rater

for

good

11-1

! rO thorough

Hop Resolvent, being originated by a physician
preeminently noted, and graduate ol Yale College,
stands first as a Purifier. Though not treely advertised heretofore, as kindred Sarsaparilla Remedles have been, It Is nevertheless the most reliable, most potent, and efficacious medicine known,
ana after a fair trial will be found infallible in the
cure of disease, no matter bow obstinate, If taken
conjointly with tbe otner Remedies. Da sol

*

Clellan.

disposition to stand by tbe law.

mprovetneuts.
1KCK, 601 Congress street.

Your Blood needs cleansing.

It is invaluable when you are weaning the baby
or when it is teething.
If you will take one teaspoonful to a tablespoonful yourself before each
meal and on retiring, you will receive as much
benefit as the baby.

s

hiJ\ 1,1

LET

Inquire

thirty days.

LIQUID

By the Charming youne lady H-nd., and Imponooator. MIW JK83IK

ASSEMBLY

and

not

LET—House, sunny anil pleasant, containrOing
eight rooms; hath, laundry and modern
of A- G. SCULOTTKR-

but add five or more drops at
each feeding of Murdocks Liquid
Food, and Its lost or needed vital.
Ity will be restored In less than

MURDOCK

AT CITY HALL,
Wrdnrsilaj' Evening, Wnrcli Ulh,

City of Portland Os.
AT
City of Portland 4s.
6s.
Bath
of
OITjB
City
esrts
FRIDAY EVENING.
City of Bath 4s.
class from 8 to U; dancin* from »io 11.
Androscoggin & Kennebec Waltzing
marl t

chewing
IfJe^EST
be
tobacco On

BAKER’S

j

a

WRAPPERS,

TO

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

t WANT IT.

12th STOCKBRIDGE

Local Investments. RUGGLES

Not For

for

teb!8_

feb27

and pay damages.’ Winn went and got th 3
colt up, had shoes put on him, and put th 3
boy on his back to show his gait, but th* )
colt had lost all speed, and Winn said h 3
would never let another colt go to pasturt
In four or five days Mr. Baxter drove up t* »
Wlun’s and said, ‘Winn, you have got m 7
colt.’ Winn was glad to give up the col t
with new shoes on, and treated all around
In fact for years after, when the story wa *
told, Uncle Tim would always ‘set then 1
rThe American Cultivator.
up
Our Camden correspondent writes the fol
lowing Interesting letter concerning the fas
ones in bis vicinity:
H. M. Bean, Esq., has added this wee]
another fast one to his already famous stu*
of horses. A five-year-old J udge Advocat
colt, chestnut, stud, 15 hands three inche
high, and weighs 1000 pounds.
The pric
paid was close up to 81000. Horace J. Tit
betts. Esq., who lives just out of the prett;
village of Reckport (a retired gentleman) ha s
several good ones. The famous pacing stal
lion Joe Horne, with a record of 2 23J, is t
beauty. Mr. Tibbetts just bought him an [
it lessened bis bank account 81500. He sol \
in February to Boston parties Coleman
record 2 29J, by Tom Hall, sire of Littl 3
Brown Jug, 2 11 j. He also sold in Februar f
to Western gentlemeu the chestnut geldin l
Sir William Allison, one of the finest road
sters ever owned in Knox county.
Sine
1875 Mr. Tibbetts has sold 75 fast ones, som
of them having records inside the charmei
circle, 2.20. He has ,a fine stable fitted wit
office, box stalls, running water, etc., etc
W. O. Corthell of Rockport, has a sorre
Dan, 16 hands high, weight 1050, b
oe Irving, he by Whitcomb Fearnaught, h
Old
Fearnaught. Dam by General Me
by

naught,

given

To obtain Ihie Picture cut from the centre of the Wrapper the Panel
Welcome
containing the t’la-ped Hand* and the worda,
Soup” and mail to ua with Name and Addreae.
eod3m

SWA8EY,

onH trat hlr 1

5elding.

PICTURE.

which ia

WELCOME SOAP

25

—

1

.

^EvViiJr;

^

Cf\eWir]q

of

iinH T

|

JOB/ICCO
Wf^icl^ is ONLY for

They
large size, with good limbi
strongly coupled, and a trotting action ths
pleases all who see them.—[Maine Farmer.

mv

FOR FAMILY USE.

|

6E0. A. MACBETH & GO.,

LIKE IT.

COUTHOUI.

nESERVEO
KATABLIOHID

_

not thrive never

$‘.>00,000 of these bonds
already been taken, prinelpally by investors who have personally examined the property.
Some

liave

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

pride

will cleanse the system of disease.

$450,000
$|hi.ihhj

pkio: id:: i'll imusT.

ex-

hausted alike lu nerve and body, run down from
worry, bereavements or other strain upon their
nerves and constitutions, and they can find In this
remedy the only certain and sure cure.
Young girls, weak and nervous children, Irritable and restless Infants can be readily restored to
a healthy condition of nerve strength and vita1
power by the use this truly wonderful remedy.
It will quickly and speedily cure dyspepsia, in.
geslion, loss of appetite, constipation, kidney and
liver disease and all the ills of spring debility.
It
may be used freely and fearlessly by all, for It Is
perfectly harmless,being made entirely from pure1
health-giving and strength-restoring vegetable
medicines.
Dr. Greene, the famous specialist in the cure of
nervous and chronic diseases, of 34 Temple
Place, Boston Hass., can be consulted free
charge, personally or by letter.

stallion Broadway, call for a hearty com
mendation. They are a grand lot taken as
whole, and Mr. Gerald, in bringing thi
horse to Maine, has added much to the char
acter of the colts in Fairfield and vicinity

The following interesting bit of informs
tion concerning the trotter Lancet and hi
dam comes from the well known horseman
Mr. E. L. Norcross of Manchester, Me., wht
writes that “The ownership of Old Squat
was tested in the court at Sherbrook, Cans
day East, and it was decided that she be
longed to Williams. She was hidden awa
from him until the second foal, a filly, wa
two vears old, aud when Williams
got pos
session many believed that the filly had beei
The
one
that
Williams
exchanged.
got hai
no speed, but there was a black filly whicl
went to Boston that could trot well.
Mr
Winn told me about his journey to Hill’i
home, and the hiding of Wooley’s mare.
"Now I will tell you something else tha
may not have appeared in print.
Whei
Lancet was two years old Mr. Winn too!
him away to pasture.
When he sent hin
away he bad him ridden by a boy aud h
showed speed. In the fall a man drove u
to Winn’s Hotel and said, ‘Your colt is i

Cost of. Plant About
Bonded Debt

'fltJzZfVS

Aak Your Grocer to Show Von the Beautiful Panel Picture (without

I

DIE

7 Per Cent. Bonds.
JAIUtARV, UW.
....

It Is what weak, tired and nervous women must
have If they would recover bealtb, strength and

Fairfield.
Lumbermen on the Kennebec are uneasy
The recen t heavy rains have nearly put at

MortRace,

of the

nerves.

vitality.

KIRMT

<;f\evr

arid

8.

Spring

SSlsKlKlTS

VlPIANOtAL.

Interests

Which

Something

Hagan
To1wui Clerk—J. K. Cunningham.
Selectmen, Overseers and Assessors—Frank J
Buker, Geo. Newell. Daniel Brown.

are

IHIMl'KLLANBOir*.

•49

THE BEST SPRING REMEDY.

Richmond.
longest sessions of town
held in Richmond was that of
hall being crowded for six

One of the

PUBLICATIONS.

nHClLLAKRODI.

HIIKt'ELl.ANIIOC«,

MAINE TOWNS.

must be very keen indeed if he can find any

PORILA.v u. in.

OF

COST

]

For One Month Only.
MORRISON & CO.
565

marl

Congress

Jeweler*,
Street.

dU

THE
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PRESS.
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SUCH

IS.

dreams.

by brandkr Matthews,

The Babel Club, as most people know, is a
haunt of the polyglot. No man is eligible
who cannot speak three languages. But the
unwritten law of the club, more powerful
than that of the Modes and
Persians, decreed
that no language but English should ever be
heard within its walls, except in cases of
necessity; and some of Its more vainglorious members
thought that the English
spoken in the club house was singular in its
union of purity and freedom. There were
many foreigners, who came to the Babel as
members or as guests, but it was rarely that
one of them did not use our idiom as though
it were bis own.
Of the four men seated in the bay window
of the dining room on this fair evening in

English and two were not.
Of the Englishmen, cue was tall, handsome,
blonde, full-bearded, pleasant-spoken and
shy; the other was short, plump, dark and
two were

sallow, aud there
iu bis broad face.

English

one was

trace of the Hebrew
Of the two who were not

was a

a

Hungarian

and looked

like a Turk, with

r

his rich olive skin; and
the other was an American, with straggling
and an inadequate and
brown whiskers
doubtful heard, which girt a face Bolemn
aud almost forbidding in repose, but gayly
lighting up when a smile showed the level of
white teeth.
They were old friends, all of them, and
they liked to dine together at least once a
year. The last time they had sat down to
meat together had been in Home. Some
chance word recalled this former banquet,
and the American said that he had dreamt
that when next they dined together it would
be in Yokohama.
“Why not?" asked the shorter Englishman.

“Why not, indeed?" repeated his blonde
covntryman, whose name was Cecil Cameron.

of dreams.” the Hungarian remarked, “I must tell you a strange one I had
last night. 1 dreamed that I was on a horse
and riding a steeple chase, a thing I have
never done in my life, fond as I am of horses.
The mare I was riding was as black as

“Speaking

night-”

‘*1
say that was the propet color for
night-mare,’’ interrupted the American,
should

a

Cl-

n

“I

“I can’t help It, pa,” replied Bobby, thoughtfully, “I guess I must get my disposition from
you and nut-Harper’s Bazar.

been
taken
for
apartment had
inn
at the village
for
the
night.
would
The carriage
take
me
there,
and, waiting while I dressed, it would bring

lkuow
Old Gent—I understand, sir—in fact
that you and my daughter are edging very rapidly
toward matrimony.
1
Penniless Suitor—It is true, sir; and although
have to be a
am obliged to confess that It will
case of Fove in a cottage. 1 hopeOld Gent—Say no more. Love in a cottage is
the true ideal of happiness. You have my consent—
Suitor—Oh. thank you!
Old Gent—Providing tou can show me the deed
for the cottage. Good day!

the

(Boston Traveller.!
The dining room of the Babel Club has a
large bay window which projects into Piccadilly, and at a table in this bay window four
men were dining one evening in July. It had
been raining nearly all day, but at last the
clearing-up shower had come and gone; a
few clouds dappled the blue sky in the
drooping twilight, and a fresh, moist breeze
blew across the Green Park, bearing a suggestion of summer into the dark dining room
of the club.

July

her gates; and, therefore, I accepted her invitation, only wondering why it had been
sent, as my acquaintance with her was ve*g
slight. When I arrived late in the afternoon
at the railway station where I was to alight,
I found a carriage awaiting me and the
This was from
groom handed me a note.
the lady, telling me that the guest, whose
room I was in turn to occupy, had been ill,
and that he would be able to depart <nly

ttr..1..
I.
m
un lilt.
viiiiu^ u

riding a black ware, as ITsald,” the
Hungarian continued, ignoring this needless
remark, "and I had cleared all but three of
was

the obstacles.

As I came to the next—a stiff
hurdle—I suddenly noticed that I was wearing, not the fit attire of a gentleman rider,
but a strange loose robe—in fact, a sort of
shroud. 1 cleared the hurdle, and went
along to the stone wall, which was next before me.
When I was about ten yards from
it I became conscious that there were shafts
on each side of me and that my horse was
harnessed to a hansom. I confess that I
wondered how I should succeed in leaping
the stone wall. It was too late to hesitate.
I went on, and I went over without mishap.
The mare gathered herself well together, and
rose in the air as easily as before, and the
hansom rose with her. My brother is a
great stickler for etiquette, and I remember feeling glad that he was not present
to reprove me for riding a steeple-chase in a
shroud with my horse harnessed to a hansom.
Yet I had but little time for any selfcongratulation, as the water-jump yawned
before me—the last leap of all and the most
difficult. Again, as I approached the obstacle, 1 made a discovery; this time I became
conscious that another horse was rapidly
overtaking me—a fiery roan, ridden by the
devil in person—a red devil, like Mephisto
in the opera. 1 glanced back at him In surprise : and then, to my horror, I saw for the
first time that Death was the driver of the
eab behind me. Perched aloft in the high
seat of the hansom was a bare and fleshless
skeleton, with a white cowl over hts sightless head. The roan and bis red rider
gained on me, and we took the water-jump
In the same stride. I cleared it and rode In,
an easy winner.
My rival miscalculated;
his horse made a false step, and the roan
and hts rider fell into the ditch together.
There was a sudden hissing, and a cloud of
steam rose up, dark and crackling, like a
thunder cloud, and then—”
“And then? echoed Cecil Camerou.
“And then I awoke—that was all," the
Hungarian answered.
“I'm like Charles Lamb,” said the shorter
Englishman. “I have a nightmare now and
then, but I don’t keep a stud of them.”
“I do not wish to be hypercritical about
any man’s dream—I have bad too many of
iny own which would not bear investigation,” the American remarked with a grave
face, “but I understood you to say that the
red devil rode a red horse?”
was the Hungarian’s answer.
“I thought I had not mistaken you,” the
New Yorker returned. “Now isn’t red on
red, false heraldry?”
“I suppose that black death on a pale
oorse is a more proper coat,” Cameron suggested. “Did I ever tell you my dream
about the Devil, Wyoming?’'
“No,” was the American’s answer.
“Weil, it wasn’t about the devil personally;
it was about his legal residence. 1 had been
sitting up late reading that new thsological
romance, “a Chartered Libertine,” and it
had worn on my nerves, so that when I went
to bed at last I could not sleep. It must have
been nearly daybreak when 1 fell Into a
troubled slumber. 1 dreamed maDy strange
dreams, very complicated, all of them, twisted and contorted, fantastic and impossible,

“Yes,”

is the manner of dreams. Finally, I
dreamed that 1 was dead and that I had gone
straightway to hell, a murky, sulphurous
space, vague and indistinct, with confused
vistas stretching away on every side, down
all of wnich I felt compelled to walk. And
so I toiled on, for hours, as though in search
of some unknown goal. When, in the end,
after a long day of wearing fatigue, there
begau to be visible before me, through the
rolling smoke of the pit, a mystic glow toward which I was impelled irresistibly; when
I approached I discovered that this brightness was caused by innumerable gasjets,

next

ntA-A
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glaring than any gasjet. Their brilliancy
blinded me, and the curling fumes of the
sulphur rolled up beside me ; and so it was
that I could not read the legend that these
ilaiues formed
The gas Jets, tf gas jets they
were, were apparently grouped in letters of

fire,

such as are used for illuminations in
honor of the royal family. All at once I
aroused strength to struggle against the fascination which drew me on, but I strove in
vain. The fiery sentence blazed as before,
and toward it 1 was attracted as by a mlghtv
loadstone. With every step the heat inincreased. With every step the strain on my
eye-balls seemed to double; the flaming letters flickered before me in all fantastic
shapes, now like children playing innocent,
ly. and now like wicked imps mocking at mv
Impotence. At last, a sudden stillness fell
on the place, the hot blast wide t) blew paused
for a moment, the thronging clouds parted
as though by cha.’ice, the flickering flames
blazed firmly, and iu this second’s respite, I
was able to read the legend written In letters
of fire. It was a warning I had read before
In happier hours. It ran: “Please keep off
the grass.’
“but 1 do not think that is quite as queer
as my dream," commented the Hungarian.
"It is a good dream,” the American remarked, “a very good dream indeed.”
“It is the best dream I ever heard," said
the man who had told it, “excepting Alfred’s
here,” and he indicated bis fellow-countryman.
*

And in what way is Alfred’s stranger
yours or the one we heard before

than
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will
returned his opponent
both the Hungarian and the
American
looked toward Allred.
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chateau to dinner. I found the
the inn comfortable, and I had a
bath aud dressed leisurely. When 1 entered
the chateau a lackey told me that Mine, la
Marquise wished to see me What’s the
matter, Wyoming, are you ill?”
“No—no—it’s nothing.” answered the
American, hastily. “Go on. Your story
interests me strangely, as they say on the
stage.”
The Englishman waited while Wyoming
tilled a glass of champagne and began to
drink it. Then he resumed his tale.
“I followed the lackey through several
handsome apartments to the spacious drawing-room, at one end of which was a smaller
room reserved by the lady of the house for
herself. After the servant had announced
me, in obedience to a gesture of hers, he released the heavy curtains which draped the
wide door I had entered by, and which now
shut me in with my hostess. I found her
lying on a sofa, ‘dallying and dangerous,’
as Charles Lamb describes Peg Woffington
in Hogarth’s potrait. Shewas a very handsome woman, although no longer in her first
youth. As she greeted me cordially and
motioned to a seat by her side, I saw that
there were tears in her eyes. In two minutes more I was proffering my sympathy,
and she was telling me how miserably she
was misunderstood bv the frivolous people
about her, and most of all by her husband,
who could not comprehend the ethereal aspirations of her soul. In a pathetic gesture
she stretched forth her hand—a hand ofsingular beauty—.and I took it in mine. She did
not withdraw it, but she looked at me reproachfully. At this moment the curtains
were parted violently.ber husband strode into the room followed by his brother. He
paused just beyond the threshold and glared
at me. For a moment we looked each other
in the eye. Then he said peremptorily,
“Sortez, Monsieur!" What was I to do? I
glanced at the lady, and interpreting her ex
pression as best 1 could, 1 bowed and left the
room.
A minute more and I was on my way
back to the village inn on foot. As I walked
1 hnd bitter thoughts; I foresaw a needless
duel; 1 knew that there was no possibility
of explanatlonlto a husband enraged by jealAt the Inn I had a bit of dinner; 1
ousy.
read a few chapters of a French novel, feel-

ing myself strangely like its despicable hero;
ana then I went to bed and to sleep.
In the
morning there came a knock at my door, and
a

icuci
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ucto,

a

tuuu^i■ i,

is

the challenge. Now I must go out and staud
up before an absurd Frenchman whom I
scarcely know, and he will try to kill me.
So thinking, I opened the letter.. It was not
from the husband, but from the wife. It
was not a challenge; it was an appeal. She
bad succeeded in explaining everything to
her husband, who begged me to accept his
sincere regrets for his hasty and inconsiderate action. Still, as it would recall an unpleasant scene if I were to come to the chateau just then, she suggested that I should
postpone my visit until the next year. I
confess that I was only too delighted to get
out of the ridiculous scrape, and I did not
care whether or not I ever saw the chateau
again. I ordered my breakfast and dressed.
Then the sun was was pouring in at the window.*and I read the lady’s letter again. As
I saw it in the full daylight It seemed as
though there was something unusual about
it. 1 examined it carefully, and then I dls.
covered what the matter was. The letter I
held in my hand, anparently in the writing
of the lady, was a lithographies' form!”
"That
is very curious," the Hungarian remarked, as the Englishman ended.
”lt is rather curious,” said the American.
“Then you willci.ufess now," cried the tall,
blonde Englishman, “that there are two
dreams not out of nature—Alfred’s and

yours?”
"No,” returned Wyoming, quickly.
“Why not?"
“Because I still know only one dream not
out of nature. Alfred’s dream and my dream
and the same.”
Alfred turned and faced Wyoming with a
start of surprise.
“Do you mean to say,” he asked, “that you
also have dreamt my dream?”
“Yes,” ealmlv replied the American.
are one

“Impossible!”said Alfred’s countryman;

then lie corrected bimself hastily; “I mean
that it is improbable.”
“It is so improbable that I was staggered
as Alfred told his story,” Wyoming returned
“But, improbable or not, it is the fact, and I
think 1 can prove it.”
He felt in the breast pocket of his coat
and then turned to Alfred.
“Do you remember the name of the chateau?” he asked.
“Yes,” Alfred answered.
“And of the lady?”
“Yes.”
“Was it the Chateau Sazerac ?"
“Yes,” cried Alfred, “how do you know?”
The American smiled gently.
“I know,” he said, “because I dreamed the
same dream on the same night you did.”
“The name of the ladv,” suggested the

Hungarian.

“True,” Wyoming went on “And was
the ladv the wife of the Marquis de la TourMartel?”
“She was," answered the man who had
told the dream; “but how—"
“One question more,”
interrupted the
American; “do you think you would recognize the letter lithographed in fac-simile of
the lady’s handwriting?”
“Of course I should,” was the answer.
“Why do you ask?”
“I dreamt that 1 was invited to the Chateau Sazerac; and I met the Marquise de la
Tour-Martel, and I was ordered out by her
husband, and 1 received a letter from ter
explaining all and begging me to go away.
But my adventure went further than vours.
When 1 was awakened from my dream I was
holding a piece of paper in my hand. I
I took it to the window, and it was the lithocircular In the writing of Madame
e la Tour-Martel.
I have it now.” He
thrust his hand again into his breast pocket,
and drew forth a paper. “Here it is.
Do
you recognize it?”
Alfred seized the letter
One
eagerly.
glance was sufficient. It fell from his

Sraphed

hands.
“Yes,” lie said, “it is the same.”
There was a moment of silence.
The Hungarian was the first to speak.
“Let us go up into the smoking-room for
our coffee,” he said.
“There is an odor of
cooking here.”

you

The sallow little Englishman blushed

a

little, and then said: “f will tell you mv
dream If you like. 1 dreamed it Christmas
night, three years ago.”
“That is odd,” interrupted the American,

“because I dreamed my dream Christmas
night, three years ago."

“If you would like to tell yours now,” began Alfred courteously; he had always an
air of high breeding.

“No, thank you,” Wyoming replied, “I’ll
tell mine after yours, if 1 think it will bear
telling then. In the meantime you have the

floor."
“It was on Christmas night, three years
ago,” said Alfred. “I went to bed a little before midntght and I fell asleep almost at
once and I began to dream.
What 1 dreamt
was this: I was in France and 1 had received
an invitation from a lady to pay her a visit
at her chateau, in my dream I knew the
chateau and 1 knew the lady. When awake,
l had never heard of either—and I have since
made inquiry and no such person exists, nor
Is there aDy such chateau.
But lu my
dream, 1 had met the lady before and her
husband, aud I knew that her married life
was not happy, and that she
kept open house
for the sake of distraction. I knew also that
many pleasunt people were to be met within

—

A man’s wife should always be the
same, especially to her husbaud, but if she is
weak and nervous, and uses Carter's Iron Pills,
sue cannot he, for they make her ’’feel like a
different person,” so they all say, and their bus*
bands say so too!
He gazed around the cheerful and comfortable
looking apartment, then, addressing the widow,
he said;
“Your husbaud has been dead over a year
now.”
“Yes,” she answered with a sigh.
“I remember his obituary,” he said, ”aud I
ihought It contained a misstatement of facts."
“A misstatement?”
“Yes; It said he had gone to a better home. In
my opinion It would belmposslble for him to And
a more cheerful, comfortable, and with you In It,'
a more charmtug home than this.”
The widow smiled sweetly, and then be was

accepted.

Do You Ask
“What will he do with It?” Well, that depends.
If It Is something he wants he will try to keep it;
but If It Is a cold, he will certainly break It up
with a few doses of Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balsam.

flNANCIAL UNO COMMERCIAL
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

cram.
62x63
H Mid Corn.
H Mxd,Corn,new 48x41)
Coru, Dag lots.. .fOxfil
48x49
Meal, bag lots
37 x8*
Oats, car lots
60 Oats, bag lots
40@42
Cotton Seed.
(XJ
ear lots..26 60X26 00
76
do bag
.27 0o@a8,*o
50 iSack’dBr’n
oar lots. 18 00x19 oo
25 I do bag...l9 oo@20 oo
76 Middlings. 19 iKVazl 00
do bag lots,20 00® 13 oo

Flour.
superfine and
low grades. 4 0034 76
X spring aud
XX Spring.. 4 75*6 16

76*6
60*5
25@5

I

roller.6 00*6
6 60*6
Winter Wheail
Patents
f6hi&eito
Provisions.!
Pork—
Fish.
Backs
.16 60X16 00
Cod. i> qtl—
Clear —16 00x16 60
Large Shore 4 50 *4,76
8hort els 16 60 x16 00
Large Bank4 61136 00
Small.3 76*4 26 'Beet—
Pollock.2 76 *8 50
Kx Mess.
8 75x9 25
Haddock.2 00*2 60
Plate....
900X960
Bake.2 00*2 26
Kx Plate 10 00*1060
Lara(lerriua
Scaled f> bl. 20326
Tubs *> *»
7*%.x86%
dear do...
..

..

16jt20l

Tierces..
No 1
76%S8vt,
1
Mackerel »bbl—
Pails. 8Y%@10V%
00*28
001
Hams
Xhorels.26
t>tl,
lixlli®
do covered
Shore 2s.20 00322 00
13® 14 Vs
Oil
Med.Ss.$18 (Kt320 00
Large
800300 00 aeroseue—
Po
Bel. Pet. 7V4
eroauce.
Oran carries—
Pratt’bAst’l,*>bbi. 12
00
8
Devoa’s
Brilliant. 12
Cod
60*9
(Jape
ea tleans...2 00C32 26 Llgonia. 9%
Medium_2 0C32 lb
(4-ruutu ma2 (Xlfi|2 26 Centennial. 9%
Vellow dyes.3 25#3 60
Raisins.
I Muscatel_ 2 0023 00
Swt Potatoes—
Jerseys 3 60@3 76 London Lay’r 2 86@3 60
8
Norfolk s
Ondura Lav
iX8>*c
Potatoes, bus
50;* (10c Valencia.
7g7>*
Oulmis In t)bls2 00*2 25
Sugar.
..

Turkeys
Chickens.

18319
fc> la.76%
11317
xtraC.6%
15316
00300 Red
00S8 26
Ducks.OingOO Timothy Seedl 70x1 86
Clover.
Apples.
9V%@16c
1 2531 76
Baldwins
Cheese.
Bating applesl 76*2 00 Vermont.... 11 V%@13V%
rxlS
Braporaied *> th 7*Xc N.Y. factory 11
Rage.14 @16
Butter.
I Creamery V n>...2«@27
Unions.
-a'ermo.3 00*3 26 (HU Edge Ver....25X26
Mesaiua.8 OO&S 2o Choice.18@20
Good.17X19
Malagers....
Orange*
Store.16@18
Florida
4 00 * 4 50|
16x16
Valencia
6oO*6 25, Eastern
Messina and I'v
Can* Western
,4X16
Paiormoltthx.2 7638 00 filmed.

Toof?.»S

...

exF?*’

..

FREICHTS.
The following are recent charters:
Sch Dreadmught, Bootbbav to
Philadelphia,
ce. 70e.
Sch. Carrie C. Ware, Portland to New York,
umber. $2.< 0.
Schooner Lizzie J. Call. Portland to New York,
umber. $2.00.
Bark J. W. Holmes, (Br), lumber, Portland lo
Buenos Ayres, p t.
81i Sebago, coal, Philadelphia to Havana, $2.26
Scb Grace

1ise.
_

Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Heela (Br)-714,649
ft lumber.
BUENOS AYRES. 8< hooner Prter H. Crowell
-474.64* ft lumber.
Bark Archer.-345,660ft
BUENOS AYRES.
lumber.
Grain Quotations.
It ICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Mondav’s Quotations.
WHEAT.

Mch.
9n%
06%
96%
96%

Opening.
iltsUlSl■

owes!.

Mar.

Opeuing.
tilghesi.
! oc

At*

opening

Apr.

36%
35%
34%

84%
34%
34%
34%

et.

Closing..

35

July
86

8f,%

86
87

May.

3f%
30

35%
36%

TS.

Mch.
24 V*

...

Highest....

24%
24%
24%

Lowest..
Closing

Tuesday’s Quotations.
WHEAT.

opening.

Mch.
93%
93%
93%
93%

....

Highest.

lowest.

Closing.

May.

98%
98%
94%
96%

July

87%
87%
80%
86%

COEN.

Mch
34%
34%
84%
34%

opening
Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

Apr.

36

85%
36
86

May.

36%
36%
36%
36%

OA18.

Mch.
21%
24%
24%
24%

Opening.

Highest.........
Lowest.
Closing.

Lemuel—I tell you men may prate as they
wilj
about men's extravagance, but she can dreis
well on a sum that would keep a man looking

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
corrected

Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup sells better than any otb«r cough medicine.
“Now, It's a'l right, it’s all right, darling." said
Mrs. Workbard, ”1 have tested It
thoroughly,
Salvation Oil will surely cure your pain In the’
back.”

99%
91%
98%

COEN.

A woman who Is weak, nervous and
and who has cold hands and leet can
not feel and act like a well person. Carter’s Iron
Pills equalize the circulation, remove nervousness and give strength aud rest.

that

May.

98%

swan a

by
Bahrett,
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS
Par Value. Bid
Descriptions.
Usual National Bank.100 149
Casco Nat. Bank.100
138
First National Bank.100 108
Jumoerland National Bank.. 40
45
Merchants’National ?.ank.. 75 117
National Trailer*’Bank.100 129
Port land Company.
«5
Portland (las Company. 60
So

Bankers

and

Asked
150
110
110
4b
118
ISO
loo
81

BONDS.

“I never could understand,” said old Mrs
Gwodheart, as she laid down her paper after reading an account of the last hotel fire, “how so
many people are Incarcerated In those awful
horoscopes. It seems such an easy matter to get
nut of a burning botel. Why, It’s very simple to
just climb down one of them band grenades that
they have on all the hotels nowadays. There’s
no excuse for getting creat-.d alive if you
keep
your wits about you.”
A

New Departure
from ordinary business methods Is made by tbe
mannfacturers of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery, In guaranteeing this world-famed
remedy to cure all diseases arising from derangements of liver or stomach, as Indigestion, or dyB
pepsla, biliousness or “liver complaint,” or from
impure blood, as bolls, blotches, pimples, eruptlous, scalp disease, salt-rheum scrofulous sores
and swellings, and kindred ailments.
Money
paid for “Discovery” promptly returned If, on
fair trial, It don’t cure.
Don’t liawK, bawk, blow, spit and disgust
everybody with your offensive breath, but use Dr.
Sage's Catarrh Kemedy and eDd it.

Sta'eol Maine 6s, due 1889
Portland City Ss.Mnntcip’l vanousloO
Portland Cos 6s, K. R. old 19U7...122
Portland City Funding 4s.101V4
Bath City 6s. Mini, various.102
Math City 8s It. It. aid various....lol
H umor City «s, long k. It. aW....lls
Bangor City 6s. long Mun.120
Belfast city 6s. R. R. aid. 104
And. A Ken. R. R. bs, various... 102
Portland A Ken. R. H. 8s, 1896. Iu8
L >eds S Farmlng’tn R. K. 8s.108V4
M one Ceutral it. R. 1st intg 7s. .119
Milne Central R. R. Consol 7s.... 131
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund fls. 106
Portland Water Co. 6s,due 1891..103
’’
••

’’

4S

"

I0JV4
116
125
I02V4
106
103
tlb
"22
Jb
103
110

110V4
121
133
inn
104
112
97

1899.. 110
1927.. 96

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.
The following quotations of stocks are received
daily:
New York and New England Railroad.... 48V4
Dopre
117
Atch. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
61
a

lint A cere War.nmwe Railroad
di ere!

com.

Bell Telephone

Mexican Central....
;.
C. B. & Q.
Wisconsin Central.

...

MrB. Snowball—So you are going to marry
Henry again, are you? 1 thought that you said
you had had enough of him for the rest of your
lUe.
Mrs.
know.

Coldsnap—Circumstances alter

cases, you
worth a cent when I left him,
and now he’s well off.
Mrs. Snowball—Ob, yes. That makes a difference.
Mrs. Coldsnap—Besides, I would get considerable alimony the next time l should want to leave

him

He wasn't

again.—Chicago

Herald.

Beecham’s Pills act like magic on a weak
stomach.
”1 can’t understand, Bobby,” said his
father,
.’why you should quarrel so much with Tommy
White; your mother tells me you quarrel with
him most of the time.”

28
97
224V6

Railroad.
83??
CaHlorula Southern Railroad.2014

Eastern

good
good
8

pea at

New York large hand
ricked do 1 :0@2 00: small Vermont hand
picked do 2 3o a,2 45; choice yellow
eyes 8 40 as fio.
Hay—choice prime hay $18 50(a$l£ 60; fair to
00@$18 00; Eastern line $14®$17K00<1?fc
poor to ordinary $14®$17: East swale uk|$ii'
aL

|1860@190°;

MlTix?110106’
Potatoes—Houlton Hose

—@60c

L@63c; Aroostook liebrons 63®

35c,

Oatftraw

bush.Hebron
Burbanks

—c;

Now York Stock and MoneylMarket
IBy Telegraph.]
NEW YOKE Mch. 12. 1889,-Money has been
easy, ranging from 2% to 3 per cent.; last losn at
Prime mercantile pa2Vi, closing 2Vi per cent.
per at 4-^;a6v« per cent. Government bonddull but tteady. Railroad bonds quiet and Drni.n
Tlie stock market closed veiy dull and rather
heavy, with generally slight fractiuns under the

opening.

The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre
gated 146,942 shares
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
U uited States 8s...,

New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.
129%
New 4 %s, reg
107%
New 4%s, coup.107%
Ceutral Pacific lsts.113%
Denver A K Gr. lsts.120%
Erie 2ds
102%
Kansas Pacific Cor sols..114%
110%
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Union Pacific 1st.113%
do Land Grants.
do Hlnklmi Funds...
The following are the closing qoutatlons of
stocks:
Mch 12. Mch 11.
Adams Express.if>0
160
am. Express.118
113
Ceutral Pacific. 84%
84%
Chesapeake A Ohio.
16%
16%
C vcago A Alton.134
184%
do pref
160
.160
Chicago, Burlington A Quine/
100%
101%
Delaware A HudsoulCanal Co....181%
131%
138%
Delaware, l.acka. |A Western
138%
Denver A Kio Grande. 16
16%
Erie.
28%
28%
Erie pref..87%
68
109
Illinois O/ntial.no
Ind. Bloom A West.
11%
11%
Lik Erie A West.. 17%
17%
li 2%
Lake Shore..
102%
60
Louts A Nash. 60%
Manhattan Elevated
99%
99%
Michigan Ceutral. 86%
86%
Minn A St. Louis.
6%
f,%
13
do pref. 13
Missouri Pacific.. 71%
7i%
New Jersey Central..
94%
94%
26
Nor. Pacific common. 26
do pref
81
60%
Northwestern......106%
106%
North western pref
.187%
137%
New York entral.It 8%
108%
18
New York Chicago A 8t. Louts.. 18%
do pref. 72
71%
23%
Ohio A Miss. 22%
16%
Out A Western. 16%
83
33
Oregon Trans-Cont’l....
Pacific Mall. 87
s7%
1 7
Pullman Palace.196
44%
Heading.. 44%
Hock Island.
96%
96%
St Louis A Sun Fran. 24%
24%
do pref. 62%
81%
do 1st prt.107
107%
...

..

tH

1 ...

131^

10031.

idi?

Old Colony Railroad.
17?™
Boston A Maine K.*’ yes
Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON.Mch. 12.18B9,—The following are to*
day’s quotations ot Provisions, sc.:
Fork- Long cuts 16 60®16 76 i short cuts 16 76
@16 00; backs at 16 76@16 001 lean ends 16 60
®17 00; pork tongues atl8 00; prime mess 16 60
@17 00.
Lard—Choice at 8c ^ lb In tos and tubs, 10-tb
palls In cases 8V4C; 6-lb palls 8%c; 8-lb, 9c.
Hams at 11: pressed hams 11 Vic.
Hogs—Choice city dressed bogs at 6% c
tb
country do at 6c.
Mutter Western extra creamery 28@29c, firsts
and extra firsts at 23@27c: extra Imitation cris
at 22@23c; do seconds at I7@21c; choice factory,
20@2ic; New York and Vermont extra cm 28 «,
29c; do ext firsts at 2b@27c; New York and
Vermont, dahy, good to choice, at 20<s26c;falr to

•••••••••••••••••-

W7B

dopret.. ...99%

««%

it Paul. Mum A Man. 99
St. Paul A Omana. 32%
at. Pair A Omaha prf. 92%

99

32%
92
20

Texas Paciflc(new).

19»/i
64%
U. 8. Express
81%
Wabash, St. Louis A Pacific.... 13%
do pref. 26
86
Western Union..
Richmond A West Point.26%
”. 'ienn, new.
9%
East Tenn. pref. 68
Wells. Fargo Express.140
Oregon Nav. 99%
Houston A Texas. 11
Union

64%
81%

Pacific.

Mobile A Ohio.

13

26V»
86%
25%
9%

69;

140

99%
11
10
142

11

Metropolitan El.142
Alton* xerro Haute. 45% _3 45
do

pref.

90

90

Watertown Cattle Market.

(By (Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Mch. 12, 1889.-Cattle market
unchanged.
Market Beef—Extra at 6 26®—; first quality at
e ooa —; second duality at 6 00@5,60;thlrd quality at 4 00®4 60.
Receipts

of cattle 2174.

Working oxen pair $70®$166; Milch Cows
Calves $25®48: Farrow Cows at $12®$30;

and

fancy

at $50®$76; yearlings at $8 00®16;*wo
years old $12®$26; three ears $20® $31.
11«8; Western fat, live 4%
@6; northern dressed at 6c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 761; In lots at
2 61 a $3 60; extra 4 00®6 60.
Veal Calves 2%®6%c.

Swine—Receipts

New York Mining Stoc ks.
NEW YORK,Mch 12, 1889.—The following are
today’s closing quotat ons of mining stocks:
Ontario.
33 00

Quicksilver.

6 no

do pref.
85 60
Col. Coal.
32
Hocking Coal.19 26
Amador.
1 66
Yellow Jacket.
4 oo
ommonwealth.
6 00
Con. Cal. * Va.
7 76
Plvmouth.
12%

Petroleum Market.
BOSTON, Mch. 9
Pipe Line Certificates.
91%
91%
91%

10.00
10.30
11.00

refined nctro

PORTLAND Mch. 12. 1889.
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Portland 80 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads cars 116 miscellaneous ■nerclian-

sleepless,

us

cases

Railroad Receipts.

....

druggist Informs

^

11.80

leuin New Y >rk to Calcutta.
Scb F. H. Odlorne, ice and lumber, Horse Is',
and; Me., to Hayti, and return logwood, $2260
and port charges paid.

script.

Our

fowls, choice. 12® 13c.
PeilJL8^ ;ll0iC0 8m&11 N Y hand picked

Davis, bhds, Philadelphia to M stan-

TShlp George Curtis, 60,000

know.”

slmcoe (dryly)—That’s true.
Now tbe sum
that my wife dresses on keeps me looking shabby
year in and year out.

J 0 a) 14c,

»0c.

zas.

And Waldo, rising proudly, steamed away with
these lines:
"How doth the little busv bee
Delight to bark and bite'
To gather honey all the day
And eat It up at n ght!”
Trying to suppress a smile, the teacher asked:
“Did your mamma teach you that?”
“No, my Uncle Arthur did!”—Boston Tran-

shabby.

JFJS* .*25,2i*;
at
Sir to
^r!‘,vur,r.e.y3'
‘S^SIe’AC;
at
10® 16c j chickens, choice
at 16c; lair to

bhds 90c.

Among the children of a certaiu Sunday school
js a blight little boy of four years. He has an
uncle who takes great pleasure in teaching him
nonsensical verses, A few Sutidays since his
leacher was telling the class about the busy bees,
and a ked if any of the children could tell her
auyihliig about them.
‘‘Waluo can,” spoke up the little fellow,
Well, you may stand up in front and tell us
vou

%®ll%c7sage“l

g-NDoiareu

Fowls
Deese

Closing.

what

Cneese—North choice at 11 %®12 dower grades
qualify; Western at 11
8
a
Jobbing prices %c higher.
Kggs-Eastern extras 16%smc: fancy near-by
Eastern firsts 14®16%e; extra Vt
and N H at16*l7c; fresh Western at
16e3U6% ;
Lauadaat 12c; Michigan choice at
16® 16Vic.
71
Jobbing prices lc higher.
Poultry—Chickens, Northern and Eastern choice
,8lr to E00*1
14®10e: fowls,
5,1 14@15c: common
choice at
to good i(j® 12
Wes-

•AILING DAYS OP STEAMSHIPS.
FBOM

Alvena. New

Elbe.New
Zeeland.New
Auchoria.New
Umbria.New
Saratoga.New
Alvena.New

91
91

12 M

cmcago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]

sheep-reeeipts|6,500.suipments 2500: steady;
Oo5 00; Western corn fed 4 20®4i70;
7o®C 00.

natives 3 t
lambs at 4

Markets.
iBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK.- Mch 12. 1889,-Flowr market
receipts 20,117 packages ;|exports 240 obis and
00,00o sacks; quiet, lower aud weak: sales 14,160 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 10@3 60; city
mil s extra at 4 90®5 15 ;ctty mills pateuts at 5 66
ia6.*6; winter wheat, low grades at 3 1U®3 60;
lair to fancy at 3 60®5 65; patent- at 6 0"®« 00;
Minnesota clear 4 26®6 26; straights do at 4 76®
6 15 £ dolpatents at 6 46®6.86: do rye mixtures
at 4 15 u 5 10; superfine at 2 356:3 25: fine 2 10®
Domestic

l(i®8 60;

—

York..GarthaK?ua.Mc!! 15

York.

“

Is

B

Iffl&S

l.

FBOM

to

load for

tow of tug L A
Gloucester.

M BBC HANTS'

good to choice do 3 CO

steady. Barley steady. Buckwheat flour Is easier aud quiet; State 1 60® L 65.
Wheal—receipts 11,660 Du-h; exports
bush;
one< 500 bush, dull at %@lc lower; No2 Keo at
93%®9ic elev, 94*/4 u9%c afloat, 94%@a6%c
fob NoBKed 88®88%c: No 1 Red at 103;
—

No 1 White at 9rtc. Kye Is dull. Bariev dull.
Cara—receipts 19 J,200 Du; exports 0,000 bush,
sales 126,000 bushr steady aud moderately active
No 2 at 43'Ac elev, |44% a44% c afloat; No|2
White 46c, No 8 at 42 <i43l/ic: steamer Mixed at
43%:a44%e
«m>-receipts 1»,000 bush, exports OObusli. sales 64,000 cash; slower and dull;
No 3 at 3ic; Whitedo at 31®32c; No 2 at 31%®
32c; do White at 82VVa3Sc; No I at 33c: Wi„te
do at 38c; Mixed Western 29®33c; White do 33
(a3y;‘White Slate at 33®s9c. No 2 ulcago at
33c. Caffee, Rio firm; fair cargoes 19%. (Sugar
—raw strong; refined firm and fairly active; C
at 5%®6% Extra
at 6%@ •%; Wnite Extra
I 6%(a6 3-16;
tilow at 6%®6%c; off A at 6%
®6%c; Mould A at 7; stauuard A 6%c;(imlec
a;6%c; powdered 7%c; grauulateo 7e; Cubes
7%e;i cut loaf aud crushed »%. Peiroleum
dull—united 91 % Pork firm. Beef dull.
I.ard
advanced ;Western steam at 7 27%®7 3o, closing
at 7 35; city at 6 »5; refined moderately active;
Continent 7 404,7 60: 8 A at 8 26. Bauer n
fair demand and steady except for extras.Chre««
quiet and steady.
Freight* to Liverpool steady.
CHICAGO, Melt. 12. iao9. The Flour market
is quiet, at l ® 12c lower for patents, closing at 6
®n 26. Wheat active, unsettled and lower—No 2
torn Is
Spring and No 2 Red at 9S%®M4fce.
cnmpaeatively firm; No 2 at 34-n Oats steadier,
No 2 at 4%c. No 2 Rye 48c. No 2 Barley nominal. i Pro vis ons—Mess Pork active and higher,
ai
2 36(0112.40
Lard higher at 6.96®6.97%.
Dry salted shoulders 6 26®o 37% ; short clear
sides at 6 62%®>s 6 7. Whiskey 1 < 3.

Receipts-Flour, 10,000 tibia, wheat 36,000 bus,
com 107.000 nus, oats 90,000|busb. barley 39,uoo

8,000 busn.
shipments Flour 10,000 bbls, wheat 32,000
nosh corn 200,000 bus..oata;ill,000 btsb barley
60."iio .msi. rye 4,000 busb.
ST. LOUIS. Mcb. 12 1889.—The Flour market
is easy with small business.
Wlieat lower—No 2
lt d at «8V4®93%c
Corn firm aud a shade better but very quiet; No 2 Mixed at 2s%c. Oats
firm but slow; No 2 at 26c bid
Rye dull—No 2
at 42%c asked. Barley, nothing done.
Provlilons firm with a small trade. Pork in small lots at
12 37%. Lard—prime steam 11 6 76. Dry salted
meats—car lots, loose shoulders at 5 26; longs
and ribs at 6 aO; snort clear at 6 60. Baconshoulders at 6 12% ; longs at 6 90; ribs 7 Of®7 66
short clear at 7 12%®7 20. Hams *10® 12.
Receipts—Flour, 4,00n bbls, wheat 10,Oi 0
I.USD. corn 66,000 busb; |oats 26,000 bush; rye
OO.isio -list), oarley, 23,000 busn.
Slitpmeuts-Klour. 13,000 nuis: wheat, 33,000
b sli: a,II rt 206,1 <00 bush; oats, 32,000 bush rye
lOOo rtusb.iiarlev 6,0(0 bush.
DETROIT, Mch 12. 1«89.-Wheat-Ni;t White
at 97c; No 2 Red 96c.
Corn—No 2 at 33%c.
Oats—No 2 at 26%c No 2 White 28c.
Receipts—wheat 93,000 bush; corn 14.700
busb; oats 4,200 busb.
man. rye

Cotton Markets.

[fey Telegraph.]
NEW YOKK.Mch.12,1889.—The Cottou market
steady and quiet; sales 446 bales; uplands,
ordinary at 7 7-16c; good do at 8 13-16c; low
middlings 9%c; middlings at 10 3 16c; Gulf ordinary at 7 il- 6c; good do at 0]i-18c; low mid
10 1-lrtc; middling 10 7-18c.
NEW ORLEANS Mch. 12 1889.-cotton market
quiet; middling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, Mcli. 12,1889.—Ootton market Is
quiet ^middling 9%c.
CHARLESTON. Mch. 12,1889—Catton market
film; middling 10%c
MEMPHIS, Mch. 12, 1819 Cotton market is
quiet; middling at 9%e.
MOBILE, Mch. 12. |1889.-Cotton mar et Is
steady; middling at 9%c.
Is

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, Meh. 12.—The Cotton market is
but
quiet
steady; middling at 6 ll-t6d; sales
8,000 bales, speculation and export 600 bales;
receipts 17,000 bales.
LIVERPOOL.Mch. 12, 1889 -Quotations- Winter at 7s 8d. Spring wheat at 8s; Club Wheat at
7s 8%d.
Corn, mixed American at 4s %d.
Peas at 5s 7d. Provisions, (to.,—Pom, prime
East 66s Cd; Bacon at 94s 6d for short clear and
Cheese 67s Od. Lard at
33s Od for'Long clear.
86s Cd. Tallow 26s Cd.

nearly

use, and

ft.

have

and

healthy

a

Sid fm Yokohama, Jap, Peb Uth, ship Mary L
Cushing, Bray. New York.
Sid fm Shanghai Jan 27th, ship 8tate of Maine,
Nickels, New York vtaHong Kong.
Ar at Hamburg 10th Inst, ship Grandee, Ellis,
Plsagua.
Ar at Hamburg 10th Inst, ship Corsica, Purlngton. New York.
Ar at Port Elizabeth Uth inst, barque J H Ingersoll. Peterson, New York.
Sid fin Nuevltas 9th Inst, brig Waubun, Welch,
for Sandy Hook, for orders.
Sid fm Gtbara about Uth Inst, barque Bonny
Doon, Burgess, North of Hatteras.

Memoranda.
Sch Jas A Brown, of and fromf Tbomaston for
New York, with lime, put into Vhieyard-Haevu
12th with cargo on Are. The vessel has been
sealed up aud It la hoped that the Are will be
smoibered.
Sch W K Chester, Thompson, at Philadelphia
from Baracou. reports. Mch 4, lat 38 64, Ion 76 60
carried away Ay log jibstay, split main aud Aylug
jibs. &c.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th, ship South America
Nanaimo.
Connolly,
Sid 5ih, barque C O Whitmore, Ward, lor Port
Townsend.
Sid Utb, ship Henry B Hyde. Pendleton, Liv-

er{*A°s'CAGOU LA-Cld Uth,

sch William Hayes.

MOBILE—Cld 9th, sch A J Fabens, Peck, Cai-

l arlen.
Bid 9th. scb M A Hall, lor Havana.
Cld llth, schs Fostlna, Pbtlbrook, Cardenas;
Dora Matthews. Browo, New York.
FKKNAND1NA—Ar 4tli, sch Viola Keppard,

Fare

BUY THE BEST

ilternatelv leave FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland,
irery week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrtvingjln
i icasou for connection with earliest trains for
iolnts beyond.
Through tickets for Pr.rtdeaee, t.ewcU,
W.rce.ler, New V.rU, Ac.
Returning, leave INULA WHARF, Uo*U» eviry week day evening at 6 o’clock.
sep!7tfJ. B, COYLE. Manager.
It Is not our aliu to have the cheapest canned corn or the
lowest
price canned peach In the market, or to sell five pound buckets of preserves ut 60 cents when better and purer goods can be sold for 80
els.
It Is our Him however lo sell the finest goods we can possibly obtain, at
as low prices us the advantages obtained by
purchasing all goods direct of manufacturers und Importers for spot cash will allow ns to
make. We can show you the largest, finest und most varied assortment of

FINE GROCERIES
The following

few of the many lines of Flue Ooods
sold by ns.

are a

Crosse & Blackwell’s English Pickles.
Crosse & Blackwell's English Preserves.

NEW YORK—Ar 10th, schs LlnahC Kaminski.
Woodbury. Charleston; Myrover, Chase, do; W K
Thompson, Baracoa; Martha Innts, Lunt
Rockland.
Ar 12lh, barque Ethel, Thompson. Brazil.
Cld Uth, barques Alice, Swalu, Dundee; JW
Holmes, Newcomb, Portland.
Sid Uth, ship Ravola, (or Portland.
Passed the Gate Utb, ship Ravola. from New
York lur Portland; sch Lady ot the Ocean, do lor
Providence.
NEW LONDON—Ar Uth. ecb Empress. Rock-

NAME STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
snd Saturdays at 8 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
18, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYl.K,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General A rent
sept21-dtf

ALLAN LINE.
Winter Arrangements.

1888.

Llrarswl and P.nlud

From Liverpool
■thlbhdav.
Feb. 14.

|_
Sardimiar.

T*.

Mar

Prom Portland
via tlalllax.

|

TWHIBIf,

|

|

Mar. 28.

April 4.
April 18.

Peruvian,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROCERS,

_

WHITNEY BUILDING.

-

mar8_

FAVORITE ROUTE

Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas and Cuba,
VIA

ENGLAND & SAVANNAH
STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
“Oat* City” and “City or
Lewis Wharf, Boaton, Thursdays

Macon” leaving
at 3 o’clock.

dtf

Hansard, A|cato,

RIcharOM A

20 Atlantic Avenue, Boston.
],ui 1»eodSm

International

Steamship

ro*

—

Co.

—

ST.JOHN,M.'MUW,

EASTPORT, CAL/I?,

R.J.

and all parts of flaw Braaaalck, Nara Wcalia, Priaaa Seaward, laiaad. and Capa
Hreioa. The favorite roate to 1'aa.pabrlla
and an. Andrews, N. B.

SPAING ARRANGEMENTS.

1889.

18E9.

After March 1st, and until further notice, the
of this line leave Railroad Wharf, Portland. MON DAYS and THURSDAY* at 5.30 p. m.
for Kastport and St. John, with above connections:
returning, leave SL John and Kastport
TUESDAYS and THURSDAYS.
Tins,ugh tickets issued and baggage checked M
toftlnatlon. EP-Freight receivedup to 4.00 r. is.
For Tickets and staterooms, apply at the Unloa
Ticket UfBee, 40 Exchange St., or For other Inlor*
nation at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
if state street.
J. B. COYLK.
feu28dt>_
_< len’l Manager.
steamers

In

our

stock may be found

HURD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC

of eve/y kind. Our
material. A PERFECT
Improved pad. By their

long experience enables

to (urnisb TRUSSES practically constructed of tbe best
FfT Is guaranteed In every instance. We would call special attention to our
use the most diffleult forms of HERNIA can be retained.

_

1S8S-V

Balling

—

WINTER ARRAN OBIS ENTS

between

Liverpool

and

—

1HNH-V

Portland,

via Mo-

land for Now York.

KBI8TOL—Ar 10th, sch Addle Wessels, Miller,
Clark’s cove, to load phosphate lor Pawtucket.
NEW LONDON-Sld 10th, sch M J I-ee, Bishop
for providence.
PROVIDENCE- Ar Uth, sch F T Drisko.
Drlsko. Rockland.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 10th, sch J liralua-d,
Lewis, New York.*
Sid lOlh, schs A Peters, Brett, New York; L A
Boardman. Tinker, do.
Sid 9th. sch Nellie Eaton.
WIOOD’S HOLL
Clark. Boston.
Sid 10th, sch Sarah A Reed, Aylward, lor New
York.
Ar 9th, schs Charlie
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Buck!, French. Wilmington lor Boston; Nellie EaWood's
(or
Calais.
Holl
ton,
Ar loth, sieamtug Aries, with barge Puritan,
from Port Jobusou lor Portland; G P Trigg, Eastport lor New York.
Sid 10th, tug Knickerboker, with barge Kodiak,
for Portland; barque Jennie Cushman; sci s K L
lay. Balance. A L McKeen, Eva May, Jennie
Lockwood. Ella Pressey. Forest City. Kobt Byron,
Perseverance, Helen Thompson, Charley Buckl.
Ar llth. schs Nellie Clark, from Weebawken
for Keuuebunkport; Cornelius Gurney, Hobokeu
for Tenant's Harbor; Ella Brown, St John, NB,
for New York; J M Kennedy. Calais for do.
Sid llth, schs Enterprise. G P Trigg, J M Kennedy. Ella Brown, Nellie Clark.
EDOARTOWN—Sid 10th, sch Thos G Benton,
Ames, Tiverton lor Weymouth.
I1YANN1S—Ar Uth, schs Perseverance. Willard. New York lor Portland; R L Tay. Hibbard.
Elizabetbport (or Marblehead; G B Reynolds,
Snow, Amboy lor-.
Returned, scb Ruth Robinson, Baker, Baltimore
(or Boston.
Sldfm Bass

Positively Cures DlphtherUkCroup, Asthma,Bronchitis,Colds. Hoarseness, Hacking Cough, WhoopingCough, Catarrh, Influenza, Cholera M urban, Diurrhtru, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Toothache, Earache,
Nervous Headache, Sciatica, Lame Back, and Sonnes* In lkxly or Limbs.

AS MUCH FOR INTERNAL AS FOR EXTERNAL USE.
It Is marvelous,
It
how many different complaints It will cure. Its strong point Rea In the fact that
Healing all Cute, Bums and Bruise/* like Magic. Relieving oil manner of Crump*,
Lament*** of Muscles or Stiff Joints and Strains.

quickly.

ORIGINATED

UUUII

13,

IIMUUBKU,

1

Of

ItOO,

X

C Norcross, Uobluson, Rockport;
Boothbay;
Carrie Belle. Morse. Gloucester.
Below, sell Kobt Byron, New York for Rockland
CM 12th, sch F U Odtorne, Merrill, Portland, to
load for Port au Prince,
bid 12th, sell Sami II Walker, for Boothbay.
NKWHCKYPOKT—Ar i)th, sch Hattie A Marsh,
Barker^ Norfolk.
POKTbMOUTH-bld 8th, sch Plortda, White,
W

Rockland.
bid 11th, sch LlazleJ Call, Call, Augusta, to load
for New Haveu.
BATH—Arilth, sch Belle Higgins, SkolQeld,

Darien.
bid 11th, sells A Tlrrell, Dow, for New York;
Unison, Wright, Boston.

Forelsn Porta.
Newcastle, N8W, Jan 23, barque Annie
Reed. Warren, ban Illego.
bid fm Cebu Feb 22, barque Amy Turner, Jolrubid fm

oct2

Ucto'troSkTtoey“tlLto
nothlnsr

rr7~T

else

cunround is

a

perfect laxative,

Celery Compound
Druggist,

Ian

Moral: Use Paine's Celery Compound and stop
j-mnlng the Intestinal tract with harsh purge*
Six ror
for w
uve ^
IS 00. Druggists,
**
pm&

Happy and Hearty.

It it

«

Froih Hope, Hemlock l!um and
Pin. Balsam. prepared mid
spread, all ready to apply

9
^ M ^k^B

B

Bj
H

T*

Best Plaster Ever Made. B

3

*§]

®PB^»

ePtjctS/w

r» I mrc

kl*pPain.,

jn<
AU
Ache*

I

a.

SALE AT

PORTLAND STAR MATCH
mare

West

Ceinmcrciol

FACTORY,
,|tf

St.

Boothbay,

m.,

Boothbay, SoTBrlstol.

SSfc
ft*1.*

Shliiiljer.
N„,t

or
nao «>.

m.,

fur Boothbay, K.

NlKBTlfMAi*.

514

dtd

m.r7

TRUE’S PIN

RI

i

i
1a

Me.
Portland,
ti
an24

410 Fore

»HOT^

AT

if

—

jji

R.STANLEY&SON,

CONGRESS ST.,

St., Portland, Me.

<ttf

octS

m

m

I Invest my savings that
they may be safe and yet yield me a good
rate of interest?
Where

It Is acknowledged to be the best, safest aa£
3ioat potent and effectual remedy known foi
this child-killing disease.

Di. JOHN F. TRUE k 00.,

Proprieties,

AUBURN. MAINE.

can

Tho Atkinson House Furnishing Co.

—

A GREAT DISCOVERY’

Sold toy All DruflW,
PRICE 98e» «Co. and SI OO.

mmm
m

‘o *hreo

hour,

Jan 18___eo,1Awtl

TEA
BEEF
HOT
WATCHES Pa*s10#NNlJ)?LlY

Sclilotterbeck & Foss.

LADIES'

GOLD

at COST at

MORRISON &

565 Congress Street.

mar4

M.videad. JASIANV iiSiCLI'.
Fpr further particulars call on or write

CO.,Jewelers
<M

or

tlie Treasurer of the Company, l’ortlaml, Me.

marO

a.

m..

Burlington,

tlaairral

aad

tka

lu Portlaad. from Mebago Lake 7J5a. in.
Bartlett 10.05 a. m., Augusta and Bath, 8.36 a.
m. Lewiston 8.40 a. m.; Cumberland Mills 11.30
a. m. and 4.30 p. m.; Farmington. Mkowhegan
and Lewiston 13.36 p. m.; Bangor. Rockland,
etc., at 13.30, p. in.; Fabyan's and North Conway 4.55 p. in.: WalervUle, Bath, Augusta
ano
Rockland, 6.35 p. m.; Farmington and
Lewiston 6.48 p. m.; Night Pullman 1.40 a. m.

ftkauboat co.
after March 3, ’88,
Cap.. Wm. K. Dennison, (weather permitting) will leave Portland
for Rockland, Bar Harbor and Machlasport. vta
usual landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. to.:
touching at Sargentvllle on Friday’s trip ouly; returning, leave Machlasport Mondays arm Thursdays at 4 a. rn.. connecting at Portland with early
morning trains for Boston.
PAV8UN TUCK KR. Uenersl Manager.
F. R. KOOTHHYllen'l Pass, and I cket A.i
Portland. Feb. 30,1880.
dec38dtf

Resumption

steamer

of service; on and
City af Mickasaad,

Central K. R. of New

Jersey.

NEW ROUTE TO
PHILADELPHIA, BALTINORE.r SHKGTON and the
VEST, Shortest and Quickest Route.

Via CENTRAL RAILROAD of NEW JERSEY
PHILADELPHIA and READING RAILROAD
and BALTIMORE and OHIO RAILROAD.
TIME TABLE of MARCH 10, 1889: Leave New
York nation Central Railroad of New Je>«*y. foot
of Liberty street, N. R.. for PHILADELPHIA^At 4:00,7 :46.8:30, 9:30,11:0o A. X.; 1 0<>, 3:30,
3 16, 4.00. 4 46.6 30, 7:30,13:00 T. X.; Sundays
8:30. 9:30 A. X.. 1:30. 3:30, 4:46. 8:30,
18:00 r. x.
For BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON —At 8:30.11:00 a. x. (dally except Sundays:
3:30.
4:46,12:00 V. X. Connecttrg tickets
1:30,
on sale at principal points.
DRAWING ROOM and SLEEPING CARS.
marl 1

dtl

GRAM) TRIM RA1LWU OF CANADA
after
trala.

MONDAY, «>
willraa ■■ fall

\f>

tWS,

wrt

DKHARTUMKB

l.ewiatwa, 7.3o and 8.It
m. and 12.46 and 6.10 p. m.
(far tierhhat, 8.46 a. m. and ] .30 and 6.10 p.
m.
Far Meairral and Cklcais, 8.4ft a. ni. and
1.80 p. m.
(far Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
Har Backdcld aad Caatea, 8.46 a. n and
I.30 p. m.
■far Aabarx aad

а.

SUI7UA

Free. t.ewl.aua aad Asters. 8.3C a. ■
II. 16, 8.10 and 6.28 p.m.
Hrua. Gorkaee, 8.36 a.m., 1 *.16 and 6.38 p. lo.
Fr.x t kica|. aad Maatreal, 13.16 and
б. SS p. m.
Frwxi Quebec, 13.16 n. m.
Hrua. lalaad Head, (Mixed) T.00 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train aad
Parlor ear* on day train between Portland and

Montreal

TICKET OFFICII

tt

Exchange

SL, ind Oeeot Fwt at !«ti Siren.

Lowest fare* from Portland, Yarmouth June
Hon not Danville Junction as follows: To Cbtca
131.00 and (19.00: Detroit, (16.75 and
16.00; Kansas Ctty, (32.6a .iri.l $28.85; St.
aul (32.50 and (28,00; St. Louis via. le trolt.
(26.00and $21.26; St. Louis via. Chicago. »38.5o
and (24.90; California, (83.60 end |d8.7ft.
JU8KPH HICKSON, Goners Man*.,WM. EDO AH, Gen! Pass Agent,
JVSTEPIIKNSON 8t.pl.
Portland. October 29.

{>,

& Rochester K. R*

dtapl

O'Miiun,

rvui

rnxuki

ur

oihili.

On and after .tlwadny, On. 44. IHHN,
Passenger Train* will Ln« P .rtlaadi
Par Ware ester, Uletea, Ayer Jwaetlaa,
sin. ho a, Wledkam and t£ppla« at 7.311
a. a*, and 14.30 p m.
Par flaackMirti Caacard, and pouts garth
It 14.30 p. aa.
Par Rachreier, Narlagvalr. Alfred, Walesa
hara, and Race Birerat 7.30 a. aa., 14.30
and 3.30 p. m.
Par Uirkaa at 7.30 a.*., 14.30, 3.00
3.30, ud 0.40 p. m.
Par Waccarapaa,! tasakerlaad 3111a, P*,»
kraak JuaeUaa and Waadfard'. u t.JM
and 10.00 a. a., 14.30, 3.00,3.10 aid
0.40 p. m.
Par Pare** A wan lOearlag) *1.40 p. aa.
The 14.30 p.aa. train tram Portland'■oiiueci a
Ayer Jaacl. with' llaawac Tuaarl Home'
(01 the West, and at t’alaa ataiiaa, WtryyyVwrk ata
Iyr, for Pravideaee and Near
'•Pravlslence l.lae" for Warwick ,ntl Wew
A
Mo.law
with
Yarlt, via "Warwick Mae",
Albany R. R. for >he Weal and New York,
A
*.7.
also
with
via
rail
all
"Nprlnadeld”,
N. p. K. B. l“8teamer Maryland Route”) tor

Philadelphia^ Balliaiarc, WaiklaiMa,
and the aaaik.
Through Tickets to all points West and Row
may be had of 8. H. H ELLEN,Ticket Agent. Pc
land.
ocuadtfi. W. PKT'HH Raw.
__

IM IIKRKRV OlVIIt, thatth
subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust uf Administratrix of
the estate of
8 AM CEL E. CUSHINU, late of Freeport.
In the County ol Cumberland, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persons hav
ng demands upon the estate uf said deceased
are required to exhibit the same. and all persona
Indebted to said estate are called upon t« make

NOTICK

fliven

payment

to

ABB1E E.CVSHtNt), Adrnx

Freeport, Keb. ID,

lean.

nil I" ftruJfu

riLtsu*

■

■

f«h‘47dlawW3w

without the use ot Untie

'WisK

■■wPlrs.ssi si., tsbsis.nr.
At C. 8. Hotel, Portland Room
I8,evenr Raturdaytrom u a. m to 4 p. m
kefer
ences given. Cousultutlou free. Mend lor
oamob
et, 10 Years experience. Hundreds cured.

Curs guaranteed.

DAV D W. SEARS. 17 Milk St. RoomS. Boston, Mass.

;

to

come

a

TOR SALE BY

8.40

Fnbyaas

MASlFiCTlRISG CO. PORTLAND & WORCESTER UflE

fore them, will be held at the Office ol the Compiny, No. 10 Central Wharf, THURSDAY, March
14th, at 3 o'clock r. M.
WM. R. WOOD, Clerk.

Barrels and Kegs for Cider;
also IOO Bass' Ale Hhds.,

He Leading Photographer,

aad

Bridataa, Fryrbarg, .Vartb 4 aaway aha
Bartlett 3.16 p. m.
The 8.40 a. m. train connects for all points tn
Northern New Hampshire and Vermont and runs

annual meeting of the Westbrook ManuTHE
facturing Company, for the choice of officers,
Portland
and any other business that may legally
be-

CIDER BARRELS.
—

WHITI HIOlIItTAIMS' LIN B.
For Cumberland (Mill* 8.40, 10.10 a. m.,
3.16, 3.16, 8.16 p, m.; for Mebaga Lake 8.40
a.
3.16. 6.16 p. m.; Tor Kridgtna
in.,
Fryrbura, North t’aaway, tllea wtattaa,

1888,_netm*ttf

WESTBROOK

Look for the proprietor'» vignature
HOP PLASTER CO.. BOSTON,
on all genuine goodv.

cWoovw

a

Returning, will leave Pemauutd every Wednealay at 7.00 a m., for Portland and Intermediate
Landings.
Every Saturday will leave E. Boothbay at 7.00
k. m.. for Portland and Intermediate Landings.
Connecting with Boston Boats at Portland.
No freight received after 8.16 on the day of
tailing.
Freight received and delivered by W. H. Boh*
ion on the wharf at Portland,
marddtfALFRED RACE, Manager.

MASWfc

Chocolate™ Cream

CORDS,

October

ANNCAL

Sold by Dim* and oonntry Store*
85 Cta. 5 for AI. Mailed for price

Steamboat Co
ENTERPRISE.

tol. Pe mail u Id.
Every Friday at 8.30

8oren"*”Limha.

B

mornings.

WINTER ARKANOE*ll IT.

Boothbay

and after

unequaled.

k ^ ^“-tKSSS”
SSSUk
Nervousness.
fo 0
eg

Tuesdai and Frida*.

30, 1888,
Tuesday.
will leave Portland every Tuesday
ON steamer for
K. Boothbay, So. Brisit 8.80

eod£wmm4m

if,

wick. 1.10 p. m. yiaaataatk Hlatkrvp,
Lake Haraaacaak. Kraddrld Uaklaad
and Varik
Aasaa, 1.16 p. m. Wnaarrille aad
Nkawhcgnn rla Lawiataa,
1.16 p. m., rla Augusta, 7.10 a. m. 1J0
and tl 1.30 p. m. and on Satin days to Wswrrule at 6.10 p. m.
Belfast aad Dastar,
l. 15,1.30,111.30 p. ra. Haiitr ria Lewi*
tan,
1.16, p. m„
rla
Augusta, 7 JO
a. in.. 1.30 IllJO
p. id.
B**far aad
•Mscatugui* M M.. 7.10 a.m., ll 1.30 p.m.
Kllawartk and Bar llarkar 1.30, tll.30
Si. Mtcpbra
l alaia.)
p. rn. Vaacebara
Araaalaak Caaaty. at. Jaha
Halifax
aad Ike Provinces, 1.16, 1.30, tll.30 p. m.
tNIgbt express with sleeping car attached, rune
every night, Bundays included. Inrougb to Bangor, but not to Mkowhegan Monday mornings or
to Belfast and Dexter or beyond Bangor, Sunday

Steamboat Co.

Sl’EANIEK

Wells, Richardson £ Co., Burlington. A t

I babies

OMMomores

SATUBOAY.

From Long Wharf, Boston, *
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
\ Philadelphia, at 12 m.
Insurance one-ball tbe rate ol
T-skM**1 'sailing vessel.

Portland and

Havana, Ala.

O. Sticknkt,

F.

As a gentle laxative, Paine's Celery Compound Is surely without a peer. I think I ought
to know, since I have tried remedy after rernedy for about flvo or six years and have found
nothing that equals It In my case of costlveness.
J. B. J bn kins, Teacher. Cloyd’s Creek, Tenn.

C.

twi

LINE,

aid

On and after Oct. 10, 1888, Steamer N1BKKVCONBAM will leave Orr’s Island rt.45 as
Bailey's 7.00: Harpswell 7.16: Oreat Chebeague
7.46; JenksS.OO: Hope Island 8.06: Little Chebeague 8.16; Long Island 8.36. Arrive In Portland 0.15. Return leave Portland for Orr’s Island
uid all Intermediate landings at «.30 p. m.
oc2dtf

(OF MAINE)

FOR

from PHILADELPHIA

Darpswell

ral,re

»

STEAMSHIP

BOSTON tnn WEDNESDAY

Ail LUES.

UHE CENTUL UlUOiD

Ox xxd

PninP^R
°

and curesconstlpatlon where all
ou.er remedies

—

3 TO 400

rom

WEEIJU

Oaaad after Dnrabrr 31, IMM.Pwwa
«rr Train* Irare Parllaad, a* fallawai
For Ankara aid Lewtalaa, 8.46 a. m., 1.16
and 6.06 p. ID. Lewistaa via Brunswick
7.10 a. m., 1.30 6.10 and til.to p. m., for
1.30 and 6.10 >. m., and
Bath. 7.10 a.
on Saturday! only at 11.30 p. m.
Back land
and Kaaa aad Lincoln B. H., 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30p.m. Brunswick,Uaediwex. Hal
'•well, aad Agyarta, 7.10 a. m„ 1.30.
6.10 and tll.30 p. m. Fnrnsingtan rla
LewUlnn, 8.46 a.m., 1.16 p.m.: ria Brit*,

INLAND NTS L8KKS

For tw0 or t,lrce ycara 18uffered ‘ntense'y
everT night with severe pains In my bowels,
which were habitually constipated. My boweta
^ bow regular, and I have had no return of
“““ “*“* one BotUe 01
Ulose

■ ■■

PINE SLABS.

Boston: Philadelphia

Freights lor the West by the Fean. R. B-, and
leutb by connecting lines, forwarded tree of coav
nlsslon.
Mae ad Trig 118.
Passage • I O.OO.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passag apply to
B. H. st.UPSON, Agent,
lldtfTO *,—g Wharf. Mawaa.

"
Paine's Celery Compound Is prompt and
should he mild, prompt,
and pleasant, with no pleasant. As a Laxative it leaves little to be degrlplng or purgative ef- sired. I havo great confidence In Its merits."
AingRT Leona an, Aetoeiate Editor,
fects. It should also Incite the liver to action.
Journal of Pedagogy, Athens, Ohio.

March 10. forty miles N of Hatteras, sch Belle
Matanzas for New York,

eodnrmlm

I About April 6.

iii ffS.
-3e-4n*MMQ*>
'^e:

k Perfect Laxative

Hooper,from

feb4

Toronto,

DIRECT

Tu&K&wlynrm

EVERY

For ticket and information, apply to the Tick#
Agent. B. * M.. and M. C. R. K., Union Statloa
Oougress «t. Lowe" -*tes to all points West and
nrr’dlHJXM
PWM1._

PORTLAND, NT. DESERT ui MAC BIAS

Sarnia,_April 25.

Pn.«a*ei
Jabln—$60, $65, $75.. Return $100, $125, $150
Intermediate.. ?0,
..Return. 60.
Return at lowest rates.
Itecrage. 20.
For Height or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCK ft CO.,
nov27dtf
Foot of India Street.

GENERATION AFTER GENERATION HAVE USED AND BLESSED IT.

Spoken.

GOWDRRYi?

Chills,

PHYSICIAN.

All who buy or order direct from u«, and request it. shall receive a certificate that the money shall be
refunded If not abundantly satisfied. Retail price 85cti; 6 bottles,
Kx press prepaid to auy part
of the United States, or Canada. Lis'* Valuable pamphlet Bent free. 1. S. JOHNSON Jt CO.. Boston, Mass.

seu. New York.
Passed Tuskar Mch 6, ship Gen Knox, Libby,
Liverpool for ban Francisco.
Ar at Buenos Ayres 9th Inst, barque Proteus,
Peterson, New York.
Ar at Savana-la-Mar Feb 14, brig Stockton, Al-

len. Aspiumail.
At Little Cayman Feb 28. sch G L Trundy, Davis, from Demerara, Idg.
Ar at Barbadoes Feu 14, sch Grace Braaley,
bmlth. New Y'ork,
bid Feb 14, sch Haroldlne, Tibbetts. Trinidad.
Iu port Feb 14, sch Dexter, Wharter, for Portland.
Ar at Turks Island Feb 16, barque J E Chase,
Park, Barbadoes, (and sld 23d for Boothbay.)
In port 2d Inst, sch Mattie E Eaton, Damage,
for Boothbay 4th.
bid fm Porto Rico Feb 26th, sch Win F Green,
Crockett. Boston.
Ar at bt Jago 7th Inst, barque Jose D Bueno,
Robertson. New York.
bid fm Havana 7th Inst, barque Mendoza, Rice.
Matanzas.
...
Ar at bagua 4th Inst, barque Kate, Crowley,
Calliarleu.
bid fm Matanzas 6th, sch Belle Hooper, Gllkey,
New York: 6tb. brig Ernestine Whittier. Boston.
At Bermuda 7th Inst, sch Wm B Herrick, Kelley. Portland for Cardenas, ready to sail.
Ar at bt John, NB, 21th, schs D Sawyer. Beal,
Jonesport; 8 J Gilmore, Alley, Jonesport; Eagle,
Peck. Portland; Annie W.Akera, McIntyre.do;
Bat, Edwards. Jonesport; Elvira, Beal, Machlas,
to load for New York.

BY AN OLD FAMILY

acts

IMN.

EXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA

about

..

Jacob A

■

VOOICI.

Vancouver,

[

River Utb, sch Allen Green, from

CHATHAM—Passe by 12th, ship J A Stamler,
from New York tor Portland; barge Kodiak, from
Philadelphia for do, In tow.
BOSTON—Ar llth, schs .las Nichols, Furber,
Richmond; Viking, Church. Newport News; O E
Stella Lee, Treat,
Stevens. Stevens. Eastport;
Deer Isle, Kdw Rich, Thurston, do; Hume, Post,
Rockland; Atlanta, Bradbury, Rockland; Pemaquld. Wheeler; Ruth 8 Hodgdou, Gay, and Oregon. Caudage, Rockland; Antelope. Banks, and
Laura T Caester, Beal, Rockport; Ripley. Robinson, do; Sarah,Twomey, Portland; Lizzie M Kelts
Greenlaw. Kockport.
Sid Uth, barque Meguutlcook. (or Dakar; schs
Lucia Porter, (or Havana; Geo Walker, lor Sagua
F G Dow, and others.
Ar 12th. sebs Mattie F, Dorr .New York; Mountain Laurel, Webber, Rockland: Para. Libby,
arMachtas; Julia A Decker, Spear, Tiverton;

j

on or

April a.
April II.

Rale, mi

UNLIKE ANY OTHER.-

AM,

Leave Portland-via U. T. Hallway, 8.46 a m. sod
1.30 p.m. KRTL'K.NINII Leave Canton 430
And b.'J5 A. m.
STALK 4088 KI TIOTS- DAILT-Prom W.
Ml net for Hebron Academy, BuckSeld lor W.
Sumner and Turner- Canton for Peru, DlxSeld
and Mexico, also for Brettun’s Mills, Livermore
oct37dtf
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

Llverp'l direct

Montreal

BRISTOL MRHTICE, (Avonmouth I lock 7
From Bristol | STEAMERS. |From Portland.

Newport News

lor Bucksport.
Passed west, sch A ice Archer.
At auchor near Cross Rip llth, ship
Stamler. from New York for Portlaud.

I

April 4|

-

Mixira.

Kumfoni Palin k Bpekiiold Railroad

Arrivals

March 21

as u

Neasi.aseaskly Fariie..-Personally conduct
ed.—combining Cvmfort—Low Rales-quick I. me
-VrtKs Sleeping Cars. Call on or address nearest
Ticket Agent, or K. B.CUKKIKK, New Ragland
Agent Southern Paclflc Co.
184 *V«.hl.g>ea
Wt.. Keslea. Mas*.
<!v3*ndly

through

March 16

—

tbxah

vebpooi.beKill E, (viaLondonderry)
Mailing Dale.!
From
I FrusnPortland
| btpab.»m
| aULAMKlta. j via Halllax.
Liverpool.
February 21
Sarnia._ March 14.
March 7
March 28.
Oregon,
Cl

Portland, Me
M.W&Ftf

jan!9JU_
!

vtlle and Halifax.

Chester.

Corner Congress nild Franklin Streets,

way stations 1.00 and 4.15 p-

CALIF OR MIA

t rnwfard*.

DOMINION LINK.

us

From Union Station.

Bee tea and

W«.0OajA, dallv).t».00 a. m., Jl.oo.
tO.OO p. m. Returning leave Meat.a —7.80, 8.00
8Jn., 13.80 p. m. (—7.00 p. m. dally). Hilda*era, VarUaseulk, Newbarraert, Wales,
t-yaa 3.00, 9.00 a.m., 1.00, 8.00 p. m. Ante*
bary 9.00 a. in.. 1.00.0.00 p.m.
FROM COMMERCIAL BTKKKT STATION
for Cape Klis.belh and Wcarbere t reeelaa,
0.36, 8.86,10.15a.m., 13.40.3.36, 6.60 p.m.
Trains Dorn Commercial Street station connect
at Scirboro Crossing with local and through trains
of both Divisions.
(Connects with Ball Li nee for New Tork, South
Aiut West.
(Connects with Sound Line* for New York.
—West Division (ri m North Berwick
All trains arrlvlug at and departing from Union
Station run via Western Division between Scarborough Crossing and Portland.
Through Tickets to all points South and Waal
for fate at lei., a fallen. t’.agred Mareei,
Csmawclal Hirees Hiailea, and at l a less
Ticket ttBce.Mkickssic Wired,
J. T. FUKHKR Uen’l Manager. Boston.
D. J. VLANDBR8, uen. pTf. a..B«st«o.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent, at Port land.

nov20dtf

Steamships

203 FEDERAL STREET,

Monday

Jfot

apply to H. A A. ALLAN. General

Passenger Agents, 80 Stale St., Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St; T. P. MoGOWAN,
422 Congress SL, or .or passage or freight to H.
A A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

NEW

•

station

ss^swtssf&rr-"
Trails

la Bffen Oi leber

2L

Mjsr.

-TO-

MARRINER & COMPANY,

DIVISION.

Portland.
Union
18-80, 18.46 a. m.,

_

! Sarkisian,
Apr. 11.
~May 1.
Passenger accommodations une<|iialled. Cabin
$50, $65 and $76; Intermediate, $30; steerage,
For passage

leave

fj* p. m. Heelea fer
118.45,
8.80
Perliaal 7.80,
8.30, a. m., 1.00. 3.46, p. ni. For acurbar*
F,"« **•*■•. 8.30. 10.16. a. nu. 3.80
®1- Wwhard He..*, Mace,
.P* BL
Biddetard 8.80. 8.46, 10.36 a. m., 13.46,3.30,
8.16 p. m. Hraacbaak. 0.30. 8.46 a. ia
13.46, 3.30, 0.16 p. m.
Welle
Head,
8*80, 8.46 a. m., 3.30 p m.
Nertfc Her
»*«■• «rea« Valla, Devei 0.80, 8.46 a. m.
8,30
m
Kveter.
later
hil,i I-awt-eare, and l.ewell, tf.80, 8.46 a.
m., 13.46, 330
p. m. Heckeeter, Varat
W.lfber., 8.46 b. H..
13.46, 8.80 p.m., Maacbeeter and 4'earer t
0.46 a. m..
(via Newmarket
’i!1?..,

Mar. 7.

Circassian,
Parisian.
I

Feb. 28,

1889.

Nervier.

|

utramrrI
8TKAMKK

I

|

via Haitian.

Cordon & Dilworth’s Fine Preserves.
E. T. Cowdrey & Co’s Pure Jellies and Preserves.
San Jose Packing Co’s Canned Fruits.
Underwood’s Deviled Meats.
Richardson & Bobbin’s Preserved Meats.
Taft’s Pure Vermont Cider Jelly.
Huckins’ Famous Canned Soups.
Standard and Fancy Canned Goods
of all kinds and the finest stock of choice TEA and
COFFEE in the city.

Morang, Charleston.
ANAPOLIS, MU-Ar 91b, sch Frank Seavey,
Kockport.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld Uth, barque Chestlna

Snow. Portland.

Only $1.00.

enrTnd TREMOWT

FOREST

Trains

PL N

I Nett.

Eastern Division From Unloa Statloa.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Smith. Havana.
Ar.llth, ship Fannie A Gorham, Wadlln, New
Loudon.
Cld Uth, sell M K Hawley, Allen. New York.
SAT1LLA KIVEB-Sld Bill, sch Mary J Cook,
Boflses. New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar Utb, scb Johns Beacbam,
Ginu, Richmond.
Cld Uth, Bell A F Crockett, Thorndike, New
York.
CHARLESTON-Ar Uth, sch Mary L Allen,
Wiley, Kockport.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld Uth, sch Cora Green,
Philbrook, Porlo Rico.
NORFOLK—Sid 11, sch Chas E Balch, Crocker,
New Haven.
BALTIMORE—Ar Uth. brig Jennie Uulbert,

Redman. Watts, Havana.
Arllih, sch Mary A Tralnor, Wolston, Bucksport.
Ar 12tb, scb Augustus Hunt, Hall. Salem.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 12th. barque Nellie Brett. Knight. Clenfuegos.
PERTH AMBOY-Sid luth, sch G B Reynolds,

CO..

BOSTON

Fishermen.
Ar at Gloucester llih, sch Elsie M Smith, from
Georges; Edw Grover, do.

A

AOAitlM

A.

113 Miaie Street, Car. Bread hi., Baas.
elOdtl

two dollars per

eod&wOmnrmtopofeolcm

In (he city.

BXCHAHOB.

ef

STEAMERS.

WISCA8SET, March 12-Ar, sch Anu K Stevens, Tice, Boston, to load Ice.
FBOM

laihwae.

3ITY OF PEKING sails Thursday, March 28,
31>. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
ipply to or address the General Eastern Agents.

Tartar,

oc2P

COKBBBPONDENT8.

DUE

can save

flour, by its
nutritious product.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Sch
New York.
Sch Norman, Holt, Boston, In
Belknap. To load for Cuba.
Sch Laura & Marlon, Eastman,

You

than Cream

barrel of

makinFnews.
TUESDAY, March 12.
Arrived.
Barque Archer, Mitchell, Buenos Ayres—W &
C K Mliliken.
Barque Heckla, Sanders, Buenos Ayres-W &
CR Mliliken.
Sch Dreadnaught, Nickerson, North Bootbbay,
to load for Philadelphia—Peter 8 Nickerson.
Sch Peter H Crowell. Chase. Buenos Ayres.
Sch Sadie & LlUa, Nutter, Steuben-J H Blake.
Scb Cinderella, Nlcbols, Round Pond—J H
Blake.
Sen Martha D McLain, shore, with 10,000 lbs
Ash; John W Browu, 9,000 do.

The

From Han Francisco. 1st and Hrannan Sta.
For Japas aad Chlaa.

8 34

•••-{::: 18 i {g

Cleared.
Lizzie J Call, Call, Portamouth,

Cheaper

and better.

Clenfuegos,.Mch28

He,*ht
04

via

January M,

WENTEHN

,'OLON.sails Wednesday, March 20, Noon.

BREAD PREPARATION

la effect

Ciml^4(%rfL

Pa nereis.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 18.
Bun sets. 5 46!

Francisco,

liver, for San

17

BOSTON AND MAINE

a

eAAMtl&x
and South Amerioa and Matico.
From New York, pier foot of Canal m„ North

.Hav& Mex .Mcli 16

York..Kingston ...Mcli

LIW* FOB—

Ulftrnla, Japan, China,

York..Bremeu.Mch 16
York..Antwerp ...Mch 16
York..Glasgow....Mch 16
York..Liverpool...Mch
16
York.

Arizona.New York..Uverpool. ..Mch 19
.Uverpool. ..Mch 20
City of New York New York.
Valencia.New York. .Laguayra.. .Mch 20
Moravia.New York..Hamburg...Mch 21
Circassian.Portland... Uverpool... Mcb 21
La Champagne ...New York.. Havre.Men 32
Adirondack.New York..Jamaica, ...Mch 23
Werra.New York..Bremen ....Mch 23
Servla.New York..Uverpool...Mch 23
Alvo.New York..Haytl.Mcb 26

Clenfuegos.New

RtllKOtlia.

PACIFIC MAIL HTEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

York..Havana.Mcli 20
Brltanlo.New York.. Liverpool... Mcb 20
AUer.New York..Bremen.Mch 20
La Gascogne.New York..Havre.Mch 19

City of Atlanta.. New

STIUMBR*.

14
14
14
14

—

CHICAGO, Mch. 12, 1889—Cattle maraet- receipt- 7,000;shipments3500: slow and steady;
choice beeves at 4 064 35; steers at 2 yo®3 9 i:
stockers and feeders 2 lu®3 16; cows, bulls ana
mixed 1 bo®2 9o.
Hogs—receipts 23,000; shipments 7000: active
and lower; mixed and heavy at 4 40®4 80; light
4 O' I® 4 86; skips at 3 80@ 4U.

to fair extra at 3
(art 10. Kye hour
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Sarnia.Portbnd.... Liverpool ...Mch
Santiago.New *om..Clenfuegos .Mch
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PORTLAND, Mch. 12. 1888.
Flour Is dull and In light demand, with prices
generally unchanged Pork Arm and In good dt«
mand the late advance holding with strength*
Lard Ann. Sugar bolds very Arm
Coffee Vi to 1
cent higher on all grades.
fUa loUowtug are today's closing quotations of
uraiu. Provisions. Ac.:

roller
.6
clear do-6
stone ground 6
St Lon is st'gt

20®

are receivers’ prices

strictly wholesale lots. Jobbingprices l&ste

to
14c.

When ahe had Children, she gave them Castoria,

Patent Sprint
Wheats.7 26*7
Mich, straight

tor

as

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried forCastoria,
When she became Mia, she clung to Castoria,

WIT AND WISDOM.

the

willing to admit that,” Wyomt'^eyare ou£ of nature—and one
out of heraldry, too as I said

am

thabtew°aU:*not"”tUre'

and

me to the
rooms at

as

ti.nX

morning,

an
me

18® 19c; Eastern crm good to choice
good
8Bc. The above quotations
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A

bouse.
wanted.

To let—Faout room.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Advice

Mothers

la

—MRS.

WINSLOW’8
SOOTHING 8YRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub awakes as “bright as a buttom.’
It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind,
regulates the bowels, and Is the best known
remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes. Twenty-five oents a bottle,
lebl

_M,W,FAwly6

The good old Vegetable Pulmonary BalsamBest known cure for Coughs, Colds and Consumplon. Genulue: Cutler, Bros. A Co., Boston.
oat24
eodAwCmos
In order to avoid all danger of
health by drinking impure water,
drops of isiMiirs Billers to
water you drink._

__[COMTWgEp

First

the

raining your
add 10 to 20
every glass of
octSeodAw

Per Any case of nervousneee, sleepweak stomach. Indigestion, dyspepsia
try Carter's Little Nerve Pills. Relief It sure.
The only nerve medicine; for the price in market
dwlw
lessness.

_

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation:
Hour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation;
Gives healthy sleep; also elds digestion:
Without narcotl stupefaction
oct6dAwly

v
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J. COURT.

Hill

offered prayer.

voluntary, the choir
beginning:

BKFOBK JUDGE HASKELL.

Charles C. Neal, of Raneely, on an Indictment
lor cruelty to animals, paid a fine ol $25 ana
costs taxed at$te.04.
Clara N. Nye was sentenced to six months in
Jail for the larceny of a wagon.
Walter H. Moore, of Jay for highway robbery
was sentenced to imprisonment in the
States
Prison for life at hard labor.
8. Flanders, of Klnglteld,
a fine of
paid
$260 and costs taxed at $6.78 on a nuisance Indictment, and a Hue of $100 and costs taxed at
$60.50 on an indictment as common seller
, Charles B. Hunnewell, of KtngOeid,
paid a flue
of $100 and costs taxed at $44.47 on an indictment as common seller.

MUNICIPAL COURT
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday—Wm. M. Damon, Owen K. Reardon
Charles Connelly, Wm. Manson.
Intoxication;
1 and costs.

Thomas Oulncannon and Coleman Qulncannon.
costs each.
Htnd. Intoxication; 80 days in

Aflray; $6.60 and

county

E. Stover. Common drunkard; 3 months
county tall.
Minnie Doyle.
Night walker; 3 months in
county Jail._
In

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
The Maine Central will build 100 box cars
next season. Five hundred thousand feet of
oak will be required for the work.
Sixteen new dynamos have been received
at the electric

light works, and four more

are

expected.
The meeting of the Dry Dock
Company
was adjourned in
consequence of the death
of Judge Goddard.
Work has begun for the erection of the new
Gerry building on Congress street by tearing
down the old

buildings.

The Congress Square Union will meet this
(Wednesday) afternoon with Mrs. Charles

Rain,

281 Spring street.
The iron train shed at the Union Station is
to be lengthened by extensions of 200 feet
built upon each end.
This will make the
structure 900 feet long.
The usual gospel temperance meeting will
be held at the Mission this
evening at 7.30
o’clock.
Go and aid in carrying on the good
aDd much needed work in our
city.

■The members of Casco 5 will observe the
or eulDg of their new engine house next Friday evening with a picnic supper and other
festivities.
A delicious lunch was received at the
Press office at about
midnight last night.
We are indebted to Cogawesco Tribe of Indians for the same, and return thanks.

The Secretary of the Treasury has awarded the contract for supplying water mains
for the Portland Marine
Hospital to the
Portland Water Company at $1950.
Yesterday the schooner Ira Kilborn landed
4,000 pounds of cod and haddock; the Ella
M. Doughty, 8,000; the Martha D. McLain
8,000; the Fanny Trasher 2.000; and the John
Brown 7,000.
There will be a game of ball at the Portland grounds on Fast
Day by two well
kuown nines from out of the city.
It is expected that there will also be a game on
Memorial Day.
The Cumberland Association of
Congregational Ministers met at State
street church
yesterday morning. The exercises consisted
of the discussion of
pastoral work and
themes o.f special Interest to the
clergymen.
The Portland & Rochester Railroad has
commenced work upon the new extension towards the Union depot. It has its
engineers
and surveyors at work
locating Its proposed
tracks and gangs of men driving stakes.
It is anderstood that Mr. A. J.
Blethen,
formerly of Portland and later of Minneapolis, has nearly completed arrangements
for an afternoon Republican
daily in WashHe has associated himself with
ington.
a
wealthy young man named Steele.
The alarm from box 85
yesterday forenoon
WAH
fin
UDomint
1.1
_

._,,

leaf s

__

iu

..

apothecary store,

nolUhewhlrfet8'

v. d.

corner of

wreen-

Spring

and

f

quanUt>’ 01 furniture
k
polish, which was being
mixed, took fire, but
did no damage to speak of.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
THE

TWELFTH 8TOCKBBIDGK.
the twelfth
Stockbridge entertainment will be given at
City hall by Miss Jes-

sie Couthoui, the popular reciter and
StM* Quartette, wUhltlss
HailT violinist, and Mr.
Harvey
pianist. The numbers to be given Murray
bv the
Quartette and Miss Couthoui, were
yesterday; those by Miss Hall will be well
calculated to show her talent. Mr. Murray’s
accompaniments are always pleasing. Good
seats can be secured at
Stockbridge^.

Gr^e

published

CLAXTON.

Kate Claxton is not 111 as has been
reported, but is In excellent health. She will
be at

5lieaAte

x
and”action

“ext

week,

Serve

and

this Is

tSS?o

It will
Miss Cl«ten
the end of her engagement at the
People’s
and
night,
likely she wilfulil!
mately find it strong enough to justify her in

putting away‘The Two Orphan’s forever.’’
WEBEB

CLUB CONCEBT.

Tomorrow evening the Weber Club will
give a concert at Haydn hall, Mechanics
building, assisted by Mrs. Fellows, soprano.
Miss Rice, contralto; Mr. Whitcomb, humorist: and the Portland Male Quartette, with
Mr. Kotzschmar, conductor and Mr.
Pearson,
accompanist. The club are singing finely
this winter, and the other attractions of the
concert are first class.
NOTES.

The Hanlons drew another good house to
Portland Theatre last evening and created
lots of fun.
E. Locke, at one time manager of
the National Opera Company,
will, it is reported bring an operatic venture to Portland
111
Apt 11.

W’
urn
um

£,laxt^’o8.?ate;
H,^?reh 18,th
.*2r.1.c8queJ^otnpany,
Saturday,
Weet Lavander” with the

at Portland Theatre
and
19tki the (treat “Zoo-

travelling company, the

week

March
Muse-

following.

bon* of Veteran*.
Ca“P. S. of V., will
.Sbepley
have
on 0i theU
newly elated
Y; WU1
be 1 lar«6 attendance of
Armv
08 we" as “* Sons of
Veterans
Veterans, and one of the comrades will
de-

an’i1'
officer?

Gra?d

?

Um.lMm..,
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The music was by Rubinstein from the
“Tower of Babel.”
Dr. Hill then delivered the
following address :

Nothing could have been further from the
thoughts of the honored friend whose

mortal remains now lie before us, than the
idea that he should deserves eulogy from
All allusions lo his own good
any lips.
qualities were painful to him. His ideal of
character was high, and his preception of
the strict severity of the moral law was
clear
be was painfully conscious how far his
own
fell short of the high standard
which he set before himself; and how far
his
daily course of thought and word and deed
went aside from the absolute
requirements
of God s commandments. He was
accounted
stern and harsh in his requirements
from
others, prompt and severe in meting out
punishment; but he was equally stern in requiring from himself an absolute fidelity
and censured himself severely for
every apparent failure.
He was dissatisfied with
himself and with his own performance* and
from the depths of his heart
uttered’that
prayer, of which be recently spoke as the
only prayer pronounced by Divine authority
acceptable, the prayer of the publican, God
be merciful to me a sinner.
But wUhough in this sacred house it is fitting that we should so far admit the truth of
his view as to confess

ch‘ra„c!er

■

..

That in the course of Justice none of us
Should see salvation.

It Is fitting also that we should
thankfully
"-knowledge to the Giver of all good
the benefits which he has bestowed
and upon this community by the lifeupon
and laiXSi
w.e estimate so mucii more
than w?om
he estimated
highly i.1?®
himself. Gifted
farseelng mind, and a strong
iLclear,’
will, be
early perceived the reality and awful senctity of the moral law,
and deliberately determined to follow the
not
from the fullacious motive set forthright;
by Locke
and Paley, but from the
binding motive so
constant!]’reiterated by the ancient stoles
he would do right, because it is
right. Under this high motive he obeyed the
dictates
of the melancholy Hebrew
aud
whatsoever his hand found to Preacher,
do, he did it
with his might.
His intellect under this
great stimulant achieved what it might not
otherwise have attained.
His fellowmen
perceived his ability and called him to
portant duties, and he performed them
well; if there was ever at any time apparent
failure, it was not from lack of fidelity inand
dustry
was
power; it
from his eye being dazzled by the simply
awful
glories of the perfect moral law, so that
he was temporarily blinded to the necessitvof
imperfections in a finite creature. Some of bis
was done euletly; the
general
5eltiiW2r*t
know nothing for example concernpublic
the labors of a revision of the
ing
general
statutes of a commonwealth; and yet there
State who has not been
?.ot a„cltizen
j®indirectly
benefited by the admirable manwhich that labor was
and
these benefits will continue performed;
to be felt di*n<* rec^’ *or a generation tu

things1
^is

^m°

corne1'aD<*

Those who knew him best knew also that
the stoical sternness of his sense of
justice
was blended with
many a softer and more
lovely trait; with a playful sense of humor,
that often made his sternest
condemnation
seem softened by the mode in
which thev
were conveyed; with a warmth of
friendship
th*t no differences couid cool; with
sympathy that reached out to all the animate creation; with philanthropic desires that embraced mankind. The tenderness and sweet
courtesy ol his conduct frequently surprised
the spectator who had only heard of him
as
the severe, stern moralist. But a few
weeks
ago when he was asked whether he had
signed a certain petition for pardon, to be
forwarded to the President, he replied that
h® h»d not been asked to sign
it; and
added that he hoped he would not be: for
he was afraid that if he was, his
strong sympathy would lead him to act against his conscientious judgment. It was a sincere reply.-made by one who already suspected
that he had gone to that house to
die,—but
what a|revelatlon it was of the
mastery which
his copvictioiis of duty had obtained over
tv

uc

uiiij

regaruea as tne weaknesses of his nature.
It would have been
weakness
in
him
to
have allowed
to
triumph over bis
deliberate judgment ol duty and of justice.
But in themselves they were not weakenesses, they constituted the true glories of bis
nature. In his abborrence of
cruelty to animals, in bis interest in the cause of international peace, in bis intense enjoyment when
watching the development of pure aud Innocent childhood, in the
lifelong fidelity of his
friendships with men, in hls readiness to
contribute to rational recreations, as well as
8evere labors, we had the
gentler side of a very noble and
lofty character,
Stren‘th and
ali
u»vo

Hi?®.

ft,?n¥5g*

Tonight

KATE

After an

hymn

sang

How happy is he born or taught.
Who serveih not another’s will.

Farmington, March 11.

^Thomas
Janies

"MjBttoXm. “tul

RAGE.]

^tegrity
would admit**1
fenoUw mrn I8'We** 'io^at ^oToursSlv*
much less can we know
othels
sures are

often

Ow

en-

undeserved, and our con400 ^enlent. On the

served bUt
a!30 80®etimes too faint to be
V.0?*
has been said that the
just. It
more thor
oughly we examine a really bad character
are

sometime6 unde-

the worse it will be found to lx:
the converse Is true, and that I a m s
the me™
thoroughly we become acquainted with
a
good man, the more excellent he will
be
found. 1 he sixteen years past have
been

u^e

constantly revealing

excellence in
so

****v^.

points

to

me new
the character on which I
spoken; and even since

Imperfectly

rd

have

on?

intercourse lias been, I trust only for a time
by death, I have learned that
‘“^rrnpted
which has exalted him in
my regard. But
all human
judgments are fallible—God
a one
knoweth
the
heart
and
can
righteous
Ctod's
8 judgment
judgment.
alone

J"2»

andChumi!fh5Sluebnf
ly b«lw“ar

can

dispritAnotA

e?rtIl,y circumstances

me?wyvio^?da °De Ca? 8ee pifcirS,elsy^d^CriJelty;and Hls
mercy that is klndnesV ^H^i grant ev?.ry
corn and reward ever* ri„K.e alo?e can dlsinfiulte love

flls rewaids are ever3ln«£tlti endf,avor, and
y beyond our
deserts. He so lov$
One through whom the world n^S h? Send U8
ed;and through whom we J ft, fe 8av‘

more than conquerors over «n thlm
and sense
Itwwlnth
through Christ Jesus that our
ed; and hls hope has not been

k?00111®

emelcv'Vf1 4&S
brother* truS?
confounded

At the conclusion of the address
the choir
Mendelssohn’s "Cast thy Burden on
the Lord," and then Dr. Hill pronounced
the
benediction. As the body was removed from
the church the bell tolled its
parting knel
ind Mr. Kotzschmar played.
The remains
were taken to Evergreen Cemetery for intersang

net.

Baptist Church at Old Orchard.
Rev. A. K. P. Small of Portland, and Rev.
dr. Dunn of the Free street Baptist church
< if Portland, were at Old Orchard Monday to
« elect a lot upon which to erect a Baptist
< burcb during the coming season.
They
< bout decided upon a lot on Old Orchard
« treet, 100 feet front and
running back about
5 00 feet. If they purchase the society
they
. epresent will put up a fine church there
hls spring.
•

pleasing

field for his eloquence, no
doubt, than in the discussion of the phenomenal growth of figures in the three reports
in regard to the State’s finances.
The Bangor hospital resolve, was in Mr. Heatn’s
opinion a just aud righteous measure for he
thought the exigencies of the situation demanded a new hospital.
Mr. Heath also
drew a romantic picture of the Madawaska
squatters whose claims he described as just,
but who had been waiting 47 years for the
justice now given them by this legislature.
Then there wis the State College resolve
bearing aid to that institution, “the child of
the State,” as Mr. Heath described 1L All
of these appropriations Mr. Heatli described
as thorougbiy righteous and just.
Passing to that part of Mr. Libby’s speech
which referred to the refunding bill, Mr.
Heath said that he (Mr. Heath) had been
consulting for two weeks with the Attorney
General on the subject of the constitutionality of the new bonds, and the Attorney
General had brushed away the objections
raised by Mr. Libby as of no account. Mr.
Heath also gave it as his opinion as a lawyer,
backed by the opinion of the attorney general, and by other legal authority that the
issue of the renewal oond9 would be constitutional. There would be no taint upon those
bonds that would go into the market next
November. It was true that two years ago
the legislature of 1887 ceased the payment
into the sinking fund. Mr. Heath was sorry
that the exigencies of the situation bad impelled the .Senator from Cumberland to attribute to the present Chief Executive a
fault in regard to the management of the
sinking fund. The suggestion in regard to
the sinking fund did not come from the
Treasurer at that time, but from the late
more

then

organ

•

FROM FIRST

manner, and that has been heard and decldadversely. The people by an overwbelming majority decided that the Capital
Address by Dr. Hill on the Character should be
permanently located in Augusta.
'6 P®°P!e of
of the Deceased.
Portland, as a necessary part
,
of their case, had
demonstrated that this
Capitol was unfit. Therefore the city of
Portland
could not aff >rd to make the change
Tbe funeral of the late Judge Goddard
took place at 2.30 p. m. yesterday from the of front that it was making in coming now
There was a large and saying that if a capital could not be loFirst Parish church.
attendance which Included many of our cated in Portland this should not be re
paired. Mr. Ileath read from an editorial in
older citizens, and a large proportion of
the Press showing how York and Curaberladies.
ladd bore a third of the State taxes, and that
At 2.13 p. m. the Cumberland Har Assoif those two counties were willing to bear
ciation marched to tbe church and took seats
their share of the cost of a new State House
which had been reserved for them. The
ought the other fourteen to grumble. Mr.
Maine Medical School, both faculty and
students, were present, the sessions for tbe Heath turned this point by asking if the
other fourteen counties wanted to repair this
day having been suspended.
State House, whether York and Cumberland
At 2.30 p. m. the casket was borne up the
ought to object. Speaking very briefly in
broad aisle and placed In front of the pulpit.
Rev. Dr. Hill preceded the remains repeat- regard to the remarkable financial condition
of the State, Mr. Heath said that
figures gening the passages from the Scripture “I know
erally did not lie, but it made a great deal of
that my Redeemer liveth," and “I am the
difference who managed these figures. Mr.
Resurrection and the Life.”
The pall
Heath then went onto show that if Cumberbearers were Judge Nathan
Webb, Hon J
land
was
the
S. Palmer, Hon. D. R. Hastlngs.Hon.
wealthiest
county
Joseph Kennebec was
W. Symonds, Charles E. Jose and
certainly next in wealth. Go
George A.
log on to a defense of the third set
Thomas. As the procession passed
up the
of figures furnished
the finance commitaisle Mr. Kotzschmar Iplayed the
Judge’s tee, Mr. Heath askedby
favorite selection the theme of the third
who were the gentleof
men who made that
the “Three Pictures” from
report. The senator
Rubenstoin’s
“Tower of Babel.”
Arrived at the pulpit, from Cumberland had said that this third
was not from the finance committee.
report
and as the casket was placed in front
the
But here it was signed
“Manley for the comchoir sang Barnby’s “Sleep
And who were that committee?
thy last Sleep ’’ mittee.
The Moral offerings were placed on
were men several of whom were
they
Why,
the
this appropriation.
casket and were very
handsome, including against
Mr. Heath then went on to defend the
A
besides those from the family and friends
third set of figures furnished by the finance
a
beautiful wreath from the Light
committee. He explained the methods by
Infantry
which the estimates were raised.
Veteran Association of which
first
Judge God- estimate of the State Treasurer wasThe
a condard was vice president.
servativeCestimate based on the receipt of
the year before.
Dr. HU1 read selections from
But there would be an
the Scrip- increase
In the revenues in various items
tures ending with the 22d
of
chapter
Revela- this year, and Mr. Heath showed how these
tions. Judge Goddard had been
estimated increases would increase the revaccustomed
to read a chapter from tbe Bible
uvaiu OBIU lb
VTttO
Nli
IlgUI* IU
every Sunbring the taxes of other years into the presday, and by preconcerted arrangement his ent
two years. Mr. Heath then went on to
daughters in Germany wc uld read the same show that the tax rate of this State was
chapter, on the same day. Last Sunday the growing lower and lower, and that a reducJudge could not read himself but the proper tion of half a mill would be made In 1890.
He
under these circumstances
chapter was read to him. It was the 21st the thought that
people would not complain of taxchapter of Revelations, all the preceding ation. Then he went on
to show that
chapters in the Bible having been read to some of the large appropriations of this
session
had
been
for objects of charity,
this point. One more chapter
only was left for pensions, for the
insane, for the Gettysto complete the Book, and this was
read by
burg monuments, etc. Mr. Heath devotea
Dr. Hill—the 22d chapter of
portion of his speech to enRevelations, the a considerablethese
last in the Bible.
larging upon
subjects, finding here a

sale-Lodglug

Wheelwright

at

Governor Bodwell.

Mr.

Heath defended

this policy at length. Hr. Heath said the
sale of the bonds need not trouble the Senator from Cumberland, ^here were on the
floor bankers ready to take these bonds, and
only sorry that a slight legal, not constitutional, objection had retarded the opening of
the sale of the bonds, which was to have
been at 5 o’clock this afternoon. And those
bankers were ready, not only to take the
bonds, but were ready to pay a premium for
them. As to the argument that the premiums
on bonds could not be used for current expenses, Mr. Heath referred to the example
of William Caldwell to show that premiums
on bonds were long ago covered back into
the treasury, and that the Governor and
Counoil bod approved thia action. And Mr
Heath submitted that this administration
would have the right to cover back Into
the treasury the preceeds of the premium
on
the
bonds, and use it for
current expenses.
Whether it would be
good fiscal policy he did not know;
there would be money enough without it.
In closipg Mr. Haath said he hoped that
this question would be argued on its genera)
merits. He did not see why he should have
raised the cry that Portland had not been
treated courteously. She hod submitted and
argued her case, and the verdict had been
rendered against her by the people. Should
she now complain?
If the House would
pardon him he would refer to an old story of
Judge Cutting, who used to say that every
lawyer bad the right for 34 hours to damn
the court and jurv, but after that he must
hold his peace. Continuing Mr. Heath said
he failed to know of an instance where
Portland had not been treated courteously.
He had heard that in a private gathering in
Portland where Senators were present the
people of Augusta had been denounced a6

vampires.

Now what about the origin of this movement? It was said that it had started in
the legislature.
If he remembered rightly
the Portland Press, a powerful, enter-

prising, able, independent, courageous

news-

paper had started this movement. Aud the
members had
given their opinions not
seriously, hut supposing that the question
was not one of serious moment had
given
their opinions.
This was how it had started. It had not started from the legislature
but from Portland.
Mr. Heath reviewed the history of previous attempts to move the Capital
Portland. This is Mr. Heath's 15th year ou the
floors of this legislature, either as a member
or as an officer, and he recalled the fact that
you would not find since 1864 a vote on the
journals of either House on the question of
repairs. Portland had always stood in the
way of these repairs. Now, after all these
years ought Portland to continue this policy?
Before the vote Mr. Libby offered this
amendment:
Competition as to plans lor the work shall be
open to all architects who reside in the State,
and contracts for the work shall be awarded to
the lowest bidder.
Mr. Heath opposed this amendment. He

said that, to

use

the

ue uisirusteu me

came

language

weeks

of the old poet,

even

w uen

they

bearing gifts. This amendment was
thought, to embarrass the course
He hoped it would be voted

put on, he
of the bill.

down. The Governor and commissioners
could be trusted to see that the contracts
were properly awarded.
Mr. Libby advocated the amendment. He
asked if there was anything improper in
providing ordinary business principles should
be followed in the letting of this work? Was
there anything unfair in providing that
architects of the State of Maine, not men
imported from Massachusetts, should compete with plaus for this work? Was there
anything unfair in submitting the work on
this according to ordinary business methods,
to the workmen of this State. Did the Senator from Augusta mean to take the position
that this Senate should be against the incorporation of an amendment to secure this
work to the competition of the architects
Maine? He
and mechanics of
hardly
thought the Senate would take such a position.
The Senate did, however. This Is the vote,
yeas being for the amendment and nays
against it.
Frost,
Yeas-Freeman,
Harding. Libby,
Lordiof York, l'oor, Sleeper, (Walton, Wright—it.
Nats —Austin, Burrill, Clark, Collins, Daggett.
Haines, Heatli. Hill. Holbrook, Hunt, Lord of
Peuobscot, Nickels, Uand, Ryder, Sargent, Simplon, Walker—17.
Paired—Merrill, yes; Nasb, nay.
Absent or not voting—Burgess, Kendall.
Then Senator Libby moved the indefinite
postponement of the resolve. The yeas and
aays were as follows:
Yeas—Freeman, Frost, Harding. Libby, Lord
>1 York, Poor, Walton, Wright—s.
Nays—Austin, Burgess, Burrill, Clark, Collins,
Paggett, Haines, Heatli, Hill, Holbrook, Hunt,
Lord of Penobscot,Nickels, Kana. Ryder, Sargent,
Sleeper, Bimpson, Walker—19.
Paired—Merrill, yes; Nasb, no.
A Lsent or not
voting—Hinckley, Kendall.
The bill was then passed finally and short-

ly after signed by the Governor.

taoo.C°

Brunswick-J. K. Hues to R. R. Groves

Arcliambaau

ai *c

'to*John

F. Chaplin et. al. to C. F. Wetherbee
Diamond Island-Arum! Larnson
oaraB Lrbompson. 81, Sc.
Gorbam-Wasliington Hall to Charlotte J Hall
u*
&c.
|1.
Gray-R.ch.rd Colley to E. a. McCollhter.

to'saraht

^Raj-rnond-1.

V. Gould to

Hon. Lewis A. Barker is at the Falmouth.
Hon. A. P. Wiswell of Ellsworth is in the
city.
Mr. George H. Haynes of Camden was in

Margaret E. uould

Bay

:
city yesterday.
Capt. Frank Wildas, who has been ordered
to the First Light House District, is in town.

aad

a

half aid.

aad

Face

terrible e.uditlaa, being

elected permanent

chairman of the Board of Aldermen on Monday, not Aldermen Shaw as erroneously re-

ported.
Fred H. Harford, Emj., is a candidate for
United States marshal, when the term of the
present incumbent expires, and Whitman
Sawyer and John F. Barrett for Assistant
Appraiser.
The remains of Margaret H. Bosworth,
daughter of George M. and Clara V. Bosworth of Malden, Mass., will be brought to
this city for burial and services will be held
at Evergreen Cemetery, Cyprus Avenue, today noon at 1.30.
Dr. Daniel E. Palmer died at Kittery Monday from malarial poisoning. He was a graduate of
Bowdoin Medical College and
served during tbe rebellion as a surgeon.
He occupied a seat in tbe New Hampshire
legislature in 18KL60 from Milton. He was
67 years old and leaves a wife and two sons
and a daughter.
Tbe funeral will occur tomorrow under the auspices of Parker post,
G. A. K.
Mr. Charles Purington, one of Bowdoinham’s leading citizens, died at s.30 Monday
afternoon, after a three weeks’ Illness of
pneumonia. He was representative to the
legislature from this town in 1886, and a
member of Kennebec Lodge No. 26, Knights
of Pythias. Mr. Purington was a brother of
the late A. S. Purington, who died only a
few weeks since of the same disease.
He
leaves a wife and twu sons. His age was 31

Bey nine
life.

car-

j

Perbam.

aid.

yean

Small,

white

scab,

red

Bad

humor

bletchce,

from bead M feet.

dry,
Two
1

covered

This includes Hats from all
the leading manufacturers in this country, including J. B. Stetson,
Dickerson & Brown, Wilcox & Gfuyer. We also have a full line of

ENGLISH STIFF HATS
that arrived today on the Allan Steamship Circassian. These goods
we import ourselves and the style, price and
quality surpass anything
we ever handled. We have a full French Pocket Hat also. All these
goods will be in our New Store Saturday Morning, and we would
like to have our friends wait until that time before purchasing.

The Cuticuba Remedies are lu great demand.
The Ccticuba Resolvent sells better than any
other blood purifier.
The Cuticuba Soap Is
praised by my customers, especially mothers, who
»air It Is the best for babies preventing and curing
scald head and similar diseases.
GEORGE HOBBS, F. M., Collins, Texas.

Something

Deautuylng the
skin
hair of children
and Infants aud destroying the germs of scrofula
and all hereditary humors, the Cuticuba Remedies are simply Infallible.
Cuticuba, the great skin cure, Instantly allays
the most agonizing Itching, burning and Inflammation, clears the skin and scalp of crusts and
scales, and restores the hair. Cuticuba Soap,
the greatest of skin beautillers, Is Indispensable
In treating skin diseases and baby humors. It
produces the whitest, clearest skin and softest
hands, free from pimple, spot, or blemish. Cuticuba Resolvent, the new blood
pulfler, cleanses

ever

made.

MARRIAGES.
Iu Gray, March 6, by Rev. E. Bean. Joseph L.
Roblnsou ol South Windham and Miss May E.
Doughty ol Gray.
In Pittsfield. March 2, Charles A. Libby and

---

impurities and poisonous elements,
and thus removes the cause. Hence the Cuticura Remedies cure every species of torturing,
humiliating. Itching, burning, scaly, and pimply
diseases of tbe skin, scalp, and blood, with loss of
hair, and all humors, blotches, eruptions, sores,
scales, and crusts, when physicians and all other
remedies fall.

i
i

DIHrLE!), black-heads, chapped, rough, red and
l in oily skin prevented by Cuticpra Soap.

Katie M. Fischer.
lu Skowbegau. Feb. 2B, Joseph L. Steward and
Miss Elsie M. Boyd.
In Gulllord, March 1. Chas. L. Adams and Miss
Ada H. Farnbam. both of Abbott.
In North Anson. March 4. Charles A. Mullen
and Miss Amelia A. Delliug. both ot Emden.
In Waldoboro. Feb.23, Albion Wotton of Friendship and Genie O. Pitcher of Waldoboro.

QlNip

DEATHS.
In FalrOeld, March 6, Sarah Tobey aged 61
years.
Id Bath. March 10. Joseph, son of Robert and
Addie Shields, aged 4 years 4 months.
In Fhipsburg. March 10, Lillian A., daughter
of Scott C. and Belle F. Perry, aged 9 months.
In Stark, March 2, Gardiner Ureenleaf, aged 66
years.
In Farmington, Feb. 22, Mrs. Olive H., wife of
Stephen Lake, aged 69 years 6 mouths.
In Bart land, Feb. 28, Mrs. Mary Page Richardson, aged 46 years.
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The finest under two years
wins the carriage, or $10
off the usual selling price,
besides a five per cent discount off the price of any
Let your baby
to the front. We want
to see all the babies using

carriage.

-THE—-

Dollar.^

CARTERS

Baby Carriages.

Li
CURE

ATKINSON

8lck Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such sc
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsinesr, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Bide, Jto. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

SICK

Headache, yet

WANTBB by
*
99 GREEN STREET.

SITUATION

<

<

a

capable
V

cook

13-1

Some

clusive

14th,

ACHE

;

Is the bane of so many lives that here is where
we make our
great boast. Our pills cure it whilo
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
I hey *re strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
their
action
but
by
please all who
gentle
purge,
lsethsm. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
or
sent
by mail.
iy druggists everywhere,

pills

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

wAATED—The Colchester Rubber
Company, offer situations to females beand
80 years, to make rubber shoes;
tween 16
will pay the board of beginners and furnish piece
work soon as Instructed; In six weeks, diligent
hands can earn more than their board and gradually Increase until they can earn from $4 To $6
above their board according to sklllfulness.
Boarding houses occupied by females, exclusively,
kept in the very best manner, competent housekeeper, pleasant locations; furniture, beds and
entirely new.
sarpets are
Applications to
3EORGE WATKINSON, President, Colchester,
marSeod&wIm
Conn.

GIRL.*

In Cape Elizabeth, shore road,
rooms, to-

FOR
a IV, story house, containing six
tether with Vt acre land. JOHN F.

PROCTOR,
6-1

REMNANTS!!
AND-

BODD LOTS.
mmense

Success

Our

Attends

SPECIAL CA8H SALE!

40 pairs fine N. Y. French Kid Boots only $4.00;
former price $6.00.
*
Garside & Son’s French Kid Button only $4.00.
* oyd’s French Kid Button
$4.60; former price
$6.00; widths AA, A, B and C; sizes 2Vi to 7.
C T*These goods will be sold for Cash—no credit.
e

-WANTED I-

our money In
exchange for French Kid Boots.
a 50 pairs Ladies’ Pebble Goat Common Sense
Boots to close, $1.60; former price $2.60.

1 DO pairs Ladles’ Pebble Goat Street Boots only
$2.00; former price $3.00; widths A A, A, B
and C.
3 DO pairs Dongola Button only $2.60;
former
price $3.00.
* DO pairs Common Sense
Boots
Kid
to
Dongola
close, $2.00; the proper bool for rubbers.

-LADIES’and

I tgb Cut

Overshoe; Light Weight

stylish.

ing

O-

day’s linen
closed out

Mar *»
J.
™mj

the le*dlnK Cities, resorts,

U«ah

w

iur

Stylish.

Feet

and

3N OF SOLO BOOT.

Baaiaa for a Taar .f TU Day.
orer
7
the same routes
through
COLORADO AND CALIFORNIA,
Thence through the
Picturesque Regions of the

BROWN..

Ieql3

eodtt

FOB ONE MONTH ONLY, a.

MORRISON
maridti

&

CO., Jewelers,

:a«a congress stbbbt

o

which created

rush

sold at

21c

•

lust

**5*

NORTHWESTERN
mutual

because they
are the best value in Dress Hoods
for 50 cents, to be found in this

.Milwaukee, WIksuIs.

dividends. 1,217,856.09

4,279,069.79

ASSETS.
bonds and

mortgages.*27,352,737.03

Premium notes, real
United
estate,
Slates, city, towu
and county bonds,
cash on hand and
In banks, accrued
Interest, rents and
all other assets.... 5,320.084 33
Total assets.*32,872,811.36
LIABILITIES.
Losses and endowments, unadjusted,
unpaid dividends,
reserved for paid
up Insurance, etc.*
395.832.63
Reserre required by
laws of states, (actuaries' 4 per cent.27,591.541.00
Total liabilities..7.

~^27,987,373.62

on

4

per cent basis.

4,686,437 74

Secretary!41 KR’ Pr**‘d®Dt'

MERRY&GOODIN6
General Agents,

147 Lisbon
J. M.

Street,jj

COODINC,

•*

hlrrn, Pwiliad,

mar8

Coupon

>

Notea.

payable
I semi-annually Id
! N.Y., Phils, or W

k

l«r lh«

Prompt j

payment of both

Principal and Inby The Engliah 4

terest guaranteed

American Mortgage Co., Ld W. City,
Kansas,
bubaertbod and paid up
Dspltal, £120.000. Descriptive pun.
phut on application.

H. KILBY, Agent, over Wilson's Tea Store
1 ft,
14W Exchange street, Portland, Me.
«W2S
W.F&MIyr

Elastic

_TOMWO

HI

HDKTT OKtiA.1

TO QUDEM.

,„,***

J*nl4

at 50 cents.

from $1.25,
reduce the stock.
We shall continue the sale for a
ew days of our Cottons in
Bleach

d and Unbleached,
‘t jobbers’ prices.

in all widths

Indigo Bine, Chocolate and
ft hite Ground Prints at 5 cents.
JMANSO* G.

,

LARRABEE & CO.
martt_

marks

wrn. m.

j Book, Card

<Uf

Ulren to priests pnpUs by the
subscriber

W.

Hip Corsets

at

o

Job Printer

usnicTios ui EUdusiujiraAi
ICAL STINES
J.

Ginghams

a0m lot of Ladies’ Rnbber Capes
it 99 cents; marked

!

No. 3 free Street >loek Portland.

I Interest

ton.

French Finished Ratines at 12

KNABE

SAMUEL THURSTON

$1.00; the Bonthe Kevilo at 50

1-2 cents.
Scotch Finished
12 1-2 cents.

eod3w

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
Mortgages.

The Senator at

»nza

Me.

The sole agency ol this
world renowned Inst rement.

i

| rents.at 75 cents;

Agent,

PIANO!

ysrd

Shirts.

LEWISTON, ME.
Cen'l

jast

warranted.
We
reived a new invoice
guods, direct from the
manufacturer, and shall mark
them at the same low prices, notwithstanding the slight advance
in cost. 98 cents, $1.19, $1.39
and $1.69 per yard.
An elegant line of Plaid and
stripe Flannel, Twill and Henrietta Suitings, in all eolon for
combinations, in different widths
and low prices.
75 dozen Ladies fall finished
Cotton Hose in modes, drabs and
black, at 19 cents a pair. These
are cheap at 25 cents.
A few dozen left of those Childrens Black Wool Hose, in only 3
sizes, 5 1-2, 6 and 6 1-2; we shall
put these on sale this morning, to
close, at 17 cents a pair. This is
actnadly 1-3 the real value.
All of Oar Ladies’ Gents* and
Childrens’
Winter
Underwear
marked down to prices that will
benefit the consumer.
Gentlemen’s tailor made White
have just
of these

Total payments to policy holders..* 2,799,696.93
Taxes, commissions and agents' expenses, salaries, examinations advertising and all other expenses.. 1,479,401.86
Total disbursements.*

Surplus

are

we have
added many New
Shades including Black to oar liae
of 50 ceuts Silk Plashes, which is
now conmlete.

Every

Premiums..*6.239,434.10

Interest in I rents... 1,771.209.35
Total tact o..* 8,000,633.45
UI4BC ELEMENTS.
Death claims and mv
tured endowments. $1,681,840.84
8 u r r e n drred and
lapse policies and

on

Henriettas,

as ever,

“Guineniack Silks

INCOME.

ment.

F i rat

I

30th Annual Statement, Jan. I, '89

Loans

popular

city.

lone Co.,

a

GUARANTEED.

very
40

Our 50 cent
as

Lire

|

pretty

and durable Mainches wide at $1.00
per yard. Also a fall line of new
colorings in this cloth, which are
particularly desirable for Spring
wear, at the same price $1.00 per
a

terial,

yard.

morning
yard,
draperies departat 25c

elegant line of Jewelry

The Black Banetz Long Cloth,

1^-d^JJUTj|ocentBooksjirojminj.^ram^stts

the

in

ly Send for descriptive cticulars, designating
he particular trip desired.
W. RAYMOND,
298 Washington 8t. (opposite School 8t.), B08rasrll
3t.
TOnTmaSS.

COST

the

piece.

this

PACIFIC NORTHWEST,

a.

at

Excellent value.
Three or four printed
Scrim novelties are ready
a

Grande

SILVER WARE,

today;

Towels to be

s
Rallway-the
Great “Scenic Route.”
emn*date—1 kav.day, May s*— a party
iT,n,1116
will
leave

Call and examine our Overshoes.

Properl; flltedjTs

dozen

sale

yesterday. We
added
twenty-five
heavy German Huck

a

have

return

And homeward over the entire
length of the
■**■■■■ PaciOc Railr.ad with a week In
J*
the Vdlawitaae Natlaaal Park.
BoUl these parties will travel In Special
Tr*'“ at Magailitra. Vcibalcd Pall“»«i Palace
Car., with Pallasaa Palace
Oirt.gC.n iacladed. Incidental Trips to
the
Valley aad Dig Tree Urero.
W. RAYMOND.
I. A. WHITCOMB.

price

same

such

Monwill be

is

CLAR”^*’ 816Congress street;
Sr
36
t{oods e’er shown In Fort-

J. W. SKINNER.

nrn 1 tic

CALIFORNIA,
'merest, and a
turS*‘lue
knd over the Denver & Rio

at

printed border handkerchiefs at 5c.
Both bar-

COLORADO
7iw..lanlr>

clos-

are

50c—former
and
98c—and a
prices 75c
lot of ladies’ hemstitched,

EXCURSIONS.

Tl.ar.dav,
T’
through

out

we

What is left from

-LADIES’r Igbt
Weight Rubbers and Overshoes; Narrow DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY ud
and

Ur5e,tr!!neor

ex-

are

shirts, which

Traveling Expenses Included.

A party will leave Umu
for a Taar a( 3N Day.

we

An

•f

The two foremost attractions at our store today
are a lot of men’s
night

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
AU

patterns in

St., cor. of Oak; as we manufacture
can therefore give you bottom
Trunks tepalred.
1 j.1

F

can

showing
at present is larger than
ever.
For underclothing,
baby outfits, blankets, etc.

will be sold at half their real valne. All
solid reliable goods, bnt broken lots
that must be sold to make room for
Spring Styles. Don’t full to cull, It
will pny yon.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Gen. Manager,
dtf

U—All to know that we have somevv
thing new, at CLAKK’S. 615 Congress St.
0 sheets scrap pictures with a bottle mucilage I
>r 25 cents.
.'
Our 27 cent books are going fast.

was

white

designs,

sortment

BOOTS and SHOES

Jir. MIDDLE and PEARL STS.,
r$T ANTE

our

not to be
other
store in
any
town, are here, and the as-

-AND-

z

remnants

perfect goods

new

If yon are in want of a new
Black Dress, before
purchasing,
call and examine oar Black
Mohair Tamlse, one of the most
stylish fabrics in the market today, 40 inches wide for $ 1.00 per

desirable iront room; gas, hot
“<1 coU water,
.1
private family. For particulars Inquire of JOHN
K. PROCTOR, No. 93
Exchange street.

Do you know about the
line of embroidered flannels in this department?

Onr innnil HbIa rAm<nanaail

JAN.

—

Dress Goods!

T® N*W*P—A

seen at

539 Congress 8t.
eodtf
I*016_

—

sook

of Nain-

be sold.

■ARE mu SALE.

_

!
I

BALE

fresh,

as

ANNUAL

MONDAY

or

NEW

corneas

prices.

aprons and children’s dresses.
It’s as near half price

13-1

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; butfortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Centennial block.

dst

Wyer Greene & Go.,

marls

HEAD

—

Bancroft.

H House Furnishing Co. 11
PORTLAND, ME.

—

ou.r g()°os, and

opened
goods department yesterday, and marked 15c a
yard. They’re regular 25c
goods in short lengths—
about large enough for

and will oontlnae the rest o the month.
Several thousand dollars worth of

HEYWOOD

r~-:—I

Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of the stomach .stimulate the
M
ver and regulate the bowels. Even if they onl»*
“

&

marts

come

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

LARRA8EE & GO.
A Complete Stock

■

ooo

in

Eastman Bros.

nr

persons Id want of trunks or
WANTED—All
call at K. D. REYNOLDS', 564 and
yard.
!>»«*

to be

cooler.

A

Don’t forget the baby’s photograph with age
and weight.

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for <6.
Prepared
only by C. I. Hood * Co., Apothecaries, Lowell
Mass.

likely

and

as

$16.00 mlv$1
6.00
_1

Is the only medicine of which can truly be
said,
“100 Doses One Dollar,” which is an unanswerable argument as to strength and economy. It Is
sold by all druggists. Be sure to get Hood’s.

today
fair

The weather
is

Jr

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

SALE

them

4LI.IS

WAMSOM G.

d4t

rofttLAiro, Mar. 13,1889.

CHEAPER THAN PINE

‘■Every spring for years I have made it a practice to take from three to live bottles of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, because f know it purifies the blood
and thoroughly cleanses the system of all
impurlles.
That languid feeling, sometimes called
spring fever will never visit the system that has
been properly cared for by this never-falling remedy.” W. H. Lawrence, Editor Agricultural
Epitomlst, Indianapolis, Ind.

Oo®®® On©

Miss L. A. Winslow, so long and favorably known
by all will return about the first of April to
ber old position.

lively enough

seize

Street.

t. W.

Please call and examine them.

they come along.

Makes the
Weak Strong

apr27^°

are

Salesroom 18 Elrou-*,

EastmanBromBancroft.

Yon shall have bargains if

“J1,

*• O■mu

in stock.

are now

Town Haoaa

I

We call SDecial attention to onr large and
desirable line of these goods.
All
the new designs and choice pat-

NICKBBS09 remains with us
in charge of our Ladles' Tailoring Depart
menu He Is now In New York and on his
return, the first of next week, be will be
ready to receive orders for Spring garments-

J. r. U.KMKNH.

C»pgElizabeth.

F. O. BAILEY & c
Ilftioneen and Coemiswa lerrhas

Dress Trimmings!

91R. A. A.

$ 16.00
you
to

large

a

!

L ACE S

We wish to Inform our customers and "the public
that we have retained the services of KIB0.
91. B. BVLTBSTBBi who will have sole
charge of our Dressmaking Department.
We are prepared to do everything in this
branch of work in a most sai Isfactory manner. both as to style and workmanship.
Mrs. Sylvester will be pleased to see all o
her old customers.

mar13

other season does the human system so
much need the aid of a reliable medicine like
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, as now. The Impoverished
condition of the blood, the weakening effects of
the long, cold winter, the lost appetite, and that
tired feeling, all make a good spring medicine ab
solutely necessary. Hood's Sarsaparilla is pecul
iary adapted for this purpose, and Increases In
popularity every year. Give It a trial.

stock, and

R. F. SOMERS,
One Price Hatter._ 232 Middle Street.

io rum comm

At no

a new

stock, with Small Profits and One Price.

64

waiting

A Solid Ash
Chamber Set

Purifies
the Blood

Now is

OUT PRICES.

Corner,

March 13th. i

s carefully prepared from
Sarsaparilla, Dandelion, Mandrake, Dock, Plpslssewa, Juniper Berries, and other well known vegetable remedies,
in such a peculiar manner as to secure the full
medleiaal value of all. It will cure, when in the
power of medicine, scrofula, salt rheum, sores,
boils, pimples, all humors, dyspepsia, biliousness,
sick headache, indigestion, general debility, catarrh, rheumatism, kidney and liver complaints.

shall sell all

variation. This we mean to live up to. All our goods will be
marked the price in figures.
We do not intend to charge
one customer one price, and his
neighbor another.
WE WILL ALSO

I.

WEDNESDAY,

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

Saturday, we

Skin and Scalp preserved and beautified
P|PY*6
DAD I O by Cuticcila Soap. Absolutely pure.

Onl Y

Mvrtle street.

store

our

no

CARD.

DAY

The funeral service of the late Mrs. Sophia E
Armstrong will take place on Thursday afternoon at 2 30 o’clock at her late residence, No. 82

and

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticcra, 60c. ; Soap
26c.; Resolvent, *1. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Corporation., Boston.

igr-Send tor "How to Cure Skin Diseases,”
pages 60 Illustrations, and 100 testimonials.

A One Price Hat Store!

OIIR GOODS AT ONE PRICE TO ALL

me Diooa oiati

cieansmg, puruying ana
and scalp and restoring the

New!

From the time of the opening of

Cuticura Remedies
ror

232 Middle Street,
and will show the

Store,

brought into the State of Maine.

ever

The Cuticuba. Cuticuba Resolvent, and
Cuticuba Soap have brought about a marvellous
cure in tbe cas® of a sklD disease on my little son
eight years old. I have tried almost all remedies
and also tlle most eminent doctors, all alike Uif
“>*• exc«Pt lhe wonderful Cuticuba Remedies'
ed- n- brown- 720 N. 16th St., Omaha Neb.

1 have used the Cuticuba Remedies successfully for my baby, who was afBcted with eczema,
and had such Intense Itching that he got no rest
day or night. The Itching Is gone, and my baby Is
cured, and Is now a healthy, rosy-cheeked boy.
MARY tEI.LKRMANN. Beloit, Kan.

into his Old

move

-HATS-

I can praise Cuticuba Remedies very highly,
,or they have cured my baby of a
very bad case of
eczema, and my boy of sore eyes and breaking out
00 his face.
They are both well, and have nicer
skin than ever. I think It Is a wonderful cure, and
have recommended the Cuticuba Remedies to a
Mbs. BECKETT,
great many.
369 W. 89th St., New York.

_

will

Saturday
FINEST LINE OF

Last year he was worse than
with scabs from the top of his
head to his feet, and continually
growing worse,
although be bad been treated by two physicians,
As a last resort I determined to
try the Cuticuba
Remedies, and am happy to say they did all that
1 could wish. Using them according to directions
the humor rapidly disappeared,
leaving the skin
fair and smooth, and performing a thorough cure,
The Ccticuba Remedies are all you claim tor
them. They are worth their weight In gold to any
one troubled as my boy was.
GEOROE F. LEAVITT,
North Andover, Hass.

being

_____

next

white scab on them.
ever,

4DVKBTIH£IHK!«T9.

R. F. SOMERS

all Ms

with

phy.iria.. fall. Cared by Caticara.
My boy, aged ntoe years, has been troubled all
his life with a very bad humor, which
appeared all
over bis body In
small, red blotches, with a dry

We have used your Cuticuba Remedies, and
find them worthy the claim you make for them. Iu
[act theycamiot be too highly recommended. Our
tittle girl had the eczema, and suffered Intlensey
tor one winter, aud, although under the care of a
skilled physician, he could afford her no relief,
but by the use of your Cuticuba Remedies she
was speedily cured. We will not be without your
Cuticuba Remedies
B. A. MANLEY, Milo, Iowa.

months, 3 days

Pears’ is the purest and best Soap

a

I have used youi Cuticuba Remedies in two
< ases where It
proved to he successful. The first
ras In the case of a
boy a year and a half old.
Ils face and
body were In a terrible condition,
ormer being
completely covered with sores. I
ook him to the Massena
Sulpber Springs, hut he
lid not Improve
any. 1 was then advised lo try
he Cuticuba Remedies, which I did. He took
me and one-half
bottles of Cuticuba Resolvent
vben his skin was as smooth as could be, and Is
,
oday. I used the Cuticuba on his sores and the
Juticuba Soap In washing him. He Is now five
rears of age. and all
right. The other case was a
llse&se of the scalp, which was cured by washing
vtth the Cuticuba Soap and rubbing In the CUTcuka, one bottle at Ccticuba Resolvent being
ised. They have proved successful lu every case
ehere I have advised the use of them.
It Is surirlslng how rapidly a child will Improve under
heir treatment. I recommend them for any dlssase of the skin as
being the best In the world,
rhls Is my experience, and f am ready to stand by
JOHN H. BERO,
my statement.
American House, Hogansburgh, N. Y.

The Secretary of the Treasury has appointed Jesse Pierce second assistant keeper
of the light station at Seguin.
United ,States Marine Inspectors Pollister
and Dyer are making a tour of the coast, insnecting the different steam crafts.
Naval Cadet Quin Ames, who Is one of the
crew of the Nlpsic.now at Samoa,is a former
resident of Maiue and a nephew of ex-Gov.
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W. W. Perry of Camden has been admitted to practioe before the Interior Depart-

Alderman Hobbs

_______WKW

infantile Skin and Scalp Diseases

the

Small R Small Bose. Small W#

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
Registry of Deeds:
MaBgle F' Kallock to John M. Jaquis.

Kfifelf,
||l^B®tll_DelU88«
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PERSONAL.

PASSED.

ed upon

AMUSEMENTS...
Portland theatre—Kate Claxton,
Free lecture—M. C. M. A.
Old folks' ooncert.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
I ufantlle skin and scalp diseases.
E. F. Somers—228 Middle street.
Clark’s, 616 Congress street—2.
Kastman Bros. & Bancroft—2.
Wanted-K. D. Reynolds.
For

Attendance
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PEAKE STREET.

Exchange St.. Portland, le«
job pristTm. a .specialty
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